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Abstract
In the context of growing availability of data, Time Series are essential for extracting and
understanding the evolution of underlying natural, artificial, social or economic phenomena.
The related literature has extensively shown that the Dynamic Time Warping, in conjunction
with some local/base distance δ (e.g. Euclidean distance ), is an effective similarity measure
when univariate TS are considered. However, possible statistical coupling among different di-
mensions make the generalization of this metric to the multivariate case all but obvious. In
practice, multivariate TS are describe by heterogeneous features which usually highlight differ-
ent patterns (correlated, noisy, missing or irrelevant features). Therefore, to obtain a « fair »
comparison of the data, Dtw needs a δ which « understands » the space of the data. Indeed,
as the complexity of the data increases, defining such a « satisfactory » base distance/similarity
δ becomes very difficult. It seems totally unrealistic to define δ manually or on the sole basis
of an expert opinion. This has ignited our interest in new distance definition capable of cap-
turing such inter-dimension dependencies by leveraging Distance Metric Learning. DML is to
learn a distance metric to better discriminate the data by accentuating the distance relation
among objects that are considered as (strongly) similar, or conversely (strongly) dissimilar.
This information about (dis)similarity is often provided using must-link and cannot-link con-
straints between objects. However, in the case of voluminous and complex data, providing
such constraints remains an open problem. Therefore, we propose a method, based on canopy
clustering, to automatically extract the constraints from the dataset.

Keywords: multivariate time series, metric learning, constraints, classification, Dynamic Time
Warping
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Introduction

Context
In the general context of a massive increase in data coming from varied and heterogeneous
sources (retailer sales, banks records, developers activity logs, pollution sensors or earth obser-
vation satellites), known as «Big Data», the interest of data mining or knowledge discovery has
incredibly grown in recent years. Tracing the history of variations/evolution in these data over
time – known as time series – can reflect interesting temporal related behaviors. More formally,
a time series models the evolution of an object over time. For example, a senescence1 of a leaf
can be modeled as color time series [Green → Yellow → Orange → Red → Gray] from its
youth (Green) to its death (Gray). Indeed, comparing the previous leaf evolution with another
one [Green→ Gray] can reveal a lot of information about their relative plants properties: from
the time series, we can say that both leaves do not have the same mutations through out the
seasons; while the first leaf undergoes nuanced changes (transitional colors/states), the former
highlights quite an abrupt change in its coloring. These two leaves highlight two different
temporal evolutions and do not respond the same way to the season change.

In this context, analyzing temporal data, particularly those provided in the form of time
series, is essential for extracting and understanding underlying natural, artificial, social or eco-
nomic phenomena and thus for highlighting classes of temporal evolution, detecting anomalies,
monitoring biodiversity, etc. As such, the need for methods to analyze and extract temporal
information from these data is crucial for users. Manual attempts to provide such analysis have
quickly proven inefficient due to the particular nature of data complexity (number of features
and time series length) in addition to the huge volume of data to process. As a matter of fact,
time series analysis required to process the set of features describing each observation of the
object of interest. The task become overwhelming, hence the need to automate this task, for
instance with machine learning techniques.

Machine Learning
Machine learning is an important process in data analysis. It consists of grouping the objects
of a dataset into homogeneous classes. It covers a wide range of tasks and is divided in two
main families which differ in their approach and objectives.

Supervised learning (i.e., classification) consists in building predictive models.
The aim is to learn a model, or function, that maps a vector of inputs to a vector of out-

1collective process that leads to the aging and death of a plant or part of a plant, like a leaf. Fig 1 show a
leaf color evolution through its life cycle.
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Figure 1: Leaf color evolution from green to red

puts, given a set of training examples which associate a vector of inputs to its desired outputs.
The ultimate goal is to discover the structure of the classes on the training dataset in order
to generalize this structure on a larger dataset. Supervised learning methods assume that
the training data sufficiently and completely describe the classes to which they are related.
However, in the case of temporal analysis, the lack of examples of evolution and incomplete
formalization of the classes of evolution makes this hypothesis unrealistic.

Unsupervised learning (e.g., clustering) aims at discovering structures in unlabeled
data. As opposed to predictive models, it builds descriptive models and is often used to
study or explore data on which little information is available (too few examples for supervised
learning). Clustering consists in partitioning data into homogeneous and compact groups such
that points within a single group/cluster have similar characteristics (or are closer to each
other), while points in different groups are dissimilar [Jain, Murty, and Flynn, 1999]. Most
clustering algorithms aim to minimize the intra-class inertia while maximizing the inter-class
inertia given some metric. The purpose of the metric is to provide a cost function which
optimizes comparison between time series, i.e., find optimal correspondence between the items
of two time series. Generally this metric is either a similarity (which should be higher for two
similar objects), or conversely a distance (which should be lower for two similar objects). As
a result, the core of a clustering algorithm consists in comparing data in order to estimate
(dis)similarity; thus the algorithm efficiency is subject to a proper designated metric.

A Proper Designated Metric
Whether it is time series of numerical values (color of a pixel over time, temperature or pollution
index, ...) or symbolic values (classes to which a pixel belongs over time, type of pollution,
...), numerous studies [Aghabozorgi et al., 2015, Jain and Dubes, 1988, Duda et al., 1973,
Petitjean et al., 2012, Maus et al., 2016, Yuan and Raubal, 2012] have shown that the use of
the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm for the classification task, supervised or not, of

2



these time series is very effective. This efficiency is mainly due to the fact that DTW is able to
realign time series to highlight evolution that may be shifted or distorted over time. In order
to achieve this alignment, DTW uses a measure of similarity or distance (referred here as base
similarity or base distance) between the items forming the time series which must have been
defined beforehand. For example, in the case of numerical values, simple and structured data
– table, tree or graph –, the Euclidean distance, possibly weighted, is generally used, whereas
in the case of symbolic values, a similarity matrix must be defined. Nevertheless, our primary
objective is to study the possibility of further improving DTW effectiveness in clustering. For
this end, two approaches can be considered: either directly modify DTW alignment algorithm
or act on its base distance.

Propositions for DTW quality improvement in the literature mainly focus on its alignment
path process. Essentially, DTW alignment algorithm is altered by adding some weight on the
matching path or constraining the calculation of the warping path. The main idea being to
avoid unnecessary exploration and thus prevent irrelevant matching. These methods do not
take advantage of any information of the data being processed. Mondal et al. [2015] provide a
more extended report on these variants of DTW.

In our work, we are only interested in the second approach, i.e., provide a better base dis-
tance for DTW. We were particularly interested in methods that will consider the specificity
of the data, take into account prior – semantics/structural – knowledge on the dataset and take
advantage of them. In fact, as the complexity of the data increases, defining such a « good
» base distance/similarity is very difficult. Indeed, the values (or states) making up a time
series increasingly include heterogeneous attributes which, moreover, may be noisy, correlated,
irrelevant or even missing for some items in the time series. It seems totally unrealistic to
define the base distance/similarity for DTW either from ex-nihilo or on the sole basis of an
expert opinion. It is therefore necessary to define such a distance «automatically» from the
manipulated data. In many pattern recognition problems, we have dataset with statistical
regularities that can be used as prior knowledge. For example, there may be measurements
from different domains, which makes the relative scaling of the dimensions in the given dataset
arbitrary. Also often the data from different classes lie on sub-manifolds. If some class labels
are available for the data, this information can be captured by a distance metric. This prior
knowledge can be used to improve the performance of clustering, learning vector quantization.
In this context, the work carried out in the literature [Xiang et al., 2008, Ying and Li, 2012,
Zhu and Goldberg, 2009] has shown the interest there might be in using distance metric learn-
ing (DML) methods in the case of low dimensional data. DML is to learn a distance metric
to better discriminate the data by highlighting the distance relation among objects that are
considered as (strongly) similar, or conversely (strongly) dissimilar. This information about
(dis)similarity is often provided using must-link and cannot-link constraints between objects.
Unfortunately, in the case of voluminous and complex data, providing such constraints remains
an open problem; because the expert must know their data very well in order to make the con-
straints, on the one hand, as informative as possible (and therefore limited in number), and
on the other hand consistent with each other. To solve this problem, a solution which seems
promising to us is to rely on methods of progressive discovery of these constraints with respect
to the expert. Active learning methods seem to be a solution to this problem, although they

3



have not yet been applied to a great extent in the context of metrics learning and/or temporal
analysis.

Objective of this thesis The primary goal of this thesis work is to study an active metric
learning method to develop an efficient base distance for DTW in order to better cluster time
series with high dimensionality and high heterogeneity values.
In addition, providing relevant constraints sets for metric learning also remains a main chal-
lenge, for the same reasons mentioned for supervising learning on time series (Section ). Thus
we provide a method to automatically extract the learning constraints sets from the data.

Plan
Part I The first part is a detailed introduction to this thesis work, which justifies this deliber-
ately short general introduction. In particular, Chapter 1 reviews the literature on time series
analysis and motivates the choice of this thesis to encapsulate the temporality of the data at the
level of the comparison measurement. Chapter 2 describes the dissimilarity measure Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) which is one of the cornerstones of this work. It prodes motivation
for DTW, the need for a local distance capable of capturing inter-dimension dependency in
the case of multi-dimensional time series (MTS) analysis. One possible way of obtaining such
adjustable distance is to learn it from data itself.

Part II Then, Chapter 3 formalizes metric learning problem and derives its common models.
Chapter 4 presents our metric formalization and its adaptation to MTS, as well as the employed
optimization method. The following chapter, dedicated to experimentation, aims at evaluating
the proposed method in different MTS settings, to study its stability and robustness. Our
results are challenged against some other methods recovered from the literature.

Part III This part presents the application of our metric to two projects, from different
perspectives (numerical and symbolic). Chapter 6 introduces satellite image time series and
describes the application of our model to improve its clustering. In Chapter 7, through features
vector representation of symbolic time series we were able to apply our model and derive a
similarity matrix describing the proximity between symbols of the time series. This work is in
context of software engineering analysis project.

Part IV Chapter 8 addresses the problem commonly encountered, throughout our projects,
in obtaining the constraints for learning the metric. We propose an effective and reliable
method to solve this problem using canopy clustering.

Chapter 8.4.2 concludes this manuscript by providing a summary of this work as well as
our future projects.
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1
Time Series Analysis

This chapter aims to introduce time series in the context of our study. Hence we will cover the
analysis of time series and its related usage in our work area. Finally we will in brief present
our application domains.

1.1 Multi-dimensional Time Series
A time series is a series of data points indexed in time order (sequentially ordered). Gener-
ally, multiple captors are used to collect various information regarding the same phenomena.
For instance, weather evolution can be monitored using humidity, temperature, wind speed
information. In this case, such a series – called multi-dimensional or multivariate time series
(MTS) – can then be composed either of time series each corresponding to a (a)synchronous
measurement for a sensor, or of synchronous measurements from different sensors that can be
integrated into a single time state vector. Note, as each measure can be numerical or symbolic,
the vector of measures can be heterogeneous. Figure 1.1 shows different representations of
the same MTS A,B ∈ RFeature × RTime. Case 1.1 (Fig. 1.1a) formats the series by features,
i.e., each observation (feature) is uncorrelated to/un-synchronize with the rest of the obser-
vations. This model represents each feature as an independent time series; thus, there are F
mono-dimensional/scalar time series. Case 2.1 (Fig. 1.1b) couples the observations, therefore
creates a relation on the set of the features by grouping different observers by time. In this
case we have one time series where each item is described by F features. Note that it is always
possible to switch from one representation to another by creating incomplete state vectors or
by breaking down the vectors into independent series.

Depending on the representation, the processing of MTS will be different especially when
it comes to compare two MTS and handle missing data. For example, if we were to compare
A and B we will have,

D(A,B) =

∑F
i=1 d1(Afi

, Bfi
), (Case 1.x)∑T

i=1 d2(Ati , Bti), (Case 2.x).
(1.1)
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(d) Case 2.2: MTS grouped by time

Figure 1.1: Different representations of the same MTS without (a, b), or with missing obser-
vations (c, d).

where Afi
represents a time series of feature i values, Ati a vector of different features value

at time i, d1 and d2 some distance functions. From the MTS representations, d1 compares
scalar values whereas d2 compares vectors.

Figure 1.1c and 1.1d show time series with some missing features value scenario. In Case
1.2, feature wise computation, we suppose that the distance function D handles time series
of different lengths and thus any missing value will not affect the computation; because data
points will naturally « shift » as decreasing the feature time series length. So d1 can still
evaluate distance as long as each time series has at least one value.
However, in linked features configuration (Case 2.2), the "shift" trick is not possible; especially
considering the values of the times series at instant t3 where the available component is facing
a missing one and makes it difficult to compare the values. So one needs to handle the missing
data, or at least provide some policy of their treatment before starting the application. We can
either prune vectors containing missing values, replace the missing values by some default ones
(average, min, max, etc), or supply a distance function capable of handling such situations.

In our work we will be using the second representation of MTS (Fig 1.1b), i.e., dimension
dependent representation. Moreover we suppose that the input data does not contain missing
values in the feature vectors. So we consider that all temporal vectors which contain missing
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value have been removed in the times series. Unless a time series becomes empty, there is no
problem as we make no assumption on the length of the times series to compare, for instance,
having time series of different lengths in the dataset in not an issue.

1.2 Application Domains
To illustrate the effectiveness of our work we applied the developed metric to two domains:
remote sensing and software engineering. The following description are summaries of the work
and a full details versions are presented at the experiments sections.

1.2.1 Satellite Image Time Series : Numerical Data
Remote Sensing (RS) from space emerged with the launch of the first Earth observation satel-
lite Landsat-1 in 1972, so this field is relatively recent. Nevertheless, since 1972, the quality,
accuracy and frequency of acquisition of these images have continued to improve. These im-
provements, which have led to an increase in the volume of data, have motivated the automation
of tasks previously carried out by photo-interpretation, i.e., by visual (human) analysis of the
image.

While this automation focused until the end of the 1990s on automating the work of the
photo-interpreter, the needs of the photo-interpreter have gradually shifted towards the analysis
of the evolution of an area scanned by remote sensing. While a human being is naturally capable
of interpreting an image, the simultaneous analysis of a series of images is much more difficult.
Although he is familiar with processing the flow of images produced by vision, it is only by
restricting his perception to a part of the visual field that he is able to do so. Man is not
capable of analyzing, in its entirety, a series (or sequence) of images (example at Figure 1.2).

Therefore, the study of the evolution of an area observed by satellite imagery first focused on
significant changes (e.g., earthquake, drying of a lake, forest fire, urbanization). The important
stakes associated with this type of change, such as the assessment of damage following a disaster
(natural or not), motivate this type of study. These studies generally lend themselves to the
use of remote sensing, which can be the only source of information after a disaster. This
mapping can then be carried out using a pair of images: one image preceding the change,
and one image following it. Limited to two images, visual analysis was then facilitated. The
research undertaken in the 1990s to automate this process has produced methods for mapping
(i.e., locating) areas that have undergone changes – generally abrupt changes– but also for
accurately characterizing them.

Moreover, the quantity of images accumulated since the 1970s as well as the decrease in the
"revisiting time" of satellites (minimum time separating two acquisitions of the same area, from
the same point of view), such as EU’s COPERNICUS program [Schroedter-Homscheidt et al.,
2016], have gradually allowed to consider remote sensing as a means for a temporal study of the
Earth’s surface. The analysis of areas observed by remote sensing images has thus progressively
evolved from the characterization of area states from a single image – corresponding to the
classification of each atomic area pictured (pixel) in terms of composition (e.g., vegetation,
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Figure 1.2: Example of SITS: the green frame in the image series identifies the same area.

water) – to the analysis of area evolution, i.e. the retranscription of phenomena undergone by
the areas.

However, studying changes cannot be reduced to the study of the state of area before
and after a change, and generally requires a more detailed analysis in order to understand
progressive or cyclic changes for instance. This need can be found in many other fields, such
as speech recognition, medical monitoring of patients, etc. Therefore, this project aims at
proposing methods for analyzing generic evolution allowing to take into account and transcribe
complex evolution, potentially diluted over a large time interval. This analysis of evolution,
not focusing on a particular type of change but capable of apprehending any type of evolution,
necessarily requires its automation. The complexity of the observed phenomena, as well as the
volume and heterogeneity represented by a temporal series of satellite images, motivate the use
of methods from data mining field, especially clustering. Chapter 6 shows how metric learning
was applied to provide a suitable base distance representing the data for DTW to improve
clustering performance.

1.2.2 Software Engineering Analysis: Symbolic Data
Software engineering (SE) is the systematic application of scientific and technological knowl-
edge, methods, and experience to the design, implementation, testing, and documentation of
software. Thus SE analysis aims to study the life cycle of software from its requirement elicita-
tion to its release throughout its implementation in order to provide design and collaboration
improvements in order to provide continuous improvement in SE fields.

Nowadays, whether it is local or global, software development is distributed. To facilitate
collaboration between software stakeholders – especially developer teams – integrated devel-
opment environments are preferred. They offer supporting tools for planning, software builds,
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code analysis, version control as well as online communication, allowing developers to use the
same tools for development and coordination. This monitoring of the real work environment
aims to capture all the critical information and discussion generated by the developers and offer
an overview of the project and its evolution, with an ability to go back and analyze certain
events if needed. This approach grants access to a wealth of rich data concerning software
development characteristics as well as communication and collaboration data, gathered in a
timely and non-invasive manner, as compared to conducting surveys or interviews.

We conducted a case study of developer online conversations (example in Table 1.1) oc-
curring during the planning and implementation of Jazz software components modules using
the Jazz collaboration platform of IBM1. As a product, Jazz has been operational since 2006
and functions as the base platform for many of IBM’s services such as Rational Team Concert
or Rational Quality Manager. It aims to improve software practices, collaborative work and
management processes by creating a scalable platform which can coordinate tasks and provide
improved visibility throughout the software development life cycle [Rich, 2010].

Table 1.1: Example of work item discussion: users, comments id and content

User #Com. Comment Text

User1 1 @jburns It’s intentionally in 4.02 and not schedule for a milestone. I’d like to potentially take another crack
at it again in 4.02 at the end in the RC if resources are available or if we institute the run team concept.

User2 2 @User3: is there any idea yet of when this may be implemented?

User3 3 Probably in the June 2014 release.

User3 4 FYI to @pwvogel @User4 and @jpwhit that we are getting more inquiries as to when we make this shift.
We should look at a exploration in 4.0.6 and look to make the switch in the June 2014 release. At that
time we will be looking to bundle WAS Liberty and later versions of IES on the client and server.

User4 5 Agreed. That’s what I’ve been telling folks (I get inquiries too) - June 2014

User1 6 @User3 @User4 The System Requirements link https://jazz.net/SystemRequirements says WAS 8.5.5 will
be supported as of 4.0.5 which runs on Java 7 , is this information correct?

User5 7 "@User4 and @duongn,
For RTC Install, we would like to start packaging the Java 7 JDK with the RTC Eclipse 4.2.x client. The
main reason for doing this is to unblock the creation of a Mac-based IM install for the RTC client (there
is no Java 6 IBM JDK for Mac, but there is a Java 7 for Mac). More details are in these items:
- Provide IM based Mac support for RTC client (250364) - see also item 232063, comment 13."

User1 8 @User5 in comment 6 it reads like this is with respect to packaging for 4.0.5. Is that true? It is a late for
adding such a change I would think.

User5 9 "@jdgraham, I don’t think we have any commitments to add Mac support for IM in 4.0.5, but we do have
interest in it. I’m mainly trying to make forward progress on this so that if we miss 4.0.5, we will be in
position to finish it in 4.0.6.
From chatting with @duongn yesterday, he indicated the changes to the RTC legal text could probably be
ready for 4.0.5 RC1 (but not for 4.0.5 Sprint 2). However there could be other aspects of this (like Java
cert?) that can’t be contained to 4.0.5 at this point."

User4 10 @jdgraham this is NOT for CLM 4.0.5 Note Planned for above (backlog) It would be way too late for 4.0.5
at this point (agreed). I believe the current plan is for Q2 2014. @sandyg - in Clearinghouse it indicates
that WAS 8.5.5 supports Java 6 and above. Does NOT require Java 7.

User6 11 @User4 , thanks for clearing that up.... appreciate it.

1https://jazz.net
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The teams developing Jazz use agile principles, that defines iteration cycles between two
to six weeks consisting of three stages, namely planning, development and stabilization. The
goals and features for each release are defined by project management prior to the start of the
iteration and captured in work items2 as task descriptions. Development is conducted through
these work items and are assigned to a release or a milestone iteration but can be postponed
in case of delays.

Despite numerous studies on agile process to give best practice recommendations this last
decade, few has been focused on generated textual communication data impact on the workflow.
Therefore we propose to mine text data – conversations around work item implementation –
by characterizing conversation in late tasks and take out some recommendations. So we first
evaluate the dynamics of conversations and then analyze impact of these dynamics on the
implementation progression. To leverage these textual data, we started with a thematic analysis
to identify and characterize the predominant themes (concepts) in each conversation as theme
time series; followed by a clustering technique to find similarity between those themes time
series and finally a qualitative analysis to interpret the clustering result. This project was a
cross domain experiment involving different skills collaboration; for instance engineering (data
comprehension support), linguistic skills (thematic analysis), machine learning (metric learning
and clustering) as well as SE analysis to chain, understand and interpret the result of the study
pipeline. Metric learning was applied to provide similarity matrix between themes identified
in conversations – time series symbols – for clustering. We report this project in Chapter 7.

1.3 State of the Art on Time series Analysis
The concepts and methods we present in this chapter are general. Nevertheless, to facilitate
their understanding, we will illustrate them with examples from the field of remote sensing
time series analysis. In such time series, each images is a two dimensional array of individual
pixels, each pixel coordinate (x, y) represents an area on the Earth’s surface. In our study, this
information (called radiometric value) associated to a pixel is acquired from different optical
sensor (from 3 to 10) corresponding to a multi-spectral image. So, a pixel has an intensity
value (XS1, XS2, . . .XSn) and a location address (x, y) in the two dimensional image.

1.3.1 Time series and change analysis
Methods for the analysis of time series have developed with technological advances, making
it possible to study phenomena with increasing frequency and availability of sensors, such
as satellites for earth monitoring. Thus the development of new analysis methods has been
supported by the growing thematic needs. The first kind of applications of time series focuses
on bi-temporal studies, ı.e. with the aim of extracting information on changes that took place
between the transition of the observed phenomenon , abrupt3. For example, such methods are
applied for post-disaster analysis using two remote sensed images. The use of series of more than

2a work item describes a unit of work representing a singular assignable task
3To use the term from the work of Habib [2008], Habib et al. [2009].
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two observations appeared later, with the increase in the temporal sampling frequency of the
sensors (coupled with the increase in the amount of available archived data), and by the increase
in the associated requirements. Thus the state of the art in the literature [Coppin et al., 2004,
Lu et al., 2004] have the habit of proposing a bi-temporal / multi-temporal thematic. While a
multi-temporal analysis is not excluded from this type of application, a bi-temporal analysis is
classically preferred, for reasons of availability and cost of image acquisition. Conversely, the
development of so-called multi-temporal methods has been supported by the need for analysis
of long-term (i.e., non-abrupt) change (urbanization) or of cyclic change (agricultural practices)
monitoring.

However, methods capable of analyzing long series are not necessarily reduced to long-
term analysis, and may be relevant for the analysis of abrupt changes. We therefore propose
a different typology here. It takes into account this ambiguity about the differentiation of
the types of changes and focuses on the functional part of state of the art methods. The
proposed typology focuses on the intrinsic capacity of the methods to exploit the sequencing
of data induced by the temporal dimension. Thus, this state of the art is organized around
three increasing usage of the temporal dimension, i.e., using more and more the information
provided by the dates of information acquisition. We’ll distinguish between methods that use
the time dimension:

1. to identify the acquisitions, i.e., the sequencing induced by the temporal dimension is
not used and the temporal position t of the acquisitions is only used to identify the origin
of the series item.

2. to define an order relationship on pairs of data points and thus on the values being
compared;

3. to order the series of data points.

We will present the state of the art of analytical methods for each of these types. These types
will then be divided into families of methods. Throughout the following section, we will use
t1, · · · , tn to designate the elements of the series, from the first to the n-th. Let’s also note <
the strict order relation induced by time on the elements of the time series.

1.3.2 Time Identifies Acquisitions
There are three main families of methods in this category: data transformation, direct classi-
fication and post-classification comparison.

Data Transformation

This type of method is mainly based on statistical theory and aims at transforming the repre-
sentation of data in order to uncouple the dimensions of analysis. The underlying idea of using
this type of method for multi-temporal analysis is that the information of change (abrupt or
not) will be separated from the rest of the information, and isolated in one or more result-
ing dimensions. A comparison of two statistical methods (Principal Component Analysis and
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Maximum Auto-correlation Factor) for images analysis can be found in Nielsen et al. [1998]’
article. These methods have the advantage of being robust and easy to use, but do not use
time-induced inheritance information. Therefore, in order to use this sequencing, Howarth
et al. [2006] propose to compose these methods by applying them hierarchically on successive
acquisition. Even if the order used in this way in the search for uncoupled dimensions has
an influence on the end result, the temporal dimension remains only marginally exploited and
does not allow the construction of a real multi-temporal analysis.

Direct Classification

This type of method consists in classifying all the series items separately. The consideration
of the time dimension relies on the distance used to compare the time series. Several examples
of this type of analysis can be found in the literature, such as the paper by Bruzzone et al.
[1999] applying the expectation-maximization algorithm on two pairs of optical and RADAR
images at two dates, or the paper by Carrão et al. [2007] studying the contribution of the time
dimension for classification compared to separate single-time classifications on MODIS series
at 500m. This type of analysis has the advantage of not requiring comparable values between
the different entries in the series. However, as with the previous family of methods, since the
data are « frozen » before analysis, the temporal information cannot be fully exploited.

Post-classification Comparison

This type of method consists of first classifying each of the items in the series separately,
then combining and/or merging the results of these different classifications to produce a single
classification of the series. As with direct classification, this type of method makes it possible
to analyze series of non-comparable data, even of different types, and does not require a
similar scale of values between acquisitions (unlike direct classification). The literature includes
various examples of this type of analysis, using a couple of images [Hall et al., 1991], four
images [Munyati, 2000], or 16 images [Foody, 2001]. Let’s also mention the article by Zhan
et al. [2000] using five different classification algorithms, and merging the results by a vote.
For the same reasons as above, time is not taken into account in this analysis.

Benefits and Limitations

Although the various methods presented exploit the totality of the data, they do not use
all the information available about the data, namely temporal information. These methods
simply use each acquisition as a new attribute to be classified or as a new result to be merged.
Therefore, the methods presented are unable to extract and characterize change information.
It is true that areas of change can be extracted by the methods presented, but only because
the frequency of values in these areas is different; also, swapping attributes has no effect on
the result obtained. These methods are simple to use and do not require comparable values
between different images, and clearly tolerate irregular temporal sampling of the time series.
However, they cannot be used for a fine temporal analysis of time series.
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1.3.3 Pairwise Time Series Analysis
At a higher level of the use of time structuring are the methods using time as an order rela-
tionship to structure pairs:

t1 < t2, · · · , tn−1 < tn (1.2)
This type of structuring usually involves extracting temporal information using the "previ-
ous / next" relationship between acquisitions. Such analysis was therefore originally dedicated
to bi-temporal analysis, but has been extended to multi-temporal analysis by composition of
these methods. Note that this type of method generally requires comparable feature values
between the different time acquisition. The main approaches using this type of structuring are
described below.

Difference/ratio/combination

This type of method is well represented in the literature and consists in combining items values
of ti and ti+1 of the different time series in order to reveal the intrinsic temporal structure of the
data. The combination operator can be reduced to a subtraction [Bruzzone and Prieto, 2000,
Melgani et al., 2002], a division [Todd, 1977, Jensen, 1981], or be more sophisticated [Nielsen
and Canty, 2005, Inglada and Mercier, 2007, Piles et al., 2009].

Once the resulting output is obtained, it is possible to threshold or classify it. The article
in Melgani et al. [2002] studies different threshold strategies in the case of the subtraction
operator while Bruzzone and Prieto [2000] presents a methodological study on the classification
of this type of data. The result of these methods is more often used to map areas of change
than to characterize the type of change4. Therefore, in order to be able to process time series,
different strategies have been proposed. For example, Cohen et al. [1998] proposed to construct
five difference images from ten images, then to analyze these five images by consensus, or by
considering them as different attributes of the same data and classifying them. Another solution
consists in composing the resulting images; Young and Wang [2001] propose for example to
compose twelve images in one by successive applications of the combination operator, following
a tournament strategy (composition of t1 and t2 in parallel with t3 and t4, then composition
of t1,2 with t3,4, and so on). Consequently, the results of these extensions produce outcomes
that are difficult to exploit. This is because the influence of the different acquisitions and the
temporal structuring of the data is difficult to trace from the results.

Change Vector Analysis

The principle of this method is to describe the change of individual feature across different
feature space between two limits of time (two dates) as a vector within the variables space.
Basically a vector can be described with a magnitude and a direction component.The un-
derlying idea is to separate the type of change from its intensity: the magnitude component
expresses the amount of change as the direction component informs about the type of change.

4Even if the subtraction operator provides a radiometric derivative map that can be interpreted by an expert,
other composition operators provide results that are difficult to exploit at the physical level.
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This type of method has been and still is used for bi-temporal analysis [Johnson and Kasischke,
1998, Bovolo and Bruzzone, 2007].

Linear Regression

This type of method is based on the idea that values of successive items ti and ti+1 are linearly
correlated. Based on this assumption, regression parameters (usually the residual) are studied
in order to map and characterize the change between two states. This principle was used until
the end of the 1990s [Burns and Joyce, 1981, Hanaizumi et al., 1991, Jha and Unni, 1994]. Note
that a study by Ridd and Liu [1998] has shown that this principle generally provides results
comparable to that of data transition difference.

Benefits and Limitations

Using the previous / next relationship on pairwise items helps to extract some of the available
temporal information. However, these methods are reduced to bi-temporal data. Therefore,
in order to consider a complete series, methods using this information structuring must be
applied several times, in the following form :

f (f (t1, t2) , f (t3, t4))
or f (f (f (t1, t2) , t3) , t4) (1.3)

However, this composition trick has two major drawbacks. First, when applying the method
to (t1, t2) and (t3, t4) to analyze a series of four images, the precedence of t2 over t3 is not
exploited. Second, the stability of the result of such a combination with respect to scheduling
depends on the mathematical properties of the applied function (e.g., associativity, reflexivity).
Since these properties are generally not respected, the result remains highly dependent on the
scheduling. Globally, the analysis of time series by combination of intrinsically bi-temporal
methods remains ad hoc and cannot apprehend all the temporal structuring of a time series
data.

1.3.4 Full Time Series Analysis
At the highest level use of time-induced structuring are methods that exploit the complete
series of the data. This type of method studies the evolution of data point through the time
series. This type of method then uses time in order to induce a total order relationship:

(t1 < t2) ∧ (t2 < t3) ∧ · · · ∧ (tn−1 < tn) (1.4)
⇔ t1 < t2 < · · · < tn−1 < tn (1.5)

This additional constraint therefore allows for the structured use of information and the
analysis of evolutionary behavior. We detail below the main approaches using this structuring.
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Regression

In the same way as for linear regression between pairs of images, this type of method consists
in interpolating the time series by a function (generally polynomial), and in studying the
parameters of this regression to characterize the different geographical areas Kennedy et al.
[2007]. This type of analysis remains relatively less used, notably because its result is difficult
to exploit.

Frequent Patterns Extraction

This method consists of extracting frequent evolutionary patterns. For example,it is able to
extract the pattern (vegetation → bare soil → house), as a frequent evolution of an area
that has become urbanized. This method requires discrete values. Intuitively, (continuous
numerical) time series must be transformed into sequences of states in order to qualify the
frequency of a given evolution. Moreover, the result of these methods differs from those studied
so far, since this type of method provides a set (generally of the order of a thousand) of evolution
patterns. Moreover, this type of method is very robust to noise in the data and provides
significant and meaningful patterns of evolution. It has been studied for the meteorological
analysis by Julea et al. [2006] and for land use [Julea et al., 2011, Petitjean et al., 2011]

Frequency Analysis

This type of method is based on the Fourier transform and its variations. These methods are
based on the study of the frequency spectrum of time series of radiometric evolution Andres
et al. [1994], Celik [2009]. These methods require regular temporal sampling of the time series,
as well as relatively long series. The discrete wavelet transform has also been studied, notably
by Celik and Ma [2011], and allows to relax the constraint on sampling but requires relatively
long time series. We can also mention the new boomed area deep learning approach which
propose solution for this type of study.

Deep Learning for Time Series

Deep learning are methods based on artificial neural network which aim to automatically learn
the representation (features / attributes) and the classification of the raw data at once. They
have been applied to several fields among of which computer vision [Redmon and Farhadi,
2017], speech recognition, or natural language processing [Bahdanau et al., 2014] where they
have showed promising results comparable to human performances and in some cases surpassing
them (Krizhevsky et al. [2012]; Google’s AlphaGo AI5). Therefore, they are currently at great
of interest and undergoing intensive research. Guo et al. [2016] propose an extend review on
deep learning architectures.

CNNs have been widely applied to various time series data including remote sensing tasks
such as land cover classification of very high spatial resolution images [Maggiori et al., 2016,
Postadjian et al., 2017], object detection [Audebert et al., 2017], reconstruction of missing data

5https://deepmind.com/blog/article/alphago-zero-starting-scratch
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[Zhang et al., 2018]. In these works, CNN models make the most of the spatial structure of the
data by applying convolutions in both x and y dimensions. The main successful application
of CNNs in remote sensing remains the classification of hyperspectral images, where 2D-CNNs
across the spatial dimension have also been tested [Liang and Li, 2016], as well as 1D-CNNs
across the spectral dimension [Hu et al., 2015], and even 3D-CNNs across spectral and spatial
dimensions [Li et al., 2017, Hamida et al., 2018].

RNNs are another type of deep learning architecture that are intrinsically designed for
sequential data. For this reason, they have been the most studied architecture for times series
classification. They have demonstrated their potential for the classification of optical time series
[Rußwurm and Korner, 2017, Sun et al., 2019] as well as multi-temporal Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) [Ienco et al., 2017, Minh et al., 2018]. Some recent works dedicated to time
series classification have also combined RNNs with 2D-CNNs (spatial convolutions) either by
merging representations learnt by the two types of networks [Benedetti et al., 2018] or by
feeding a CNN model with the representation learned by a RNN model [Rußwurm and Körner,
2018a,b]. These types of combinations have also been used for land cover change detection
task between multi-spectral images [Lyu et al., 2016, Mou et al., 2018].

Conclusion
This state of the art of SITS analysis methods has shown that the usage of temporal information
differs between the different methods in the literature. The proposed typology highlighted the
importance of the temporal structuring used. The use of the complete sequencing of the series
of images appears to be a consistent solution for the analysis of these data. However, this
temporal structuring is a prerequisite for the design of time series analysis methods, and does
not represent a method in itself.

Following this complete structuring of the series, we have described three families of meth-
ods. The regression and the study of its parameters appears very specific and provides results
that are difficult to exploit. The extraction of sequential evolution patterns attracted our inter-
est because of its robustness and the directly accessible interpretation of its results. However,
our work is aimed at providing a complete classification of the imaged scene, and is based on
the direct use of surface reflectance values. Consequently, the extraction of sequential patterns
does not meet the expectations of this work, due to the nature of its results and the necessary
discretization of the radiometric values. Finally, we have mentioned the methods based on
frequency analysis, which generally require fairly long time series and/or regularly sampled
over time (i.e., in which the time between two acquisitions is constant throughout the time
series). The acquisition of data by remote sensing makes this constraint difficult to satisfy,
particularly for meteorological and operational reasons, thereby reducing the scope of most of
these methods. As a result, these methods are often used on « decadal syntheses », i.e., image
products based on the selection of the best measurement over a ten-days period. The series
of such products therefore represent images that are advertised as regularly sampled, but in
reality, the date of acquisition varies from one pixel to another. It is thus at the price of an
approximation that these syntheses make it possible to use frequency methods.
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This discussion underlines the lack of global analysis methods that allow the classification
of the scene imaged by the series of images, exploiting the totality of the temporal information,
satisfying the constraints of image acquisition, and providing a coherent result that can be
exploited by the expert. To meet these needs, this thesis proposes to focus on the consideration
of temporal information in the comparison of radiometric evolution profiles. The idea being
that, having a distance (or dissimilarity measure) taking into account the temporal
structuring, machine learning algorithms can be applied in order to classify the
imaged geographical areas, described by series of radiometric values. Thus we are
only aiming for distance-based machine learning algorithms. Based on this idea, the
following chapter will describe the main measures for comparing time series.
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2
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)

This chapter will first overview some principal comparison methods of time series, then will
introduce DTW. We will finish this chapter by motivating metric learning for the base distance
of DTW.

2.1 Time Series Comparison Methods

Requirements Analysis
This section focuses on the fundamental concept of temporal distance (or similarity) as distance
is often at the core of data mining algorithms, and it embodies the meaning of the data being
analyzed. Taking into account the temporal dimension at the level of the distance has two
major advantages. First, many data mining algorithms can be applied directly (e.g., K-means,
K-NN), where temporal data is processed with the same convenience as conventional, non-
temporal data. The time dimension is then handled in a special way at the distance level.
Secondly, when designing a data mining process, expert knowledge about its development is
much more simply expressed in terms of comparing objects in pairs. Indeed, starting from a set
of data, the analyst generally seeks to extract particular forms from these data in the space in
which they are immersed. For example, the analyst may want to extract hyperbolas, ellipses,
or more complicated shapes from the data. In the case of a high-dimensional space, such as
the one in which the temporal data are immersed (one additional dimension per acquisition),
the definition of the shape to be extracted is complicated, particularly due to the lack of
intuition associated with this type of space. Adding to this high dimensionality the order of
these dimensions induced by sequencing, the definition of the type of form that the analyst
wishes to extract is even more complicated, because it does not have the same intuitions as in
a classical three-dimensional Euclidean space. Thus, it is much easier to validate or invalidate
the behavior of a distance from a thematic expertise, than to validate the extraction of a
characteristic shape in a highly dimensional ordered space. Following the same reasoning, it
is also very difficult to validate the choice of a particular distribution for extraction. In fact,
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the relevance of a particular distribution of data in a space induced by such a distance is
difficult to assess theoretically. Finally, working on distance is motivated by the fundamentals
of the dimensional reduction domain. Considering each acquisition as an additional attribute
of description, each temporal data can be seen as being immersed in a space with several tens
(potentially thousands) of dimensions; a dimensionality for which classical (e.g., Euclidean)
distances are indiscriminate (the Gaussian distribution tends towards a Dirac distribution as
the number of dimensions increases). A demonstration of these different results can be found
in the first chapter of Lee and Verleysen [2007] book. In this context and in the case of rather
large sequences (i.e., data described by many dimensions), a good measure of similarity can
also be seen as a measure whose data separation remains robust to dimensionality increment.

The following sections present the main distances proposed in the literature for the analysis
of temporal data.

Notations
Let A = 〈a1, · · · , aS〉 et B = 〈b1, · · · , bT 〉 be two arbitrary sequences, multi-dimensional or not,
and composed of symbolic or numerical items. Let’s note A1···i the subsequence 〈a1, · · · , ai〉. Let
δ be a binary function representing a distance between the items of the sequences (classically
a standard `1 or `2 norm).

2.1.1 Euclidean Distance
The Euclidean distance is commonly accepted as the simplest distance between time series.
The Euclidean distance between two sequences is defined by :

D(A,B) =
√
δ(a1, b1)2 + · · ·+ δ(aS, bT )2 (2.1)

This distance considers that the dimensions are not structured with respect to each other. So
mixing the order of the acquisitions does not change the result since the addition is commu-
tative. The Euclidean distance requires two sequences of the same length (S = T , one by one
matching) and its complexity is O (S). Figure 2.1 illustrate the Euclidean distance matching
between two sequences.

When the observed phenomena are synchronous, the representation « one acquisition =
one dimension » is relevant and the Euclidean distance is also relevant. On the other hand, if
the observed phenomena have undergone temporal distortions, this distance will over-separate
the data. For example, two sequences 〈a, a, b, a〉 and 〈a, b, a, a〉 will be relatively distant in
terms of Euclidean distance whereas they represent similar evolution. The term similar is
obviously subjective and depends on the analyst’s objectives and therefore corresponds to the
goals set for the analysis of the time series. However, for relatively long sequences, the difference
between 〈a, b, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a〉 and 〈a, b, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a, a〉 tends to diminish. Even as this
behavior moves towards a decrease in the over-estimation of this distance, it also moves towards
a decrease in its relevance. The decline in relevance of this distance with the increase in
the number of dimensions is a classic result motivating the field of dimensional reduction in
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A

B

Figure 2.1: Euclidean distance alignment between two sequences A and B – One to one map-
ping.

particular. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the Euclidean distance is still widely used
for classification, and for data mining in general.

2.1.2 Compression-based Measures
Measures based on compression come from the theory developed by Andrei Kolmogorov, no-
tably in his article [Kolmogorov, 1963]. The use of this theory, called « Kolmogorov complexity
», in the context of data comparison can be expressed as follows: "What is the smallest pro-
gram capable of generating two pieces of data? ". The use of compression appears here as an
approximation of this complexity; the dictionary constructed by the algorithm playing the role
of the program in the Kolmogorov complexity.

Applied to data analysis, the idea is: given two files file1 and file2, the similarity between
these two files can be expressed as the size of the smallest program capable of generating file1
and file2. Approximated by compression, the similarity between two files is then expressed as
:

D(file1, file2) = | compress(file1 . f ile2) |
| compress(file1) | + | compress(file2) | (2.2)

with | file | the size of the file, file1.f ile2 the concatenation of the files and compress a generic
function taking in parameter a file and returning a compressed file containing the dictionary
allowing to reconstitute the original file. So the more similar these two files are, the more likely
the compression algorithm is able to find a common dictionary to compress them.

Keogh et al. [2004] propose an immediate application to the similarity between sequences
in the following way :

D(A,B) = | compress(A . B) |
| compress(A) | + | compress(B) | (2.3)
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The quality and relevance of this measure of sequence comparison depends on the compres-
sion algorithm used. To make that choice, Keogh et al. [2004] propose to use the algorithm
offering the best data compression. Even if this point is not addressed by these authors, it
is worth mentioning that it seems appropriate to us to use lossless compression algorithms,
i.e., those allowing the original data to be reconstructed. Based on this principle, these algo-
rithms immediately appear to be more suitable for sequences of symbolic rather than numerical
values. More generally, the smaller the vocabulary of the data, the more relevant this type of
measurement becomes, because their similarities are thereby easier to identify. Furthermore,
the coding of the information has a direct influence since the compression algorithm does not
"understand" the type of coding used, and will therefore work on the level of this vocabulary.
For the analysis of radiometric series, the choice of the compression algorithm should be used
in such a way as to take into account the sequence order of the data. Indeed, an algorithm
such as zip will, for example, search for common subsequence in the data.

From a computer science point of view, this type of measurement has the advantage of
requiring only the choice of a compression algorithm. Furthermore, this type of measurement
is extremely robust to noise and missing data. However, compression algorithms are generally
quite costly in terms of computation time. Finally, this type of measure becomes more relevant
as the length of sequences increases, otherwise the algorithm is under-used, and therefore less
approximates the complexity of Kolmogorov.

From the application point of view, this type of measure appears as a black box, in which
the interpretation of the result is difficult to transcribe. It would then be a question of finding
the common words identified by the compression algorithm, and more generally of analyzing
a posteriori the result of the distance to understand the reasons having led to a particular
evaluation of the similarity between two sequences.

2.1.3 Levenshtein Distance
The distance introduced by Levenshtein [1965], known by the same name or by « editing
distance » formalizes the notion of distance between two character strings by focusing on the
sequence of operations allowing to transform (or edit) a character string into another one. This
distance finds the least costly edition allowing to pass from one string to another. Once this
sequence is found, the distance between the two strings is given by the global cost of the set
of operations. This distance is defined by :

De(A1···i, B1···j) = min


De( A1···i−1 , B1···j−1 ) + sim(ai, bj)
De( A1···i , B1···j−1 ) + del(bj)
De( A1···i−1 , B1···j ) + ins(ai)

(2.4)

The similarity between A and B is then given by De(A,B) = De(A1···S, B1···T ). This distance
thus requires the definition of three auxiliary functions, namely the cost of inserting a letter
of the first string into the second (ins), the cost of deleting a letter of the second string (del)
and the similarity between two characters (sim). Different instances of this distance therefore
exist with different combinations of these three functions. The most classical one being the
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following one:

D′e(A1···i, B1···j) = min


D′e(A1···i−1 , B1···j−1 ) + distOnKeyboard(ai, bj)
D′e( A1···i , B1···j−1 ) + 1
D′e(A1···i−1 , B1···j ) + 1

(2.5)

This version sets the cost of insertion and deletion to 1 and establishes the similarity between
two letters as the proximity of these letters on a computer keyboard. This instance of editing
distance is used, for example, to provide automatic corrections of misspelled words in a text
by comparing them to words in a dictionary.

From a computer science point of view, this distance uses the total order induced by time.
It is important to underline this feature as it was highlighted as a necessity for our time
series analysis in the previous chapter. Furthermore, it should be noted that this distance is
algorithmic and does not rely exclusively on a particular distribution of data, especially since it
is capable of deleting and duplicating letters. Finally, let us note the complexity in O (S·T )
of this measure (see Cormen et al. [2001] for a demonstration of this classical result).

This distance, limited to the comparison of symbolic sequences, is not directly applicable for
the analysis of continuous numerical profiles. However, it was important to present it because
the two following distances, and more generally the work of this thesis, derive from it.

2.1.4 Longest Common Subsequence
Originally introduced to find the longest common subsequence (LCS) between two strings, this
measure has been extended by Vlachos et al. [2006] to evaluate the similarity between two
numerical sequences. LCS is a measure of similarity, i.e. the value of the distance increases
with the similarity of the data. The string formulation is :

LCS(A1···i, B1···j) = equal(ai, bj) + max


LCS( A1···i−1 , B1···j−1 )
LCS( A1···i , B1···j−1 )
LCS( A1···i−1 , B1···j )

(2.6)

with
equal(a, b) =

{
1 if a = b
0 otherwise (2.7)

Therefore, extending this distance to sequences of numerical values consists of modifying the
equal function to define what it means to be similar for two items in sequences, and thus to
be able to count the length of common subsequences. The most direct extension is to consider
as common two items whose distance δ is less than a threshold ∆ :

equal(a, b) =
{

1 if δ(a, b) ≤ ∆
0 otherwise (2.8)

Other equal functions can be developed to suit a particular need. This distance has the same
complexity as the Levenshtein distance O (S·T ).
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It has the advantage of using the total order induced by time. It is also robust to impulse
noise or outliers. Indeed, the measurement score transcribes the length of the common sub-
sequences, and does not give any information (other than the non-addition of one more item
to the total length) on the items that were not common. The behavior of this distance can
be graphically represented by its ability to skip events (Figure 2.2). Let us note finally that
this last capacity, without being directly transcribed at the level of the score of the measure,
is partly due to the fact that this is similarity measure, as opposed to the classical behavior of
a distance: the higher the score, the closer the compared data are.

However, this distance has several drawbacks for our study. The first is the need to set
a threshold below which two items values are considered common. This threshold appears
often difficult to set up.For instance, it is difficult to determine whether making difference
between two close reflectance value (i.e., the radiometric information) is relevant or not. It
is strongly dependent of the observed zones, the class of the observed object, etc. Then, due
to its robustness induced by its ability to skip items of the sequences, this distance may not
take into account all the items in the time series data. This point appears problematic as the
items describing a sequence are generally all descriptive and are therefore a priori useful to
discriminate time series classes. Being based on the same principle as the Levenshtein distance,
its algorithmic complexity corresponds to O(S·T ).

Skipped region

A

B

Figure 2.2: LCS alignment of two sequences A and B – Many to many mapping with ability
to skip some points.

2.1.5 Dynamic Time Warping
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is inspired by Levenshtein’s distance, and was introduced
by Sakoe and Chiba [1971, 1978] in the field of speech recognition. It is an extension of the
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editing distance to numerical time series. DTW is formalized as follows:

DTW (A1···i, B1···j) = δ(ai, bj) + min


DTW ( A1···i−1 , B1···j−1 )
DTW ( A1···i , B1···j−1 )
DTW ( A1···i−1 , B1···j )

(2.9)

We notice that compared to the Levenshtein distance, DTW does not allow to remove or insert
items with a fixed cost. As a consequence of this Equation 2.9, each item of the two sequences
is associated with an item of the other sequence, with the objective of minimizing the sum of
the costs of these associations, and as a constraint the preservation of the total order induced
by the sequencing of the items. Results from this process an optimal alignment of the two
sequences; the score of this measure is then given by DTW (A,B) = DTW (A1···S, B1···T ) and
corresponds to the sum of the costs having made it possible to align A with B. An illustration
of the alignment is shown in Figure 2.3.

A

B

Figure 2.3: DTW alignment of two sequences A and B – Many to many mapping, with no
possible skipping .

From a computer point of view, this distance uses the total order induced by time and does
not allow to skip values like LCS, since any element of a sequence must be associated with
an element of the other sequence, and this association has a positive cost. Finally, note the
complexity in O (S·T ) of this measure.

From an application point of view, as a drawback of the mandatory association of all the
elements of the two sequences, this distance is not very tolerant of outliers and requires by
hypothesis that the values are comparable along the series as it was the case for LCS. More
generally, the vocabulary of data description must be the same throughout the sequence.

Summary of time series comparison methods
The purpose of this section is to detail the advantages and disadvantages of the previous
distances. Without losing sight of the objectives of this thesis, we will first focus on the
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theoretical aspects of them. In a second step, we will discuss their behavior for the analysis of
MTS in our interest.

Analysis of distances from a theoretical perspective

Algorithmic complexity of a measure consistent with our study context: The ob-
jective of this section is to discuss the minimum and maximum complexities of a measure of
similarity applicable in the context of our work.

Let L = max(S, T ) and D be any measure of similarity on the sequences. The complexities
in time and memory of the measurements that we detailed are between O(L) and O(L2). The
complexity in memory is quite low within our framework, since even a measure requiring a
memory space in O(L3) would not be an issue for the algorithmic point of view 1. The time
complexity needs to be studied more precisely. Let us first note that the minimum complexity
of a similarity measure D is necessarily higher than :

Ω(D(A,B)) = Ω(S + T ) = Ω (max (S, T )) = Ω(L) (2.10)

Indeed, given the constraints we have on the sequences, a consistent similarity measure must
at least run through these sequences.

Establishing an upper bound on complexity requires the introduction of a few orders of
magnitude. Let N be the number of sequences to classify and K the cardinal of the desired
P(N) partition (i.e., the number of clusters). In the context of imagery analysis, we generally
have the following orders of magnitude:

− 10 6 L 6 100 ;

− K ≈ 20 ;

− 106 6 N 6 108.

A classical data mining algorithm such as the K-means algorithm requires about N ×K calls
to the distance function for each I iteration (let’s consider I ≈ 10). So the distance function
is called I ×K × N times, i.e., between 200 million and 20 billion times. Using a similarity
measure in O(L2) instead of O(L) thus multiplies the execution time by at least a factor of ten.
For reference and approximation, the execution time of the K-means algorithm for a distance
in O(L) and a million sequences to analyze (best case) is of the order of ten minutes on a
classical workstation, without parallelization. Therefore, a measure whose complexity would
exceed a quadratic complexity does not seem usable in an operational context. The maximum
reasonable complexity of a similarity measure consistent with our study therefore corresponds
to :

O(D(A,B)) = O(L2) (2.11)
1In reality, allocating such a large amount of memory on-the-fly each time the similarity measure is used could

be a barrier to its usage; memory allocation being time-consuming. However, this implementation problem can
be solved by the principle of caching: the data that is accessed most often should be the least expensive to
access. Bentley [1999] details how this principle can be used for memory allocation (beginning of the ninth
column).
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Complexity analysis of presented distances: The Euclidean distance is the only distance
presented with complexity in the range of minimum complexity. It is even lower since, in the
case of S 6= T , its complexity is given by O(min(S, T )). Let us note that this point alone
prevents the use of this distance, which does not exploit all the data acquired when S 6= T .

The complexity of distances based on compression is difficult to establish because it is very
dependent on the compression algorithm used. Recall that the objective of these measurements
is to approximate the Kolmogorov complexity which is not computational. Classical dictionary-
based algorithms (e.g., LZ77, LZ78) have a complexity of O(L), but they are not sufficient
for a time series analysis since they are based only on the frequency of occurrence of the
symbols. Expressing the complexity of measurements based on compression does not make
sense in itself and is intrinsically dependent on the algorithm used. Nevertheless, the quality of
an analysis based on compression will generally evolve in the same direction as the complexity
of the algorithm used. Finally, methods based on Levenshtein distance have a complexity of
O(S × T ) = O(L2).

Mathematical properties of distances: In order to test the distances presented from
a theoretical point of view, it would seem appropriate to detail the various mathematical
properties of these measurements, from which a number of typical behaviors used in particular
in several data analysis methods are derived.

Recall and definitions: Let E be the space in which the data are immersed, induced by
a measure D whose type is as follows:

D : E × E → R+ (2.12)

D is thus a binary function on the data space, whose image is in the set of positive reals.
So far, we have used indifferently the terms distance and (dis)similarity. The term similarity
measure refers to a function D whose value increases with the similarity of the data. The term
dissimilarity measure is the generic term for such a function D whose value (also called score
in this chapter) increases with the dissimilarity of the objects. Note that the term similarity
measure is often used generically to refer to both similarity and dissimilarity measures. The
term distance therefore refers to a measure of dissimilarity that has three properties in addition
to positivity:

D(A,B) = 0 ⇔ A = B separation (2.13)
D(A,B) = D(B,A) symmetry (2.14)

D(A,C) 6 D(A,B) +D(B,C) triangle inequality (2.15)

Distances having these three properties are qualified as metric, although the term distance also
refers to dissimilarity measurements having these three properties. Different terms are used to
refer to dissimilarity measures having a combination of these properties. In addition, note that
the separation property is actually decomposable into two:

D(A,A) = 0 (2.16)
D(A,B) = 0⇒ A = B (2.17)
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Table 2.1: Summary of the mathematical properties associated with the presented measures

Separation Symmetry Triangle Inequality
Euclidean distance X X X
Compression-based measures 7 X ?
LCS 7 X 7

DTW 1/2 X 7

Similarity measures that have only the first of these last two properties are, for example,
described as pseudo-metrics.

Properties of presented measures: The Euclidean distance is a metric. Measurements
based on compression are intrinsically dependent on the algorithm used, so it is difficult to
qualify them in a general way. LCS is a measure of similarity and is therefore generally used
after being transformed into a measure of dissimilarity before being used. Classically, from a
similarity measure Sim, the dissimilarity measure DSim can be derived as follows :

DSim(A,B) = 1
1 + Sim(A,B) (2.18)

This transformation implies that the derived measure of LCS is always strictly positive and
therefore does not have the axiom of separation. Moreover, the following counter example
shows that this measure does not have the triangular inequality.

A = 〈a, b〉
B = 〈a, b, c〉
C = 〈c〉

⇒


LCS(A,C) = 0
LCS(A,B) = 2
LCS(B,C) = 1

⇒


DLCS(A,C) = 1
DLCS(A,B) = 1

3
DLCS(B,C) = 1

2

⇒ DLCS(A,C) > DLCS(A,B) +DLCS(B,C)

(2.19)

Finally Dynamic Time Warping is a semi-pseudo-metric, that is to say a pseudo-metric without
the triangular inequality whose demonstration is also based on a counter example of the same
type. Table 2.1 synthesizes the different properties of the measures.

2.1.6 Conclusion on distance measure for MTS analysis
The previous chapter has given a brief state of the art has endeavored to describe the most
commonly used measures for the comparison of temporal data. The Euclidean distance was
presented as a reference, because it is widely used in data mining, but its intrinsic characteristics
are not compatible with a time series analysis of our interest. Indeed, using time only as an
attribute identifier, the time component of the data cannot be properly understood, whatever
the application considered. Complexity-based measures of Kolmogorov are too opaque to be
used for operational purposes, the result of which must be easily apprehended. Moreover, the
ability of most compression algorithms to study subsets of the data, disrupts the total order of
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the sequences. Although a robustness derives from this behavior could be useful for the study
of remote sensing data – in order to minimize pre-processing tasks – this behavior modifies the
constraints associated with certain thematic classes (e.g., strong sequencing). Let us finally
note the need for computer expertise for the configuration of this type of measure, whether it
is to choose the compression algorithm, to parameterize it, or to choose a data coding relevant
to the algorithm and to the thematic objective of the analysis.

This state of the art then turned to Levenshtein distance-derived measures. This type of
measures has different thematic interests. First of all, value sequencing is used. Secondly, the
ability of these measures to carry out distortions on the time axis corresponds to the objectives
set in the introduction to this work with respect to the analysis of radiometric profiles. Indeed,
many phenomena of interest – for example vegetation cycles– have a periodic behavior that
can be modulated by meteorological artifacts. These modulations have the effect of producing
distortions in the temporal canonical profiles. Thus, methods with a certain robustness, i.e., a
certain ability to be invariant to time axis stretching, are of interest for imagery analysis. The
Levenshtein distance is only applicable to symbolic values, and a discretization of the original
data is not desirable to understand the nuance of the radiometric data. LCS requires the
definition of what common means between radiometric values, which also implies some form
of quantification of the data; considering two different values as identical, this definition leads
to some reduction in the vocabulary of data description.

Based on the criteria for considering the temporal nature of the data and the robustness to
a certain temporal modulation of the behaviors, the Dynamic Time Warping measure proves
to be the most relevant for time series analysis.

2.2 DTW: Dynamic Time Warping

2.2.1 Presentation / Intuition
DTW is a widely used measure for the comparison of time series (i.e., of numerical sequences
in RL) and widely recognized as relevant for many application domains : for signature veri-
fication [Shanker and Rajagopalan, 2007], in genetics [Sankoff and Kruskal, 1983, Aach and
Church, 2001, Bar-Joseph et al., 2002], for tracking objects in space Gavrila and Davis [1995],
and in handwriting recognition [Rath and Manmatha, 2003]. This enumeration is not intended
to be exhaustive, neither in the possible fields of application, nor in the works published in
these various fields. As mentioned above, DTW constructs a association of time series items by
matching / aligning them. This set of associations respects the total order on the sequence of
values; in a pictorial way, the associations cannot cross each other. The objective function op-
timally solved by DTW is the minimization of the sum of the costs of the different associations.
The formula of DTW can be quoted here:

DTW (A1···i, B1···j) = δ(ai, bj) + min


DTW ( A1···i−1 , B1···j−1 )
DTW ( A1···i , B1···j−1 )
DTW ( A1···i−1 , B1···j )

(2.20)
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The cost of an association between a and b elements of the two sequences is therefore defined as
the distance δ(a, b). The set of associations linking the sequence A to the sequenceB is generally
called "alignment of A to B", in reference to the alignment of genetic sequences operated by
the Levenshtein distance. Then DTW transcribes the dissimilarity of two sequences by the
minimal cost of their alignment.
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Figure 2.4: Distance calculation between three sequences using DTW and Euclidean distance,
using some dissimilarity cost (the edge values).

Figure 2.4 gives an intuition on the general behavior of this measure. This figure illustrates
the ability of DTW to capture similarities that the Euclidean distance is unable to capture.
We can notice that:

− A and B are less similar than B and C even though the lengths of A and B are equal
and C is shorter.

− The alignment cost of a3 and b2 is zero even if the items are not taken from the same
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dates.

− In the subsequence 〈c2 , c3〉 of C, both items are matched to those of sequence B with
a null cost. This means that the considered objects had the same state between periods
Tc2 and Tc3 .

When dtw aligns two items of the same type from two sequences A and B, the date and
duration of these items (i.e., number of consecutive items of the same type from A and B
involved in this alignment) do not change the similarity value. Therefore, dtw can handle
sequences of different lengths; thus being insensitive to missing data. It gives a chronological
rather than a chronometric view of the phenomenon. For instance, Figure 2.4a shows sequences
B and C having the same evolution. According to dtw measurement (equals to 3) they are
very similar while the Euclidean measurement gives a value of 8 (Figure 2.4b).

2.2.2 Calculation
Dynamic programming

Like the divide and conquer method, dynamic programming solves problems by combining
sub-problem solutions. Cormen et al. [2001] emphasize that programming term refers here to
a tabular method, not to computer code writing.

The direct implementation of the recursive definition given at Equation 2.20 produces an
algorithm whose complexity in time is exponential (O(3L)). The Figure 2.5 illustrates the
recursive call tree. We can notice that the main problem, symbolized by the root, is solved by
solving overlapping sub-problems (nodes of the same color appearing in different sub-trees).
The global problem can thus be solved by dynamic programming by starting the resolution by
the leaves of the tree. DTW function can then be memoized: the different calls can be retained
in order not to run twice the called function with the same parameters. The analysis of the call
graph highlights that DTW actually uses S·T different nodes. The order of these nodes in
order to solve DTW (A1 ·S, B1 ·T ) then goes through a topological sorting of the transposed
graph of the call graph. Due to the structure of this graph, it is usual to store these different
intermediate results in a S × T matrix. The calculation of DTW then consists in finding the
minimum cost path in the matrix, which is done with a complexity in time and memory of
O (S × T ). An example of DTW calculation is illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Algorithm

The algorithm 1 provides the calculation of DTW (A,B). It starts by initializing the first row
and column of the matrix, then scrolls through the rest of the matrix from left to right and
top to bottom. This procedure avoids unnecessary tests. Each cell of the matrix is calculated
using the smallest result stored in the left, top and diagonal neighbor cell. Once the matrix is
completely filled, the last value at the bottom right cell gives the cost of the optimal alignment
of A with B.

In addition, this algorithm can be easily modified to retain the minimum cost path having
led to the optimal alignment of A with B, i.e. following the optimal sub-resolutions. This path
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Figure 2.5: Tree of calls from the detailed function at Equation 2.20. Three groups representing
identical callbacks are highlighted.

Algorithm 1 DTW
Required: A = 〈a1, . . . , aS〉
Required: B = 〈b1, . . . , bT 〉
Let δ be a cost function between time series items
Let m[S, T ] be a cost matrix
m[1, 1]← δ(a1, b1)
for i← 2 to S do
m[i, 1]← m[i− 1, 1] + δ(ai, b1)

end for
for j ← 2 to T do
m[1, j]← m[1, j − 1] + δ(a1, bj)

end for

for i← 2 to S do
for j ← 2 to T do

m[i, j]← δ(ai, bj) +min


m[i− 1 , j ]
m[ i , j − 1]
m[i− 1 , j − 1]

end for
end for
return m[S, T ]
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(a) matrix and optimal alignment path calculated
by DTW.

(b) Resulting alignment of the two sequences.

Figure 2.6: Example of matrix used for DTW calculation. Each cell of the matrix corresponds
to a node of the call graph.

is called warping path, which has been translated as alignment path in the literature (the green
cells in Figure 2.6).

2.3 Computation Optimization
The algorithm 1 has a complexity in time and memory in O(S × T ), which is a quadratic
complexity with respect to the length of the sequences. This section discusses the possibilities
of reducing these complexities.

2.3.1 Reducing the memory footprint
Concerning the complexity in memory, the resolution by dynamic programming implies the
memorization of intermediate results. We have shown how this memorization can be done in
a S × T matrix. This complexity can be reduced to Ω (min (S, T )). Indeed, the algorithm 1
shows that the memorization of two « lines » is sufficient to obtain the result (the current
line and the previous one). A column wise exploration being also valid for the resolution, it
results in a complexity in memory of Ω (min (S, T )). However, there are two drawbacks to
this optimization. First, at each line change, the line that has just been computed will have
to be copied as the previous line, thus increasing the computation time. Secondly, since this
optimization « forgets » some of the sub-solutions, the alignment path (and thus the alignment
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of the sequences) leading to the optimal solution cannot be reconstructed.

2.3.2 Speed up the computation
Concerning the reduction of complexity in time, it is necessary to distinguish two types of
optimization: those providing a solution close to the optimal solution and those providing an
exact solution. The optimizations providing an exact solution are elaborated and are part of
an overall data mining process; we therefore start by presenting the optimizations providing
an approximate value of the solution.

Approximate optimizations are based on the reduction of the search space for the optimal
alignment path. Therefore, in order to eliminate prematurely a part of the nodes to be explored,
we introduce hypotheses on the maximum distortion sought between the two sequences. Sakoe
and Chiba [1971, 1978] proposed to limit the maximum distortion to k elements, i.e., only
elements of the sequences less than k elements apart can be associated. This idea was motivated
by speech recognition: the distortion of the same word pronounced by two different people
cannot exceed a certain limit, so there is no need to look for too much distortion. This
constraint, called « Sakoe-Chiba’s band », is very easily integrated in the Algorithm 1 by
varying j in the main loop, not from 2 to T , but from max(2, i − k) to min(i + k, T ); the
complexity of the computation is then reduced to O(k·S). The Figure 2.7 illustrates this
optimization. Finally, let us note that if k is null, DTW corresponds to the Euclidean distance.
Other geometrical shapes limiting the path search have been imagined in order to approach
the optimal solution, while reducing the complexity of the DTW computation, such as the
parallelogram of Itakura [1975].

A second optimization is very frequently used to reduce the execution time of algorithms
using DTW. However, this optimization does not concern DTW itself, but aims at reducing the
number of its calls. It consists in using a secondary measure whose result is smaller than that
of DTW, but whose computation is much faster than DTW’s2. This optimization concerns any
data mining process requiring to find, given a sequence A and a set of sequences S, the one
whose distance to A is minimal. This search can be summarized by the Algorithm 2.

Having a lower bound LBDTW measure reducing the result of DTW, it is then possible
to modify the Algorithm 2 in order to reduce the number of calls to the DTW measure, as
shown by the Algorithm 3. This type of search applies especially to query processes but also to
several data mining algorithms, such as K-means or k-NN algorithms. The objective is then
to find a minority measure that is close enough to the DTW result to limit its use as much
as possible. Numerous ancillary measures allowing the use of this optimization for DTW have
been proposed [Tan et al., 2019, Yang et al., 2013, Keogh and Ratanamahatana, 2005].

2.4 Compare Multi-dimensional Time Series
The previous section presented DTW in its original definition. Its application to imagery anal-
ysis, however, requires two main choices and studies for the management of multi-dimensional

2This technique is not limited to the DTW framework.
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(a) Matrix and the calculated sub-optimal warping
path.

t

(b) Resulting alignment of the two sequences .

Figure 2.7: Example of a matrix used for constrained DTW computation with a Sakoe-Chiba
band of a unitary width.

Algorithm 2 Minimum search
Required: A a sequence
Required: S = {S1, · · · , SN}
Let res← S1
Let score← DTW (A, S1)
for Si ∈ S − S1 do
if DTW (A, Si) < score then
res← Si
score← DTW (A, Si)

end if
end for
return res
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Algorithm 3 Minimum search with a lower bound
Required: A a sequence
Required: S = {S1, · · · , SN}
Let res← S1
Let best_score← dtw(A, S1)
for Si ∈ S − S1 do
if LBDTW (A, Si) < best_score then
true_score← dtw(A, Si)
if true_score < best_score then
res← Si
best_score← true_score

end if
end if

end for
return res

time series, where the items of the sequences are in multi-dimensional space, as in the case of
time series from multi-spectral acquisitions.

The original definition of DTW, or at least its use, is in general dedicated to the analysis
of one-dimensional series, i.e., series whose elements are described in a one-dimensional space
(e.g., voice signals, temperature curves, stock market prices, etc). Of course it can be frequent
to have several descriptions of the same object of analysis (temperature and rainfall), but they
are rarely acquired by a single sensor, do not have the same temporal sampling, do not evolve
in the same orders of magnitude, and so on. They therefore correspond more to multiple one-
dimensional sequences than to a multi-dimensional sequence. Also, the adaptation of DTW
for multi-dimensional sequences is not very detailed in the literature. However, for the analysis
of time series of satellite images, each item of the sequences corresponds to a multi-spectral
pixel,i.e., a multi-dimensional vector. Let B be the number of spectral bands in which each
pixel is described, i.e., the dimension of the associated vector. There are two ways to compare
multi-dimensional data with DTW :

1. Calculate DTW independently on each of the B dimensions, i.e., transform the multi-
dimensional sequence into B one-dimensional sequences (Figure 2.8b);

2. Compute DTW on the multi-dimensional sequence, using a B-dimensional distance δ to
compare the elements of the sequences (Figure 2.8c).

The first solution is to consider each radiometric (i.e., multi-dimensional) sequence as a
set of B one-dimensional sequences, one per band. DTW then provides the cost of alignment
separately on each band. The B scores are then merged into one, for example by averaging
them. Thus, each band being aligned separately, the synchronization information of the B
scores of the same acquisition is lost.

The second solution is to consider that each radiometric series is composed of a single
series of multidimensional elements. In this way, in the comparison of two sequences, a single
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(a) Multi-dimensional time
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(c) Compound comparison
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of multi-dimensional time series.

alignment is constructed. For this, the distance δ (Eq. 2.20) used to evaluate the similarity
between two elements of the sequences must be able to compare vectors of values. This solution
retains the timing information of the B values constituting each element of the sequences: the
atomicity of the pixel is thus preserved.

In our case, the choice of one of the previous solutions must therefore be made according to
the timing information of the acquisition of the B values. Intuitively, the second solution seems
more suitable; indeed, if the synchronization information is available, the data analyst tends to
think that it must be used, otherwise the quality of the analysis could decrease. However, the
analyst also knows that providing non-discriminating information has the opposite effect on the
quality of the analysis. The choice of one or the other solution is therefore left to the thematic
expert. The first solution is to be preferred if the temporal evolution on each of the B bands
taken independently is more informative than the synchronicity of the B values to discriminate
the observed phenomena. For instance, in remote sensing domain, one can imagine a sensor
describing the pixels on two uncorrelated bands regardless of the surface observed in the study
area, but whose evolution on each band constitutes a temporal signature of the phenomenon.
In our case, in order to discriminate surface states, the set of B values acquired at the same time
is more informative in that they constitute a richer description of the spectral signatures of the
observed materials. Let us keep in mind that in the case of remote sensing, the second solution
is generally preferable but that the first solution is not to be excluded for some particular cases
where the synchronicity of the acquisition of the B values would be less informative than each
of the evolution taken independently.

In this work, we are mainly studying multi-dimensional time series in the case of compound
dimensions. We have already seen in section 2.3 that DTW alignment can be manipulated
to increase its efficiency (time, storage) and we believe that providing a qualitative multi-
dimensional capable distance δ will increase the comparison discriminatory power of DTW,
i.e., better separate time series. Besides, theses two optimizations are not mutually exclusive
and can be combined to take advantage of both memory and time complexity reduction, and
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increase the comparison effectiveness.

Conclusion
Generally, some L1 or L2 norm, such as the Euclidean distance, is used to define the base
distance δ(a, b) of DTW (Equation 2.20). These norms make assumption that the vector space
of the time series items (ai, bi) are in same magnitude, i.e., have the same importance. In
practice, multivariate time series are describe by heterogeneous features which usually highlight
different patterns (correlation, noise, irrelevant features). Therefore, to obtain a « fair »
comparison with DTW between MTS, we need to provide a distance δ which « understand »
the space of the data. Indeed, as the complexity of the data increases, defining such a « quality
» base distance/similarity δ becomes very difficult. It seems totally unrealistic to obtain δ
manually or the sole basis of an expert opinion. However, according to our experience, it seems
possible to set up such a distance automatically from the manipulated data.

Thus, the first objective of this thesis was to propose a new approach, based on Metric
Learning, to optimize DTW thanks to an automatic optimization of the base distance δ. Before
we present our proposition, we formalize distance metric learning problem and we give an
overview of the prevalent methods in the literature in the next chapter.
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4
DTWM : DTW Optimization Using DML

In this chapter we will present our proposition of method to optimize DTW using DML. We
formalize here the distance metric learning (DML) problem and show how we adapt it to
multivariate time series.

4.1 Introduction
The distance metric learning problem is to learn an optimal distance metric,i.e., a matrix
M ∈ Rm×m, from a collection of data points X in a vector space Rm together with a set of
similar pairwise constraints S and a set of dissimilar pairwise constraints D, which can be in
general formulated into an optimization task below:

L(M) = min
M�0

f(M,S,D,X ) (4.1)

where M is a positive semi-definite matrix and L is some objective function defined over the
given data.

Given the above definition, the keys to solving the DML problem lies in how to formulate
a proper objective function L and then find an efficient algorithm to solve the optimization.
In our settings we adopt the linear model presented in the previous chapter (Eq 3.1), which
combine some loss functions ci for the learning constraints sets and a metric regularizer :

L(M) = min
M�0

r(M) + γsLs(S) + γdLd(D) (4.2)

where r(M) is a regularizer defined on the target metric M , and Ls and Ld are some loss
functions defined on the sets of similar and dissimilar constraints, respectively. The goal will
be to find the minimum of L(M) over the domain of M .

The following sections introduce the loss functions we propose, the associated regularizer for-
malization (Section 4.2) as well as the Fast LRML algorithm employed to optimize the loss
L(M) (Section 4.3).
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4.2 Proposed Metric Learning Model

4.2.1 Constraints Losses
One common principle for metric learning is to minimize the distances between the data points
with similar constraints and meanwhile to maximize the distances between the data points
with dissimilar constraints. This is a min-max learning principle. By following this principle,
the similar loss function Ls (respectively Ld) should be defined in the way such that the
minimization of the loss function will result in minimizing (maximizing) the distances between
the data points with the similar (dissimilar) constraints. We adopt the sum of squared distances
for defining the two loss functions in terms of its effectiveness and efficiency:

Ls(S) = γs
∑

(xi,xj)∈ S
||xi − xj||2M , Ld(D) = −γd

∑
(xi,xj)∈ D

||xi − xj||2M . (4.3)

where γs and γd are two regularization parameters for balancing the trade-off between similar
and dissimilar constraints.

Learn Time Series Overlapping

In the losses Ls and Ld, xi and xj – the dataset – arem multi-dimensional time series. We want
to optimize the warping of these time series in order to synchronize them. Thus, the difference
||xi − xj|| needs to take in consideration the time series profiles, i.e., the possibility that the
times series are out of phase and have different time sampling (meaning different lengths).

To cope with theses particularities of time series, we introduce a mapping in the losses to
express and catch the elasticity of time series. Indeed, from time series comparison methods
presented in Section 2.1 of Chapter 2, we choose dtw to synchronize the time series. Because
it fills the two gaps, naming dealing nicely with time series elasticity and of different lengths.

Let consider time series xi =
[
x1
i , x

2
i , · · · , xIi

]
with length I and xj =

[
x1
j , x

2
j , · · · , xJj

]
with

length J . Let x(n) be a filtering function which gives the n-th item of the time series x. In
the loss Ls(S) = ∑

(xi,xj)∈ S
||xi − xj||2M , the expression ||xi − xj||2M is computed according to

the matched items in DTW warping path between the time series xi and xj. Let OP be that
optimal warping path such that

OP(xi, xj) = [(1, 1), · · · , (i, j), · · · , (I, J)]k ,

where the first component i ∈ [1, I] indexes elements of xi, and j ∈ [1, J ] indexes elements
of xj, and k the length of the warping path. The couple (i, j) means that the item xi(i) of
time series xi is aligned with the item xj(j) of time series xj. Introducing this DTW matching
sequence, the loss Ls can be rewritten as :
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(a) DTW alignment path (in green) of two time
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Figure 4.1: DTW matching items and their corresponding alignment matrix

Ls(S) = γs
∑

(xi,xj) ∈ S

∑
(i,j) ∈ OP(xi,xj)

||xi(i)− xj(j)||2M

= γs
∑

(xi,xj) ∈ S

∑
(i,j) ∈ OP(xi,xj)

(xi(i)− xj(j))M (xi(i)− xj(j))>

= γs
∑

(xi,xj) ∈ S

∑
(i,j) ∈ OP(xi,xj)

tr
(
M (xi(i)− xj(j)) (xi(i)− xj(j))>

)

= γs tr

M ∑
(xi,xj) ∈ S

∑
(i,j) ∈ OP(xi,xj)

(xi(i)− xj(j)) (xi(i)− xj(j))>


To simplify the expression above, let the matrix S be:

S =
∑

(xi,xj) ∈ S

∑
(i,j) ∈ OP(xi,xj)

(xi(i)− xj(j)) (xi(i)− xj(j))>

then we can rewrite
Ls(S) = γs tr (M S)

For example Figure 4.1a pictures in green the optimal path between the times series A and
B while Fig. 4.1b highlights the matched items between the times series.
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The same principle is applied to dissimilar constraints such that Ld(D) = −γd tr (MD).

Next, we will discuss how we defined a regularizer and incorporate the unlabeled data
information.

4.2.2 Metric Regularizer
To develop DML techniques for practical applications, we would like to highlight the regular-
ization principle, which is the key to enhancing the generalization and robustness performance,
and preventing the overfitting issue of the distance metric. We choose Frobenius norm as
regularizer defined as follows:

r(M) = ||M ||F =
√√√√ m∑
i,j=1

M2
i,j M ∈ Rm×m (4.4)

This regularizer simply prevents any elements within the matrix M from being overlarge.
However, the regularizer does not take advantage of any unlabeled data information. In prac-
tice, the unlabeled data is beneficial to the DML task. By this consideration, we will show how
to formulate a regularizer for exploiting the unlabeled data information in the regularization
framework.

Consider the data set n data points X , we can compute a weight matrix W ∈ Rnxn repre-
senting the affinity between the data points. Elements of Wij are calculated as follows:

Wij =
 1 if xi ∈ N (xj) or xj ∈ N (xi)

0 otherwise
W ∈ Rn×n

where N (xj) denotes the nearest neighbor list of xj. To learn a metric, one can assume there
is some corresponding linear mapping U : Rm → Rr, where U = [u1, . . . , ur] ∈ Rm×r, for a
possible metric M . As a result, the distance between two input examples can be computed as:

dM(xi, xj) = ||xi − xj||2M = (xi − xj)>M(xi − xj) = (xi − xj)>UU>(xi − xj) = ||U>(xi − xj)||2
(4.5)

where M = UU> is the desirable metric to be learned. By taking unlabeled data information
through the weight matrix W , we can formulate the regularizer as follows

r(M) = dM(xi, xj)Wi,j =
n∑

i,j=1
||U>xi − U>xj||2Wij =

r∑
k=1

u>kX(D −W )X>uk

=
r∑

k=1
u>kXLX

>uk = tr(U>XLX>U) = tr(XLX>UU>)

= tr(XLX>M).

(4.6)

whereD is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are calculated byDii = ∑
jWij, and L =

D −W is known as Laplacian matrix, and tr stands for the trace operator.
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4.2.3 Final Model
We can summarize the obtain model as follows

L(M) = min
M�0

tr(XLX>M) + γs tr ( M S)− γd tr ( M D) (4.7)

When the dissimilar factor tends to zero (γd → 0) the optimization will lead to a reduction
of the entire space, i.e., obtaining the solution of M = 0. To prevent obtaining such trivial
results, we add constraint logdet(M) ≥ 0 on the metric:

L(M) = min
M�0

tr(XLX>M) + γs tr ( M . S)− γd tr ( M . D) (4.8)

subject to logdet(M) ≥ 0. (4.9)

4.3 Model Optimization
The above objective function belongs to the standard semi-definite programs (SDP) [Boyd
et al., 2004b, Udell et al., 2014], which can be solved with global optimum method covered in
Section 3.3 by existing convex optimization packages, such as Mosek optimization suite [ApS,
2019], ADMM Wen et al. [2010], or SeDuMi [Sturm, 1999]. Solving DML by an SDP solver is
feasible for a small-scale problem, but often becomes impractical when handling real applica-
tions, even for moderate-size datasets. This is because the time complexity of a general SDP
solver can be as high as O(m6.5), which is clearly inefficient and not scalable for real applica-
tions. Hoi et al. [2010] designed an algorithm Fast LRML algorithm which is significantly more
efficient and suitable for our application on time series DML. Next we present the algorithm
and how we applied it to our defined model.

4.3.1 Fast LRML Algorithm
Proposition 1. Given a symmetric and positive-definite matrix B � 0, the solution A* to the
following optimization

min
A�0

tr(AB)− ε log det(A) (4.10)

can be expressed as follows
A∗ = ε B−1 (4.11)

PROOF. First of all, by introducing dual variables Z ∈ Sn+ for the constraint A � 0, we
have the Lagrangian as follows:

L(A,Z) = tr(AB)− ε log det(A) + tr(AZ) (4.12)
According to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [Kuhn 1982], we can derive the

following equations:
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∂L
∂A

= B − εA−1 + Z = 0 => Z = εA−1 −B (4.13)

tr(AZ) = 0 (4.14)

In Equation 4.14, tr(AZ) = 0 is equivalent to AZ = 0. Specifically, given A � 0 and Z � 0,
we have

tr(AZ) = tr(A1/2A1/2Z1/2Z1/2) = ||Z1/2A1/2||2F .

Therefore, by tr(AZ) = 0, we should have Z1/2A1/2 = 0, which further leads to AZ by mul-
tiplying by Z1/2 and A1/2 on both sides of the equation. Putting together with the result in
Eq. 4.13, we can derive the equation: AB = εI. Finally, combining it with the PSD con-
straint,i.e., A � 0, we thus have the solution as: A∗ = εB−1.

4.3.2 Application of the Proposition
We can apply Proposition 1 to solve the optimization L(M) efficiently, which only involves
simple matrix inversion. First of all, instead of enforcing the constraint logdet(M) ≥ 0, we can
consider an alternative formulation as follows:

L(M) = min
M�0

tr(XLX>M) + γs tr (M . S)− γd tr (M . D)− ε logdet(M) (4.15)

where ε ≥ 0 is a small constant, and a regularization term ε log det(M) is added into the
objective function. It is easy to show that when ε→ 0, the above optimization reduces to the
equivalent optimization problem.

In particular, we can solve L by letting B = XLX>+γsS−γdD and assuming that B � 0.
Following Proposition 1, the optimal solution can be expressed as follows:

M∗ = ε(XLX> + γsS − γdD)−1 (4.16)

In practice, the assumption that B � 0 may not always hold. To handle the non-positive
definite issue, we add a regularization of an identity matrix, which results in the following
solution:

M∗ = ε(XLX> + γsS − γdD + γIIm×m)−1 (4.17)
where γI is a regularization parameter of an identity matrix Im×m.

4.4 Computation Improvement
Learning time is an important factor in order to expose the method to sufficiently larger dataset.
To this end, we provide an algorithm to speedup the implementation of Eq. 4.17; especially
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the computation of r(M) = XLX> is the most time and memory consuming in learning M .

First, we notice that one disadvantage of the proposed LRML method lies in the stage
of computing the Laplacian matrix, which will take non-trivial time cost, O(n2 log n). The
calculation of the Laplace matrix L ∈n×n requires a lot of memory space, twice the size of
the data set. From its definition (Eq. 4.6), we can notice that each row i of L represents
the neighborhood relationship of a time series xi with respect to the rest of time series in the
dataset. Thus, the values of the rows are zero except for the indexes of their nearest neighbors
(matrix W ) and the value of the diagonal (matrix DW ). L is therefore a sparse matrix. Hence
the interest of not calculating L directly, but using the properties of its definition i.e., the
matrices W and DW in the computation of r(M). To do this each series should keep the list
of its nearest neighbors.
Also, we can disregard the matrix X constructed by putting the time series of the dataset X
end to end. X can be virtually constructed by memorizing the offset of each time series. The
offset of a series in X is the number of elements before it. Indeed this offset is useful for the
identification of the appropriate indexes in the result matrix.

In addition to the obvious advantage of not calculating or storing the W , DW and L ma-
trices, the fact of using the series independently in the calculation will make it possible to
only consider the non-zero cells in L (series’ nearest neighbors) the multiplications of r(M).
In addition, this uncoupling is favorable to the parallelization of the algorithm, since the con-
tribution/calculation of each series is independent of the others.
The function SL in Algorithm 4 describes the calculation of XL with respect to a time series.
The first nested loops uses the property of W matrix; it multiplies the series in parameter and
its nearest neighbors following the DTW algorithm matching path. The second nested loops
uses the property of the DW . It calculates the sum of the values of a row (representing the
value of the diagonal) and performs the multiplication at the appropriate index. The matrix
R contains the result the multiplication XL.

The function dtwPath(xi, xj) outputs DTW path matrix between the time series xi and xj.
This function replaces the W in the computation of L. The function dtwPathRowSum(xi, xi)
returns an array containing the rows sum of the matrix dtwPath(xi, xj). It represents the
diagonal matrix DW .

Since the R matrix contains the result of XL, the term XLX> is therefore equivalent to
RX>. The algorithm 5 performs this matrix multiplication.
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Algorithm 4 | R = XL with respect of a time series S
function SL(Series S, Matrix R)
value← 0
/* Handle nearest neighbor value for W */
for N ∈ S.nearestNeighborList do
for i = 0 to S.nbAttributes do
for j = 0 to N.nbItem do
for k = 0 to S.nbItem do
value += S[i][k]× dtwPath(S,N)[k][j]×−1

end for
R[i][j +N.offset] += value / Thread safe writing
value← 0

end for
end for

end for
/* Handle diagonal values for DW */
for i = 0 to S.nbItem do
for N ∈ S.nearestNeighborList do
rowSum += S.dtwPathRowSum(N, i)
for j = 0 to S.nbAttributes do
value += S[j][i]× rowSum

end for
R[i][j + S.offset] += value / Thread safe writing
value← 0
rowSum← 0

end for
end for

end function

Algorithm 5 | U = RX> with respect to time series S
function RS> (Series S, Matrix R, Matrix U)
value← 0
for i = 0 to S.nbAttributes do
for j = 0 to S.nbAttributes do
for k = 0 to S.nbAttributes do
value += R[i][k + S.offset]× S[j][k]

end for
U [i][j] += value / Thread safe writing
value← 0

end for
end for

end function
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The algorithm 6 summarizes the calculation of the first r(M) = XLX>.

Algorithm 6 | U = XLX>

function XLX>(SerieSet X)
value← 0
Matrix R← 0
Matrix U ← 0
for Serie S ∈ X do
SL(S,R)

end for
for Serie S ∈ X do
RS>(S,R, U)

end for
return U

end function

Conclusion
In this chapter highlights how our distance metric model is defined for time series and the
method we apply to optimize the model. Regarding the solution in Eq. 4.17, the parameter
ε generally should be a small constant. Since scaling does not affect the performance of a
DML, we can simply fix ε to 1 for metric learning tasks in practice. However a particular
attention should be given to γs and γd to avoid local optima. In the next chapter, we will
conduct experimentation to evaluate the effectiveness of this model and study its stability and
robustness on various MDT data sets.
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5
Experimental Validation

5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents experiments carried out to validate our approach (Chapter 4). Theses
experiments aim to evaluate the performance of DTWM by comparing its results with those
obtained using:

− the classical DTW based on Euclidean distance (referred here as DTW ).

− the classical Euclidean distance on time series (referred here as Eucl)

Figure 5.1 portrays the three main stages of the experimentation. They consist in :

Metric LearningMetric Learning

Unlabeled dataUnlabeled data

Constraints SetsConstraints Sets

Parameters tuningParameters tuning

MetricMetricTuning dataTuning data

Learning dataLearning data

Testing dataTesting data

Dataset

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 5.1: Metric learning experimentation stages: (1) metric learning, (2) metric parameters
optimization, and (3) metric evaluation.
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1. learning the metric using S and D constraints sets and,

2. optimizing the metric parameters γs and γd in the solution of Equation 4.17 and finally,

3. evaluating the quality of the optimized metric by comparing its performance with those
from other metrics through distance-based classification or clustering method on various
dataset.

Section 5.2 presents the dataset and details the experimental setup, Section 5.3 presents the
results with their discussion and Section 5.4 presents a comparative study with results from
the literature.

5.2 Materials

5.2.1 Dataset
We evaluate DML on a collection of 24 multivariate (multi-dimensional) time series data set
provided by UEA1 and UCR2 available at http://www.timeseriesclassification.com/.
Table 5.1 presents an overview of the datasets profile and a brief description of each dataset
is available in Appendix B. The collection covers a wide range of cases, dimension and series
lengths, and provide train/test split for each dataset. It addresses different area of study such
as Human activity recognition (dataset 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 24), Motion classification
(dataset 1, 4, 17), ECG3 classification (dataset 2, 22), EEG/MEG4 classification (dataset 9,
15, 20, 8); Audio Spectra Classification (dataset 11, 21, 12), and others (18, 14).

Table 5.2 presents the distribution of the train and test sets classes. Except for Handwritting
(10) and LSST (14), the majority of the dataset have balanced sets i.e., the number of times
series per class is evenly distributed.

5.2.2 Experimental Setup
In this section we describe our experimentation setup. Figure 5.1 portrays the three main
stages of the experimentation. In our collection, each dataset already contains a train and test
set with class labels provided. As such we use the train set for metric learning and parameters
tuning, and use the test set for metric validation. Bellow are the details description of each
stage of the experiments:

(1) Metric learning: To complete this stage we need the learning data, i.e., the similar
(S) and dissimilar (D) constraints sets. Since the class labels are attached to the data, S is
generated using time series of the same class, while D matches instances of different classes.

1UEA: University of East Anglia.
2UCR: University of California, Riverside.
3ECG: electrocardiography
4EEG: electroencephalogram; MEG: magnetoencephalogram
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Table 5.1: Multi-dimensional time series dataset collection

Dataset Train Size Test Size Classes Features Length

1. Articulary Word Recognition 275 300 25 9 144

2. Atrial Fibrillation 15 15 3 2 640

3. Basic Motions 40 40 4 6 100

4. Character Trajectories 1422 1436 20 3 182

5. Cricket 108 72 12 6 1197

6. Epilepsy 137 138 4 3 206

7. ERing 30 270 6 4 65

8. Face Detection 5890 3524 2 144 62

9. Finger Movements 316 100 2 28 50

10. Handwriting 150 850 26 3 152

11. Insect Wingbeat 30000 20000 10 200 30

12. Japanese Vowels 270 370 9 12 29

13. Libras 180 180 15 2 45

14. LSST 2459 2466 14 6 36

15. Motor Imagery 278 100 2 64 3000

16. NATOPS 180 180 6 24 51

17. Pen Digits 7494 3498 10 2 8

18. PEMS-SF 267 173 7 963 144

19. Racket Sports 151 152 4 6 30

20. Self Regulation SCP1 268 293 2 6 896

21. Spoken Arabic Digits 6599 2199 10 13 93

22. Stand Walk Jump 12 15 3 4 2500

23. Sud 1974 9869 12 3 11

24. UWave Gesture Library 120 320 8 3 315
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Table 5.2: Train and test sets class distribution

Data Set Size Distribution

Train 275 11 Time series per class1. A.W.R.
Test 300 12 Time series per class
Train 15 5, 5, 52. Atrial F.
Test 15 5, 5, 5
Train 40 10, 10, 10, 103. Basic M.
Test 40 10, 10, 10, 10
Train 1422 85, 70, 71, 78, 93, 69, 63, 87, 62, 65, 70, 65, 62, 59, 66,

65, 77, 62, 68, 854. C.T.
Test 1436 86, 71, 71, 79, 93, 69, 64, 87, 63, 65, 71, 66, 62, 60, 67,

66, 78, 63, 69, 86
Train 108 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 95. Cricket
Test 72 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6
Train 137 34, 37, 36, 306. Epilepsy
Test 138 34, 37, 37, 30
Train 30 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 57. ERing
Test 270 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45
Train 5890 2945, 29458. Face D.
Test 3524 1762, 1762
Train 316 159, 1579. Finger M.
Test 100 49, 51
Train 150 8, 6, 9, 4, 5, 9, 6, 2, 3, 7, 2, 5, 7, 4, 8, 5, 6, 6, 3, 5, 5, 10,

4, 4, 6, 1110. Handw.
Test 850 36, 34, 29, 43, 34, 30, 29, 32, 27, 26, 25, 37, 40, 35, 29,

33, 32, 31, 33, 31, 34, 43, 32, 37, 26, 32
Train 30000 3000, 3000, 3000, 3000, 3000, 3000, 3000, 3000, 3000, 300011. Insect W.
Test 20000 2000, 2000, 2000, 2000, 2000, 2000, 2000, 2000, 2000, 2000
Train 270 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 3012. J. Vowels
Test 370 31, 35, 88, 44, 29, 24, 40, 50, 29
Train 180 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 1213. Libras
Test 180 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12, 12
Train 2459 34, 123, 270, 381, 62, 7, 153, 23, 313, 68, 120, 777, 77, 5114. LSST
Test 2466 35, 124, 270, 382, 63, 7, 153, 24, 313, 68, 121, 777, 77, 52
Train 278 139, 139
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Table 5.2 – Continued from previous page
Set Size Distribution

15. Motor I.
Test 100 50, 50
Train 180 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 3016. NATOPS
Test 180 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30
Train 7494 780, 779, 780, 719, 780, 720, 720, 778, 719, 71917. Pen D.
Test 3498 363, 364, 364, 336, 364, 335, 336, 364, 336, 336
Train 267 32, 32, 38, 42, 43, 36, 4418. PEMS-SF
Test 173 30, 25, 26, 23, 22, 27, 20
Train 151 39, 43, 35, 3419. Racket S.
Test 152 40, 43, 35, 34
Train 268 135, 13320. Self R.S.
Test 293 147, 146
Train 6599 660, 660, 660, 660, 660, 660, 660, 660, 660, 65921. Spoken A.D.
Test 2199 220, 220, 220, 220, 220, 220, 220, 220, 220, 219
Train 12 4, 4, 422. Stand W.J.
Test 15 5, 5, 5
Train 1974 106, 320, 887, 8, 344, 93, 47, 67, 9, 3, 52, 3823. Sud
Test 9869 549, 1654, 4376, 66, 1659, 437, 268, 351, 31, 11, 250, 217
Train 120 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 15, 1524. UWave G.L.
Test 320 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 40

With all this information, matrices of the objective function solution (Eq. 4.17) are generated
to produce the learned matrix M .

(2) Parameters γs, γd and γI tuning: The aim of this stage is to find the parameters that
optimize the metric M by varying the values of γs, γd. In fact the purpose of γI is to ensure
that M « stays » positive semi-definite after manipulation of γs, γd. Different strategies can
be considered in the parameters to identify the optimal parameters.
One option is to compare distance DTW and DTWM between S and D pairwise constraint such
to agglomerate similar objects (DTW (S) > DTWM(S)) while increasing space between the ag-
glomerates (DTW (D) < DTWM(D)). The implicit goal is to improve classification/clustering
algorithm afterward.
Another option is to directly perform the classification/clustering and maximize the accuracy
(minimize the error). This is the option we applied. The final metric, the one yielding the
highest accuracy (lowest error), is kept for validation on the test set.
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(3) Metric evaluation: To evaluate the metric M , one needs to checks its quality by
comparing its performance with others metrics in the application of metric based classifica-
tion/clustering algorithm. As such, we compute 1-NN on the collection test set using DTWM ,
and for comparison purpose, also using DTW and Euclidean (Eucl) distance. Then we provide
different performance scores or indexes, introduced in Appendix A, to evaluate the quality of
the metrics, such as:

− Accuracy (Acc): Classification accuracy is the rate of correct classification. It ranges
from 0 to 1. A high value indicates a good classification performance.

− Adjusted Rand index (ARI): The Rand index computes the similarity between two sets
by considering all pairs of samples and counting pairs that are assigned in the same or
different classes/clusters in the predicted and the ground truth. The adjusted Rand index
is the corrected-for-chance version of the Rand index. Though the Rand Index may only
yield a value between 0 and 1, the adjusted Rand index can yield negative values if the
index is less than the expected index (performance worse than random classification).
Note that ARI is equivalent to Kappa score.

− Precision (Prec): Also called positive predictive value, the precision is the ability of the
classifier not to label as positive an instance that is negative – avoid misclassification –
(relevant instance of a class over the number of instances in the class). It ranges from 0
(no precision) to 1(perfect precision).

− Recall (Rec): The recall is the ability of the classifier to find all the positive – ground
truth– instances (relevant instance of a class over the number of instance in the associated
ground truth class). The best value is 1 and the worst value is 0.

− F1-score (F1): The F1 score is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall. The highest
possible value of F1 is 1, indicating perfect precision and recall, and the lowest possible
value is 0, if either the precision or the recall is zero.

− Normalized mutual information (NMI): The mutual information is a measure of the
similarity between two labels of the same data. NMI is a normalization of the mutual
information score to scale the results between 0 (no mutual information) and 1 (perfect
correlation).

− Jaccard index (Jac): Defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the
union of two label sets, it is used to compare a set of predicted labels for a sample to the
corresponding set of ground truth.

− Fowlkes-Mallows index (FMI): FMI is defined as a geometric mean of precision and recall
to measure the similarity of two sets. It reaches its best value at 1 and worst score at 0.
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5.3 Results

Figure 5.2: 1-NN accuracy rate using EUCL, DTW and DTWM metrics
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Figure 5.3: Accuracy comparison of EUCL, DTW and DTWM metrics. A dot above the line
indicates that the metric on the abscissa outperforms.
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Table 5.5, at the end of the chapter, presents the detail result of the experimentation; the
percentage values denote the improvement over Eucl’s performance. An overall view of the
results is as illustrated in figure 5.2 (Accuracy). To provide a more intuitive illustration of
the performance of the compared similarity measures, we now use scatter plots to conduct
pair-wise comparisons. In a scatter plot, the error ratios of the two similarity measures under
comparison are used as the x and y coordinates of a dot, where each dot represents a particular
data set. Where a scatter plot has the label «X vs Y», a dot above the line indicates that X
is more accurate than Y (since these are error ratios). The further a dot is from the line, the
greater the margin of accuracy improvement. The more dots there are on one side of the line,
the worse that similarity measure is relative to the other.
For instance in Figure 5.3, it can be observed that the global accuracy of Eucl is apparently
inferior to DTW. With different level of improvement, our learned metric DTWM clearly out-
performs Eucl and DTW on all dataset. Specifically it is interesting to notice that DTWM

is able to perform well even when DTW fails to reach Eucl performance, such as in result
of ERing (7), PEMS-SF (18), Motor Imagery (15), or Racket Sports (19). However, the im-
provement in that case is small relatively to Eucl, but quite important compared to DTW. In
these data DTW fails recover to identify time series synchronization with its default local cost.
Conversely, the improvement is substantial when DTW results are above those of Eucl. This
can be verified in results 1, 3, 5, or 10. From the table, some interesting conclusion can be
reached regarding, the data profile.

5.3.1 Influence of the Feature Space
First of all, DTWM performs the best when the number of variables becomes larger, espe-
cially compared with DTW. The reason is obvious for this phenomenon. The objective of
the learned matrix M is to highlight important variables while reducing the influence of the
useless variables. If the number of the variable is too small, M will lose its efficiency. Thus,
the performance of DTWM will be approximate to that of DTW. For instance, DTWM results
yield small improvement when compared to DTW on PenDigits (17) and Libras(13), and great
improvement on Natops (16) or Motor Imagery (15). Figure 5.4 illustrates the optimal metric
found for some of the data sets as a heatmap. The color intensity describes the magnitude
of the matrix values from the minimum (white) to the maximum (black). The representa-
tion adopts the graphic coordinates, i.e., the origin (0,0) is located at the top left, thus the
main diagonal is reversed. The general observation is the follow: unlike the Euclidean distance
where all features have implicitly the same importance, i.e., the diagonal is black and the rest
is white, the features activation in the matrix highlights a nuanced degree of contribution for
each feature in the distance computation. The importance of each feature – on the diagonal
– can be assessed by its intensity relatively to the other values. For example, in the Libra
dataset the first attribute is irrelevant while in the UWaveGestureLibrary, they all contributes
with the second attributes being the most important one.
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Figure 5.4: Features importance heatmap from the minimum (white) to the maximum (black).

5.3.2 Influence of the Training Set Size
Regarding the train set size, as for any supervised learning method, the more data the algorithm
have the better the output model will perform. However a particular attention should be made
to ensure that the distribution of such set i.e., the instances in the training set should be
representative of the classes. In the metric learning setting, the question is how many instances
constraints to provide for a better M? Well, the answer lies in how much complex the data
is. For instance in our collection, DTWM performs well in different training set size situation,
from small size – Basic Motion(40), Cricket (108) –, average size – PEMS-SF(267), Racket
Sports (151) –, and relatively large size sets – Pen Digits (7494) –. The interesting property
is that DTWM can improve on results even with a very small training set size. Note that
classification training size may also influence methods performance. However, since all the
methods are performing on the same sets, the comparison of their results is safe. Nevertheless,
we provide such experiment with 10-fold cross validation in Section 5.4 (Fig. 5.7).

5.3.3 Influence of the Number of Classes
The performance of DTWM in dataset 1, 3, 4, or 17 with a large number of classes (4 to 25) is
relatively important, whereas it seems marginal in the small classes dataset, especially on some
ECG/EEG/MEG binary dataset (8,15). However these data are known to be hard problem
data because they are not concentrated as normal data. Yet DTWM also performs greatly on
dataset 9 which is binary and in ECG area. Therefore the influence of the number of classes
on the learning process cannot be determine with certainty. More investigation can be done to
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cover this inquiry.

5.3.4 Influence of the Time Series Length
The length of a time series plays a role in the result magnitude. For instance, regardless of
the metrics, shortest series tend to have big magnitude results (3, 16, 17) unlike the longest
series (15, 22). Because as the series length increases, its becomes difficult to estimate their
similarities du to the increasing noise along the comparison. SinceM is derived from the DTW
matching, the noise also are transferred in the possess. Even if the leaning process provide some
improvement on the default metric, having a shorter time series will ensure the performance
of M . There are methods to shorten time series, however their study is out of the scope of this
study.

5.3.5 Influence of the Regularizer Parameters
The regularizer γs and γd in Eq. 4.17 are use to weight the contribution of similar S and
dissimilar D constraints sets in the construction of the M . Actually it possible to control the
number of constraint before the learning process, for example balancing the large set to the
minimum set size. The risk of proceeding as such is ruling out constraints that are informative
for the metric learning. Therefore, it is more convenient to use such parameters and fit their
values. Moreover, they also make it possible to take into account the regularizer term r(M) in
case it is too large (more unlabeled data than constraints) and vice versa.
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Figure 5.5: 1-NN accuracy matrix given (γs, γd). The white cells represent no improvement
area. Improvement ranges from moderate (light gray) to the highest (black) in the search grid.
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In our experimentation, best values for γs and γd are explored in [−3.5, 3.5] with 0.5 step size.
The figure 5.5 shows, for some data sets, the areas where the best values of the parameters
where found. Note that the 1-NN performance matrix was filtered out to set the parameters
combination that yield no improvement to the Euclidean distance performance as white cells.
Thus the improvement ranges from moderate (light gray) to the highest (black). We can notice
that for some data – FingerMovement, Libras – such value is not unique because the same shade
of color identifies the same values. However, for datasets like ArticularyWordRecognition or
Handwriting, the best value is spotted only in a one cell and becomes even harder to obtain
on LSST where intermediary improvement is even difficult to achieve.

5.3.6 Computation Efficiency
An important aspect of the usability of theses methods is the time taken to obtain a metric (Fig.
5.6), especially since DML is a pre-processing step for some classification/clustering afterwards.
Thus method computation time needs to be realistic in order to be scalable and applicable to
data in realistic situation. Table 5.3 presents DML execution time using single threading or
multi-threading profile. Our proposed optimization reduces very largely the computation time
of the metric, making it possible to consider it for large dataset with complex attribute such
as PEMS-SF (18) where a single threaded algorithm spent 2h19min against 37min for the
multi-threaded version. We believe this can be further optimized by adopting some efficient
data structure, such as cover tree, to speed up neighborhood search in the computation of L.

Table 5.3: Execution time – in seconds – using CPU with 40 logical threads, 32GB RAM

Dataset 1-Thread 40-Threads Gain Factor

Articulary Word Recognition 84.152 0.966 87.114
Atrial Fibrillation 0.869 0.144 6.035
Basic Motions 0.164 0.096 1.708
Character Trajectories 195.415 9.651 20.248
Cricket 166.120 48.550 3.422
Epilepsy 6.034 0.427 14.131
ERing 0.044 0.038 0.864
Finger Movements 4.735 0.436 10.860
Handwriting 3.295 0.290 11.362
Japanese Vowels 0.242 0.179 1.352
Libras 0.465 0.165 2.818
LSST 67.388 3.084 21.851
NATOPS 1.515 0.266 5.695
PEMS-SF 8377.490 2256.429 3.713
Pen Digits 60.378 26.965 2.239
Racket Sports 0.180 0.094 1.915
Spoken Arabic Digits 81.169 43.146 1.881
Stand Walk Jump 12.034 1.916 6.281
Sud 4.375 1.233 3.548
UWave Gesture Library 10.195 0.703 14.502
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Figure 5.6: The amount of time required to compute the metric model given the thread size.

5.4 Comparative Study
In this section we aim to compare the performance of DTWM against some other metrics,
including Euclidean distance based DTW (DTW), lower-bounding measure (LBM) [Rath and
Manmatha, 2002], Jiffy [Shanmugam et al., 2018], locality preserving projections (LPP) [Weng
and Shen, 2008], MDDTW [Mei et al., 2016], temporal discrete SVM (TDVM) and discrete
SVM (DSVM) , SVM with dynamic time warping (SVMDTW) and the 1-nearest neighbor
classifier (1NNWD) [Orsenigo and Vercellis, 2010]. To meet the experimental setup of the
previous study, we apply 10-fold cross validation on the merged sets (train and test), and run
the experiments as described in Section 5.2.2. This comparison was used to evaluation the
effectiveness of the proposed method against the existing frameworks.

Table 5.4 shows the results of the different metrics. DTWM out performs the other metrics
on three data sets, while having a tie in one dataset, and failing to beat Jiffy on Libra dataset.
This show that our model produces high quality metric.

In addition, results of some data sets increased compare to the stationary train/test set in
Table 5.5. For instance dataset having a tie did not increase not decrease; which demonstrate
the robustness of DTWM .

Table 5.4: Cross validation error rates comparison with methods on MTS data sets
Dataset DTWM DTW MDDTW LBM Jiffy LPP TDVM DSVM SVMDT W 1NNW D

Char. Trajectory 0.010 0.044 0.039 0.143 0.021 - - - - -
Japanese Vowels 0.008 0.037 0.014 0.081 - 0.065 0.034 0.064 0.054 0.077
Libras 0.070 0.095 0.092 0.189 0 - - - - -
Pen Digits 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.122 - - 0.037 0.054 0.066 0.055
Sp. Arabic Digits 0.003 0.037 0.031 0.237 0.026 - - - - -
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Figure 5.7: 1-NN 10-fold cross validation accuracy rate using EUCL, DTW and DTWM metrics

Conclusion
This chapter was dedicated to the experimentation of DML for time series define in Chapter 4
and the evaluation of different factors that can contribute in decreasing/increasing the metric
performance. To this extent, we apply the metric on a data collection in order to cover, as much
as possible, different data profile scenario (feature, series length, number of classes, different
train set size). The results of the experiments clearly indicate that our method consistently
results in a better predictive accuracy in several dataset leading to ensure its robustness. In
fact the ability of the metric to perform at least as better as the baseline metric is important.
When the metric behaves stochastically (i.e., , the improvement is random), it is a sign of a
poor robustness and stability. We did not witness such behavior during our experiments.
Note that such situation is possible when the learning parameters γs and γd are not at their
best values. So as long as those parameters are optimized, it is guarantee not to do worse than
the considered baseline distance. Moreover The reduction of the computation time thanks to
our algorithm also reinforces the possibility of its application on large datasets.

Another challenge we encountered along our work was the ability to provide the learning
data, i.e., the constraints on data that do not contain class information. The process of labeling
constraints manually is very tedious and also impacts the quality of such define constraints,
for instance with long time series. Therefore we propose a method to address this challenge by
providing S and D automatically in Chapter 8.
But first, we present the application of our metric to satellite image time series (SITS) clustering
in Chapter 6 and to software engineering analysis in Chapter 7.
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Table 5.5: Result of 1-NN on the dataset collection

Dataset Metric Acc ARI F1 Prec Rec NMI Jac FMI

Eucl 0.970 0.936 0.938 0.941 0.936 0.969 0.884 0.938

DTW 0.987
+1.7%

0.970
+3.7%

0.972
+3.5%

0.973
+3.4%

0.970
+3.7%

0.985
+1.7%

0.945
+6.9%

0.972
+3.5%1. Articulary Word

Recognition

DTWM
0.995
+2.6%

0.989
+5.7%

0.989
+5.4%

0.990
+5.1%

0.989
+5.7%

0.993
+2.5%

0.979
+10.7%

0.989
+5.4%

Eucl 0.467 -0.011 0.368 0.533 0.281 0.222 0.225 0.387

DTW 0.533
+14.3%

0
+1.1%

0.333
-9.4%

0.400
-25.0%

0.286
+1.8%

0.203
-8.8%

0.200
-11.3%

0.338
-12.6%2. Atrial Fibrillation

DTWM
0.800
+71.4%

0.469
+470%

0.623
+69.4%

0.633
+18.8%

0.613
+118.3%

0.551
+148.2%

0.452
+100.7%

0.623
+61.0%

Eucl 0.600 0.251 0.468 0.628 0.373 0.280 0.305 0.484

DTW 0.975
+62.5%

0.932
+271.0%

0.947
+102.5%

0.950
+51.3%

0.945
+153.4%

0.940
236%

0.900
+194.7%

0.947
+95.8%3. Basic Motions

DTWM
1.000
+66.7%

1.000
+298.2%

1.000
+113.7%

1.000
+59.3%

1.000
+168.2%

1.000
257%

1.000
+227.4%

1.000
+106.7%

Eucl 0.965 0.935 0.939 0.940 0.938 0.953 0.884 0.939

DTW 0.975
+1.0%

0.980
+4.8%

0.981
+4.6%

0.981
+4.4%

0.981
+4.6%

0.985
+3.4%

0.963
+8.9%

0.981
+4.6%4. Character

Trajectories

DTWM
0.990
+2.6%

0.982
+4.9%

0.983
+4.7%

0.982
+4.5%

0.983
+4.8%

0.986
+3.5%

0.966
+9.2%

0.983
+4.7%

Eucl 0.889 0.760 0.778 0.806 0.751 0.885 0.636 0.778

DTW 0.944
+6.2%

0.877
+15.4%

0.886
+13.9%

0.906
+12.4%

0.867
+15.4%

0.939
+6.1%

0.795
+25.0%

0.886
+13.9%5. Cricket

DTWM
1.000
+12.5%

1.000
+31.6%

1.000
+28.6%

1.000
+24.1%

1.000
+33.1%

1.000
+13.0%

1.000
+57.2%

1.000
+28.5%

Eucl 0.630 0.315 0.510 0.603 0.441 0.460 0.342 0.516

DTW 0.942
+49.4%

0.856
+172.1%

0.892
+75.0%

0.892
+47.9%

0.891
+102.0%

0.858
+86.6%

0.805
+135.4%

0.892
+72.9%
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Metric Acc ARI F1 Prec Rec NMI Jac FMI6. Epilepsy

DTWM
0.971
+54.0%

0.925
+193.9%

0.943
+85.1%

0.944
+56.5%

0.943
+113.7%

0.913
+98.5%

0.893
+161.1%

0.943
+82.8%

Eucl 0.944 0.872 0.893 0.894 0.891 0.875 0.806 0.893

DTW 0.915
-3.1%

0.809
-7.2%

0.841
-5.8%

0.851
-4.8%

0.830
-6.8%

0.838
-4.2%

0.725
-10.1%

0.841
-5.8%7. ERing

DTWM
0.959
+1.59%

0.896
+1.9%

0.913
+1.5%

0.914
+1.5%

0.913
+1.6%

0.894
+1.6%

0.840
+2.8%

0.913
+1.5%

Eucl 0.526 0.002 0.501 0.501 0.501 0.002 0.334 0.501

DTW 0.529
+0.6%

0.003
+30.4%

0.501
+0.1%

0.502
+0.1%

0.501
+0.1%

0.002
+26.3%

0.335
+0.1%

0.501
+0.1%8. Face Detection

DTWM
0.539
+2.5%

0.006
+147.8%

0.503
+0.3%

0.503
+0.3%

0.503
+0.3%

0.004
+126.3%

0.336
+0.4%

0.503
+0.3%

Eucl 0.550 0.000 0.495 0.495 0.495 0.007 0.329 0.495

DTW 0.530
-3.6%

-0.007
-0.7%

0.492
-0.7%

0.492
-0.7%

0.492
-0.7%

0.003
-63.9%

0.326
-0.9%

0.492
-0.7%9. Finger Movements

DTWM
0.670
+21.8%

0.068
+6.8%

0.520
+5.1%

0.521
+5.3%

0.519
+4.9%

0.042
+480.6%

0.352
+6.9%

0.520
+5.1%

Eucl 0.319 0.126 0.164 0.197 0.141 0.347 0.090 0.167

DTW 0.551
+72.8%

0.303
+140.9%

0.334
+103.3%

0.410
+108.5%

0.282
+99.8%

0.549
+58.2%

0.201
+124.1%

0.340
+104.1%10. Handwriting

DTWM
0.697
+118.5%

0.531
+322.7%

0.499
+203.5%

0.546
+177.6%

0.460
+225.5%

0.727
+109.4%

0.314
+250.8%

0.476
+185.8%

Eucl 0.467 0.231 0.309 0.314 0.304 0.312 0.183 0.309

DTW 0.485
+3.8%

0.255
+10.2%

0.331
+6.9%

0.338
+7.4%

0.324
+6.4%

0.343
+9.8%

0.198
+8.3%

0.331
+7.0%11. Insect Wingbeat

DTWM
0.620
+32.8%

0.402
+74.0%

0.460
+48.7%

0.489
+55.5%

0.434
+42.6%

0.616
+97.6%

0.299
+63.2%

0.461
+48.9%

Eucl 0.949 0.904 0.917 0.910 0.923 0.896 0.846 0.917
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Metric Acc ARI F1 Prec Rec NMI Jac FMI

DTW 0.949
0%

0.901
-0.3%

0.914
-0.2%

0.918
+0.9%

0.911
-1.4%

0.898
+0.2%

0.842
-0.4%

0.914
-0.2%12. Japanese Vowels

DTWM
0.981
+2.6%

0.964
+5.0%

0.969
+4.3%

0.965
+4.7%

0.973
+4.0%

0.959
+5.5%

0.939
+8.3%

0.969
+4.3%

Eucl 0.828 0.687 0.707 0.731 0.684 0.834 0.547 0.707

DTW 0.872
+5.4%

0.778
+13.2%

0.792
+12.0%

0.802
+9.7%

0.782
+14.2%

0.887
+6.3%

0.655
+19.8%

0.792
+11.9%13. Libras

DTWM
0.889
+7.4%

0.804
+17.0%

0.816
+15.4%

0.827
+13.1%

0.805
+17.7%

0.899
+7.8%

0.689
+26.1%

0.816
+15.4%

Eucl 0.414 0.202 0.350 0.406 0.308 0.251 0.212 0.350

DTW 0.517
+25.1%

0.309
+52.7%

0.431
+23.1%

0.471
+16.0%

0.397
+29.0%

0.361
+43.5%

0.275
+29.4%

0.431
+23.1%14. LSST

DTWM
0.562
+36.0%

0.315
+56.1%

0.437
+24.9%

0.481
+18.4%

0.401
+30.2%

0.370
+47.4%

0.280
+31.8%

0.437
+24.9%

Eucl 0.510 0.151 0.498 0.507 0.490 0.211 0.332 0.498

DTW 0.500
-2.0%

0.120
-20.5%

0.500
+0.3%

0.510
+0.7%

0.490
0%

0.185
-12.3%

0.333
+0.5%

0.500
+0.3%15. Motor Imagery

DTWM
0.550
+7.8%

0.382
+15.3%

0.503
+1.0%

0.511
+1.0%

0.495
+1.0%

0.223
+5.7%

0.336
+1.3%

0.503
+1.0%

Eucl 0.806 0.679 0.731 0.740 0.723 0.775 0.576 0.731

DTW 0.872
+8.3%

0.806
+18.7%

0.837
+14.5%

0.839
+13.3%

0.836
+15.7%

0.877
+13.1%

0.720
+24.9%

0.837
+14.5%16. NATOPS

DTWM
0.950
+17.9%

0.887
+30.7%

0.905
+23.8%

0.917
+23.9%

0.894
+23.7%

0.923
+19.1%

0.827
+43.5%

0.905
+23.8%

Eucl 0.977 0.951 0.956 0.955 0.956 0.948 0.915 0.956

DTW 0.977
-0.0%

0.950
-0.0%

0.955
-0.0%

0.955
0%

0.955
-0.1%

0.949
+0.1%

0.914
-0.1%

0.955
-0.0%17. Pen Digits

DTWM
0.994
+1.7%

0.984
+3.5%

0.986
+3.2%

0.986
+3.2%

0.986
+3.2%

0.980
+3.4%

0.972
+6.2%

0.986
+3.2%
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Metric Acc ARI F1 Prec Rec NMI Jac FMI

Eucl 0.728 0.496 0.568 0.583 0.554 0.615 0.397 0.568

DTW 0.711
-2.4%

0.472
-4.9%

0.548
-3.5%

0.569
-2.4%

0.529
-4.6%

0.604
-1.9%

0.378
-4.8%

0.549
-3.5%18. PEMS-SF

DTWM
0.884
+21.4%

0.776
+56.5%

0.808
+42.1%

0.811
+39.1%

0.804
+45.1%

0.827
+34.3%

0.677
+70.6%

0.808
+42.1%

Eucl 0.822 0.627 0.724 0.766 0.687 0.687 0.568 0.725

DTW 0.763
-7.2%

0.541
-13.7%

0.668
-7.8%

0.757
-1.2%

0.598
-13.0%

0.644
-6.2%

0.502
-11.7%

0.673
-7.3%19. Racket Sports

DTWM
0.849
+3.2%

0.682
+8.8%

0.765
+5.6%

0.804
+4.9%

0.729
+6.1%

0.757
+10.2%

0.619
+9.0%

0.765
+5.5%

Eucl 0.778 0.307 0.671 0.708 0.637 0.295 0.504 0.672

DTW 0.775
-0.4%

0.300
-2.5%

0.668
-0.4%

0.706
-0.2%

0.633
-0.6%

0.290
-1.8%

0.501
-0.7%

0.669
-0.4%20. Self RegulationSCP1

DTWM
0.843
+8.3%

0.469
+52.5%

0.741
+10.5%

0.763
+7.8%

0.720
+13.1%

0.431
+45.9%

0.589
+16.7%

0.741
+10.4%

Eucl 0.960 0.912 0.921 0.922 0.920 0.917 0.854 0.921

DTW 0.964
+0.4%

0.921
+1.0%

0.929
+0.9%

0.930
+0.8%

0.928
+0.9%

0.925
+0.8%

0.867
+1.6%

0.929
+0.9%21. Spoken Arabic

Digits

DTWM
0.980
+2.2%

0.957
+4.9%

0.962
+4.4%

0.962
+4.3%

0.961
+4.5%

0.957
+4.3%

0.926
+8.5%

0.962
+4.4%

Eucl 0.204 -0.011 0.368 0.533 0.281 0.222 0.225 0.387

DTW 0.204
0%

-0.011
0%

0.368
0%

0.533
0%

0.281
0%

0.222
0%

0.225
0%

0.387
0%22. Stand Walk

Jump

DTWM
0.600
+194.6%

0.165
+17.5%

0.454
+23.3%

0.733
+37.5%

0.328
+17.0%

0.339
+52.8%

0.293
+30.1%

0.491
+26.8%

Eucl 0.914 0.888 0.919 0.921 0.917 0.780 0.879 0.919

DTW 0.878
-3.9%

0.856
-3.6%

0.883
-3.9%

0.906
-1.6%

0.869
-5.1%

0.761
-2.5%

0.850
-3.4%

0.873
-5.0%
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Metric Acc ARI F1 Prec Rec NMI Jac FMI23. Sud

DTWM
0.972
+6.4%

0.968
+9.0%

0.976
+6.2%

0.977
+6.1%

0.975
+6.4%

0.918
+17.8%

0.953
+8.4%

0.976
+6.2%

Eucl 0.875 0.748 0.779 0.789 0.769 0.802 0.638 0.779

DTW 0.903
+3.2%

0.804
+7.5%

0.828
+6.3%

0.836
+5.9%

0.821
+6.8%

0.846
+5.6%

0.707
+10.8%

0.828
+6.3%24. UWave Gesture

Library

DTWM
0.913
+4.3%

0.820
+9.7%

0.842
+8.1%

0.851
+7.8%

0.834
+8.5%

0.861
+7.4%

0.727
+14.0%

0.842
+8.1%
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6
Application to Remote

Sensing Time Series

In order to validate our approach on real data in a challenging domain, we have carried out
experiments on satellite image time series (SITS). In Section 6.1, we introduce the data (referred
here as SudOuest dataset) used in this study. In Section 6.2, we present the results obtained
from the experiments.

6.1 SudOuest Data Overview

6.1.1 Raw Data
The study area is located in the southwest of France, close to the city of Toulouse. The
SudOuest data are used by the Centre d’Études Spatiales de la Biosphère (CESBIO), Unité
Mixte de Recherche CNES-CNRS-IRD-UPS, located in Toulouse. These data are close in terms
of characteristics to the Sentinel-2 data, but with a reduced swath (width of the observed
scene) and a lower number of spectral bands. The objective is therefore to prepare, both
methodologically and in terms of applications, for the arrival of these satellites. We present
below the main information concerning the images used in this work. This dataset is composed
of 70 Formosat-2 multi-spectral images acquired over three crop years distributed as follows :

− 46 images in 2006 ;

− 13 images in 2007 ;

− 11 images in 2008.

Each raw image is composed of four spectral bands corresponding to near infrared (NIR),
red (R), green (G) and blue (B) at 4 meters of spatial resolution. But, the spatial sampling is
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reduced to 8 meters for radiometric quality issues.

In our experiments, we have exclude the blue band B from this study because it is very
subject to noise due to atmospheric effects. More over, in our case, it is not really informative.
The 2006 image series is shown in Figure 6.1 and a zoom on part of the area in Figure 6.3. The
distribution of the images in time given in Figure 6.4 shows the irregular sampling during the
year. One can notice that the series on the year 2006 is much more abundant than those of the
years 2007 and 2008. That is due to the fact that this one contains all the images acquired by
the sensor during this year whereas the other datasets contain only the clear images, i.e., with
very low cloudiness. The 2006 images are quite cloudy (about 30 % of the pixels are partially
or totally covered) while the 2007 and 2008 series are almost clear (less than 3 %), as we
mentioned. The percentage of cloudy pixels for the 2006 series is shown in Figure 6.5. For
reasons external to our sphere of action, we do not have the complete series for 2007 and 2008.

6.1.2 Reference Data
Two kinds of reference data are associated with each of three crop years 2006, 2007 and 2008 :

1. A graphical parcel register (GPR), Figure 6.6, resulting from declarations by the operators
as to the type of occupation of the parcels (close to a land truth). This register is produced
by the European Environment Agency within the framework of the Common Agricultural
Policy1. This reference data only covers a subset of the observed area. This graphical
plot register is accessible on the platform Geoportail2 ;

2. A land cover map reference, Figure 6.7, produced by a supervised classification; the
process of producing this data is detailed by Idbraim et al. [2009]. This reference data
covers the entire observed area.

The land cover map provides more complete information in terms of geographical coverage but
are created using supervised methods and therefore make an unfair comparison for our crops
clustering. This work, therefore, relies on the GPR reference data. The GPR provides more
reliable information than the land cover map as to the type of exploitation of the parcels. It
should be noted, however, that certainty at the level of the agricultural plot is not necessarily
found at the pixel level of analysis in which we place ourselves, i.e., at 64 squared meters.
Consequently, even if the information is precise at the plot level, its translation into the image
frame of reference may imply inaccuracies (e.g., boundary delimitation at the edges, tree in
the middle of a plot).

Finally, it should be noted that the scale of analysis on which the expert is working may
vary. Therefore, a hierarchy of thematic classes has been described by the agronomic experts
and is presented in Figure 6.8.

1See http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/index_en.htm
2See http://www.geoportail.fr.
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Figure 6.1: SITS of the 2006 agricultrual year; a zoom, delimited in green on the images of
this series, is illustrated in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.2: Masks associated with the SITS illustrated in Figure 6.1
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Figure 6.3: Zoom on one image of the data SudOuest.

days of the year 2006
J F M A M J J A S O N D

days of the year 2007
J F M A M J J A S O N D

days of the year 2008
J F M A M J J A S O N D

Figure 6.4: Temporal distribution of the images over the years; each point represents an image
acquired in the study area.
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day of the year 2006

Cloud cover

0 %

10 %

20 %

30 %

40 %

50 %

60 %

J F M A M J J A S O N D

Figure 6.5: Cloud cover of the SudOuest SITS for 2006.

Colors are defined in Figure 6.8

Figure 6.6: Reference data of 2006 - Graphical parcel register.

6.1.3 Construction of the time series dataset
A satellite image time series (SITS) is a set of satellite images taken from the same scene at
different acquisition time. Formally, SITS are describe as
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Colors are defined in Figure 6.8

Figure 6.7: Reference data of of 2006 - Land cover map reference

Definition 3. Let Simage = 〈I1, . . . , IN〉 be a set of N images, each of width W and height
H. Each pixel is described in B spectral bands (i.e., corresponding to B reflectances over
different intervals of the light spectrum). Images described on multiple colors or spectral bands
are usually called multi-valued images. each image In(n ∈ [[1, N ]]) in the series can then be
viewed as a function:

In : [[1,W ]]× [[1, H]] → ZB
(x, y) 7→ ∏B

b=1 I
n
b (x, y) (6.1)

where ∏ designates here the Cartesian product of the various images generated on the B spectral
bands. Let S be the dataset constructed from the series of images. S is a set of time series
defined by:

S = {〈In1 (x, y) , · · · , InB(x, y)〉|x ∈ [[1,W ]], y ∈ [[1, H]]}, (6.2)
The notation {{. . . }} refers to the concept of multi-set, i.e. a set in which each element is
associated with a number of instances potentially greater than one.

Figure 6.9 illustrates the definition 3 of SITS representation. Each sequence of S thus
represents the evolution of a geographical area (x, y) and is described by a sequence of B-
uplets, such as a triplet (infra-red, red, green).
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Figure 6.8: Class hierarchy represented in the land cover classification reference.

Finally, having for each image of SudOuest dataset a mask of clouds and their shadows,
the cloud values are simply removed from the constructed series when the corresponding mask
indicates that the In(x, y) value is covered. Note that the length and sampling may vary from
one series to another within the same dataset.
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Figure 6.9: Satellite images time series construction.
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6.2 Experiments and Result
This section presents the application of our metric learning on crops time series data clustering.
The experiment setup and the outcome results are introduced in the following subsections.

6.2.1 Dataset and experimental environment
Region of interest

For this experiments, the region of the interest of the study are the crops geographical area
evolution. The dataset is composed of 12 classes of different kind of crops (wheat, corn silage,
irrigated corn, etc) from the GPR reference data (Figure 6.10b). The set of images (1000
× 1000 pixel) is composed of 11 multispectral (green, red, and near-infrared) images non-
uniformly sampled. The dataset is composed of 9869 pixel time series selected within the
annotated areas (see Fig. 6.10a) after faltering out non-crops areas.

Clustering Methods

In this experiment we considered K-means and Samarah in combination with the considered
distance metrics for evaluation. Samarah is a mutli-agents collaborative methods which
iteratively refine the agents results [Forestier, Gançarski, and Wemmert, 2010]. We used three
K-means agents in Samarah for our experiments. K-means is an efficient clustering algorithm
which aim to partition a dataset into K homogeneous and compact clusters [Jain, Murty, and
Flynn, 1999]. The algorithms require the number of clusters K to be set a prior and this
was taken from the reference data such that K = 12 (Figure 6.10c). K-Means is sensitive to
the initial centroids, i.e., the result varies as the initial centroids change. For the sake of the
comparison, for each experiment, the same centroids is used to initialize the method for the
different metrics. In this way we can attribute the variability in the results solely to the chosen
metric.

DML process

Constraints were generated by taking pairs of points randomly and generating a must-link
or cannot-link constraint depending upon whether they belonged to the same class or not.
Intuitively this is equivalent to a user defining points/regions within the image time-series that
contain the same thematic class (Soybean, for example) and different thematic classes. In
order to study the learned metric sensibility to the number of provided constraints, different
numbers of constraints sets were considered: 5%, 10%, 15%, and 50% of the number of points
N in the sampled subsets (they represent a very small fraction of the total number of possible
constraints, which is 1

2N [N−1]). For each of these constraints set size, ten sets were generated.
Let Cpi = {Spi D

p
i }, i ∈ [1, 10] be the i−th set of constraints built using p% of points.

To evaluate benefits to use a metric learning in a clustering process, we compare results
obtained with Samarah algorithms with and without our method. To compare quality of
these results we measure the similarity between the ground truth partition and the clustering,
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(a) GPR reference Data (b) Class Labels
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Figure 6.10: Real-world image time-series clustering data: 12 classes of crops

using the adjusted Rand index [Hubert and Arabie, 1985]. Introduced in the Appendix A, ARI
is a similarity measure between two sets, the clustering and the ground-truth GPR.

Thus, to assess the average performance of the metric we set up the DML and clustering
process as follows:

− For A ∈ {K-means,Samarah}
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– Run the A algorithm ten times with random seeds using Euclidean Distance
– Run the A algorithm ten times with random seeds using DTW
– Report each Rand index average (ARI) and standard deviation (SD) obtained

− For p ∈ {5, 10, 15, 50} :

– For i ∈ [1, 10]
∗ Apply DML on Cpi to obtain the associated metric Mp

i for DTWM

∗ For A ∈ {K-means,Samarah}
· Run the A algorithm ten times using DTWM

· Report the Rand index average (ARI) and standard deviation (SD) obtained

Table 6.1 represents the average (ARI) and the standard deviation (SD) of ten repetitions of
each experiment and are rounded to three decimal places.

6.2.2 Results
To highlight the variability caused by the choice of the metric, we use Euclidean (Eucl) dis-
tance and dtw measure as a comparative baseline to gauge any improvement when using the
learned metric distance (dtwM). The results are presented in Table 6.1 (Fig. 6.11). For all the
methods, ARI score for dtwM out perform those of Eucl and dtw in particular with collab-
orative method Samarah. Increasing the amount of constraints seems to influence positively
the results while reducing their fluctuation for dtwM . For instance on K-means SD ranges
from 0.10 (5%) to 0.06 (50%). However, we have seen in the previous chapter (5) that the
training set size C has neglected influence on the learning performance, as long as the con-
straints covers all the possible relationship between the classes. In this case, the unbalanced
distribution of the dataset (Fig. 6.10c) in addition to the randomly selection of constraints,
explain this behavior of result improving as the set C size increases. Intuitively, increasing C

Figure 6.11: Comparison of classification accuracy between different metrics.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of ARI and SD with regard to the used metric

Metric

dtwM

Eucl dtw 5% 10% 15% 50%

Methods
KMeans .417±0.02 .435±0.05 .591±0.10 .587±0.08 .605±0.07 .629±0.6

SeededKMeans .573±0.05 .485±0.05 .697±0.05 .694±0.06 .699±0.07 .736±0.06

Samarah .476±0.07 .416±0.17 .721±0.06 .739±0.05 .716±0.06 .748±0.06

is increasing the probability of introducing different constraints relationship (i.e., increasing
constraints entropy) in the set, which in turn has positive influence on learning M .

We also evaluate the influence of the clustering algorithm initialization on the metric per-
formance. In fact, randomly initialization of K-means centroids is a weak strategy specially
given the unbalanced distribution of the dataset, with classes like Irrigated Corn having 4376
time series, while others such as Broom Corn are reduced to 11 (Table 6.2); because the initial
centroids won’t represent all the classes of the data (i.e., high chance that some classes will be
chosen more than once at the initialization). There are studies in the literature to optimize
the initialization of the algorithm such as K-means++ [Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2006, Bachem
et al., 2016]. But since we have reference data and the main goal of this manuscript is a study
of a metric we choose to go with a controlled SeededKMeans where each centroid of the 12
clusters is taken randomly from the representative class set of the reference data. As such the
initial centroids were aligned with the reference classes. We can notice that SeededKMeans
results are higher than those of K-means for all the three metrics. ARI score increased at
least of 0.10 for all the metrics but dtw. There is also less fluctuation in the dtwM with a
global SD around 0.06. It is interesting to notice that the collaborative method Samarah was
able to recover good clustering starting from random initialization.

The results of this first experiment clearly highlight that our metric dtwM consistently
results in a better ARI than the two baseline metrics (Eucl, dtw) for all the considered meth-
ods. Considering 50% constraints set we observed at least +45%, +29%, +57% performance
gain respectively for , SeededKMeans and Samarah.

6.2.3 Detail View of a Result
Figure 6.12 compares majors crops detection capabilities between metrics. The «Ref» desig-
nates the size in the reference data. The table 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 present the confusion matrix
of K-means for the three metrics respectively Eucl (ARI = 0.567), dtw (ARI = 0.536) and
dtwM (ARI = 0.826). The clusters C1 to C12 are mapped to the reference classes presented
in Fig. 6.10 from left to right respectively. We can see that Eucl and dtw had difficulty
to identify the major classes such as Irrigated Corn and Wheat. The objects of these classes
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Figure 6.12: Crops detection accuracy between different metrics.

are scattered in other clusters. For example in Table 6.3 the Irrigated Corn is mainly split
among the clusters C4 and C12. The same perturbation is highlighted for Eucl whereas dtwM

(Table 6.4) shows robustness over the noise. However all three fail to identify the Fallow land.
From these observations, we can optimize the construction of the constraints to address the
classes in conflict. An intuitive idea will be to increase must-link constraints on Eucl or dtw
difficult-to-identify classes like Fallow land, and cannot-link constraints on colliding classes, for
example between the Fallow land and the others.

Table 6.2: Confusion matrix of K-means using Euclidean distance. Columns data designate
the reference data (Fig. 6.10c) while C on the rows are clusters (ARI = 0.567)
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217 351 250 4376 1659 11 66 1654 268 549 437 31
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Table 6.3: Confusion matrix of K-means using dtw metric. Columns data designate the
reference data (Fig. 6.10c) while C on the rows are clusters (ARI = 0.536)
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217 351 250 4376 1659 11 66 1654 268 549 437 31

Table 6.4: Confusion matrix of K-means using dtwM metric. Columns data designate the
reference data (Fig. 6.10c) while C on the rows are clusters. (ARI = 0.826)
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C2 194 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 241
C3 2 112 1 93 3 1 0 4 10 0 0 6 232
C4 1 0 109 0 232 0 0 92 0 11 20 1 466
C5 0 0 0 4275 0 0 0 1 43 0 0 10 4329
C6 0 0 0 0 524 0 0 0 0 61 11 0 596
C7 0 0 21 3 364 0 1 55 0 90 6 0 540
C8 17 76 0 0 0 0 0 0 56 0 0 0 149
C9 2 5 115 0 70 3 65 1443 1 1 19 14 1738
C10 1 24 0 5 7 0 0 4 150 0 0 0 191
C11 0 0 3 0 259 0 0 3 0 320 8 0 593
C7 0 87 1 0 20 7 0 45 8 6 239 0 413
C12 0 0 0 0 180 0 0 7 0 60 134 0 381

217 351 250 4376 1659 11 66 1654 268 549 437 31
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Conclusion
Earth observation study has grown more because of the current need of Earth resource moni-
toring for various purpose (environmental tracking, climate surveillance). SITS analysis is one
of the many ways to meet this challenge. SITS models the history of an observation through
a time series representation of the study area. Clustering of SITS is a mean to gather differ-
ent areas that undergo the same evolution, and extract and provide information to enlighten
decision-makers. The existing techniques perform well but are subject to the quality of the
employed metric. In this context we propose to provide such metric by learning the underlying
relationship in the data through constraints.

We have shown that metric learning can be used to improve clustering result. Moreover,
the proposed method is robust with multi-class problem which is quite a requirement in SITS
analysis, by its nature. However, several possibilities can be explored to improve current
results. Indeed, another opportunity for performance improvement is to represent SITS by
contextual pixel instead of just the radiometric information. Because image pixels are not
true geographical objects, the pixel is limited to spectral information, three features in this
case (red, green, infra-red). Using a pixel augmented with spacial information from image
segmentation, for example,(contextual pixel) will increase the number of features and thus the
sensitivity of the learned matrix.

During this project we encountered several challenges, the most exciting of which was how
to provide learning information. It is unrealistic to assume that a person (or a machine) will
follow the movement of the satellites to bring back information from the ground (ground-truth)
to be compared with the optical data. It is therefore common in this field to lack reference
data, either because it is not up to date or it is simply not available. This aspect complicates
the derivation of the constraints that should formulate the relationships between the objects
of study. It is also not possible, in the case of time series, to do this manually for reasons
mentioned earlier in Chapter 1, Section 1.2. To overcome this problem, in Chapter 8, we
present a method for generating such constraints from data in an unsupervised setting.
The next chapter present our project on software engineering analysis.
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7
Analysis of Developers Conversations

This chapter presents a thematic analysis of developer conversations represented by textual
time series followed by a cluster analysis to identify patterns that differentiated the evolution
of discussions in tasks that were late vs. non-late in the project.
Section 7.1 describes the context and the available data as well as the methodology implemented
to prepare data to clustering. Section 7.2 focuses on clustering and in particular, on the metric
learning on the symbolic time series we to infer the similarity matrix between the concepts,
required by the clustering stage. Section 7.3 proposes a thematic analysis of obtained clusters.

7.1 Context and Data

7.1.1 Agile Software development methods
Contemporary software development is increasingly conducted by distributed teams using agile
software development methods. These methods rely on a core set of principles and values, most
importantly the capability to efficiently react to change [Beck et al., 2001]. This capability is
often implemented through the use of short development iterations and a strictly prioritized list
of requirements, which in turn are broken down into work items small enough to be implemented
in a single iteration [Schwaber and Sutherland, 2017]. Agile methods have been shown to
provide benefits both for small and large projects with respect, e.g., to on-time delivery and
customer satisfaction .

Despite their success, it is not uncommon for work planned for an iteration to be deferred
to later ones. Indeed it is often even recommended to plan for more work than can be done in
order to avoid downtime within agile teams. The soundness of this approach has been debated,
but regardless, empirical evidence points to the fact that decisions with respect to delaying
work to later iterations are routinely made even in agile software development [Heikkilä et al.,
2015].

In addition to the question of whether or not to plan for more work than realistically can
be accomplished in an iteration, another important question emerges: Are there archetypal
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situations regarding work items that can predict or explain the need for delaying them to later
iterations?

In this study, we present results from an empirical analysis of work items that were delayed,
i.e., not delivered in the iteration they initially were planned for. Our research was guided by
the research questions:

RQ 1 Can developer discussion threads on late work items be used to understand the reasons
for delay?

RQ 2 What can we learn from comparing the discussions as well as other properties of the
late and non-late work items?

While previous studies have leveraged various work item meta-data to predict a work item
implementation timeline (e.g. [Dehghan et al., 2017]), in this study we focus on the developers’
conversations to understand why work items get delayed in software projects and miss their
planned iterations. Research already demonstrated that developers communication is useful in
identifying patterns that might indicate problematic requirements [Knauss et al., 2015]. We use
thematic analysis on developer conversation data in combination with time-series and cluster
analysis to identify discussion topics in developer conversations and subsequently reasons for
delays in work item implementation. As an analysis method, time series analysis provides a
unique opportunity to study the temporal evolution of discussions related to a work item in
our data set. By coding the sequence of comments in developers conversations into time series,
we studied the temporal distance and the order of these comments in an effort to characterize
the discussions associated with late work items. Time series analysis has been recognized as
providing a global view of the data by highlighting the temporal relationship between data
points, and thus helping identify cyclic patterns, overall trends, turning points and outliers
[Paparrizos and Gravano, 2015, Esling and Agon, 2012].

Our findings show that late work-item tasks exhibit different patterns of delay. We identified
six patterns with a consistent semantic meaning. For example, we find that communication
and management problems are the common reason for delays in work-items implementation.
The content is structured in the following way: next, we introduce related work, followed by
our research methodology. Then we present our results, focusing in the identified thematic
clusters. Finally, we discuss the implications and limitations of the study.

7.1.2 Background
Most research that has studied delayed work in software engineering has been done in the
area of release and iteration planning. From a Release Planning perspective, Didar Al Alam
et al. [2016] compared several prediction techniques for classifying the readiness of an ongoing
release, while Dehghan et al. [2017] employed a process of feature engineering and machine
learning to predict the likelihood of feature implementation within a planned iteration. In
the same vein of research around delivery capabilities and with the goal of assisting project
managers, Choetkiertikul et al. leverage historical data for creating a predictive model that
can forecast the amount of work delivered compared to the initial commitment [Choetkiertikul
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et al., 2017b]. In a different study, the same research group present a model that predicts
both the degree of delay and the likelihood of the delay occurrence, for a software project issue
against its due date [Choetkiertikul et al., 2017a].

While, to our knowledge, no other studies investigated developer communication to un-
derstand and explain delayed work items, communication threads by developers have been
previously studied. For instance, Knauss et al. [2015] propose a method that analyzes re-
quirements communication data in order to timely detect and raise awareness of requirement
related risks during implementation. Licorish and MacDonell [2017] studied the attitudes of
teams members extracted from discussion threads, and how they relate to task performance,
while Kavaler et al. [2017] looked at language complexity levels and how they affect issue res-
olution time. Yilmaz et al. [2017] tries to capture the software teams personality traits impact
on software development by conducting context-specific survey.

In addition to the above, there are several studies that have used Social Network Analysis
to study developer communication, e.g., [Wolf et al., 2009, Biçer et al., 2011, Meneely et al.,
2008, Datta et al., 2012]. However, such analyses ignores the actual message content and
dynamics. In this study we used time series and clustering methods to model and group work
item discussions that present certain similarities that might indicate reasons for delay in their
implementation. In software engineering research, time series analysis modeling has been used
in approaches to study software reliability [Amin et al., 2013, Amasaki et al., 2005] and to
identify temporal patterns of software evolution defects [Raja et al., 2011]; while clustering
techniques proven useful in analyzing similarities in software measurement data to distinguish
between fault and non-fault prone software modules [Zhong et al., 2004] or to identify outliers
in such data [Yoon et al., 2007].

7.1.3 Research Setting
We conducted a case study of developer online conversations during the planning and im-
plementation of Jazz software components modules using the Jazz collaboration platform of
IBM1. As a product, Jazz has been operational since 2006 and functions as the base platform
for many of IBM’s services such as Rational Team Concert or Rational Quality Manager. It
aims to improve software practices, collaborative work and management processes by creating
a scalable platform which can coordinate tasks and provide improved visibility throughout the
software development life cycle [Rich, 2010].

Because Jazz is an integrated development environment, it includes supporting tools for
planning, software builds, code analysis, version control as well as online communication, al-
lowing developers to use the same tools for development and coordination. This approach
grants access to a wealth of rich data concerning software development characteristics as well
as communication and collaboration data, gathered in a timely and non-invasive manner, as
compared to conducting surveys or interviews.

The teams developing Jazz use the Eclipse way methodology [Frost, 2007], similar to the
Open Unified Process and partly conforming to agile principles, that defines iteration cycles

1https://jazz.net
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between two to six weeks consisting of three stages, namely planning, development and sta-
bilization. Longer iterations, varying in length from one month to a year, exist as release
iterations and contain multiple, shorter, milestone iterations that each end with a new mile-
stone build. The goals and features for each release are defined by project management prior
to the start of the iteration and captured in work items as task descriptions. Development is
conducted through these work items and are assigned to a release or a milestone iteration but
can be postponed in case of delays.

This monitoring of the real work environment aims to capture all the critical information and
discussion generated by the developers and offer an overview of the project and its evolution,
with an ability to go back and analyze certain events if needed.

7.1.4 Work Items and Developer Discussions
In our data set, a work item (WI) describes a unit of work representing a singular assignable
task [Dehghan et al., 2017]. Table 7.1 displays the major attributes describing a work item.
There are different types of work items, and they form a hierarchy (see Table 7.2); from Plan
Item (top level) to Task (low level) such that a type can have a sub-type as children [Dehghan
et al., 2017]. However, in practice, it is possible that this recommended order is disregarded
with children sharing the same type as their parent or Tasks connected directly to a Plan Item.
A Defect can be a child of any other type.

Table 7.1: Overview of Work Item descriptive attributes

WI attribute Possible values Detail in

Type Plan Item, Story, Enhancement , Defect, Task Section 7.1.4
Description Textual description of the WI goals
Creation date WI open date
Panned For Iteration Id
Estimate Implementation duration estimation
Resolution Date WI close date
Status On-Track, Behind, Suspended, Abandoned, Done
Discussion Conversation around WI implementation Section 7.1.4
Severity Unclassified, Minor, Normal , Major, Critical, Blocker Section 7.1.4
Priority Unassigned, Low, Medium, High
Created By @UserX Section 7.1.4
Owned By @UserY - WI responsible / coordinator
Subscribed By Collaborators user list
Resolved By @UserY

Each WI contains information related to its parent, children, priority, deadline, conversation
history, and the person responsible for it. During a development phase, a WI cannot be marked
as completed until all its children tasks are completed. We consider a late WI to be any WI
that is still under development past its currently assigned iteration end date. If a WI is still
under development while its assigned iteration ends, but is postponed, either before or after the
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deadline to a future iteration, it is not considered late. An example of possible WI evolution
can be seen in Figure 7.1.

Iterations:
WI 1
Late
WI 2

Non-Late

I1 start I2 start I3 start

Wi1 start

P lan for I3

Wi1 end

Wi2 start

P lan for I2 Change to I3

Wi2 end

Figure 7.1: Late and non-late work-item examples

Dataset Description

Our research dataset included work items and their conversations between 2011 and 2016, over
a total of 612 iterations. We analyzed the discussions for all completed work items of all types2
that had at least fifteen comments in their discussion threads. We chose fifteen comments as
it is a reasonable number to obtain insights on the progression of work on the work items.
Since we are focusing mainly on comments data, discussion with very few comments are not
significant to highlight all the development stages (elicitation, implementation, clarification,
etc) in a work item’s lifecycle. We also ruled out WIs with a particular status - invalid,
abandoned, suspended - that indicated the work item did not follow the normal development
process. This filtering resulted in a total of 125 late work items and a total of 2655 associated
comments. To analyze the differences and similarities between late and non-late work items
we also analyzed the discussions associated with the same number (125) of randomly selected
non-late WIs, a total of 4068 comments. For each of these WIs, we extracted all associated
comments in its related conversation, preserving their order, to create what we refer to as "WI
discussion". Table 7.3 provides an example of a work item discussion.

2With the exception of Tasks, which did not contain any implementation comments

Table 7.2: Overview of Work Item types

Work Item Type Explanation

Plan Item Top level items representing requirements or features to be included in future releases.
Story High level items dividing the work from Plan Items into subsequent iterations.
Enhancement Item that adds functionality or extends existing features.
Task Detailed item contained within a single iteration.
Defect Item representing work required for bug fixing.
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Table 7.3: Example of Work Item discussion

Work ID
Comment
Number Comment Text

115331 1 Extracted from work item 113204.

2 Additionally, we could implement a substitution parameter in the error string so it could read
something like: Your client is not compatible with the server...

3 Running foundation.stable.jcb RJF-T20100625-0850 with these changes and then I will try writing
the client half to make use of this.
re comment 2: Why does the server return the message? The client just needs to know that it’s a
mismatch and what the server version is. The client could do the message formatting on it’s own
side which will be in the locale/language of the client

4 The idea is that a server admin can update a setting on the server and provide a custom message to
all backlevel clients, perhaps providing a link to an internal website with client upgrade instructions.

5 @user I have completed 2 changesets here for this. It sends the server version and puts up a new
dialog with the link.
Please review and deliver this if you like it.

Dataset Overview

The Estimate attribute (Table 7.1) gives the estimated duration required for WI implementa-
tion. This information is not frequently provided in our dataset. Only 26% (32) of non-late
and 16% (20) of late WIs have this information. Severity describes the importance of a WI and
Priority its implementation emergency level. Depending on these attributes values, a sensitive
WI is likely to get more attention and resource for its implementation speedup. However,
in our dataset, a comparison of these attributes distributions between late and non-late WIs
(Tables 7.4 and 7.5) highlights no significant differences, i.e., both sets have more or less the
same distributions. Therefore, they can be discarded as the attributes that discriminate late
WIs from non-late ones.

Table 7.4: WI severity distribution

Severity #Non-late #Late

Unclassified 33 (26%) 47 (37%)
Minor 3 (2%) 3 (2%)
Normal 56 (45%) 52 (42%)
Major 22 (18%) 17 (14%)
Critical 6 (5%) 4 (3%)
Blocker 5 (4%) 2 (2%)

Table 7.5: WI priority distribution

Priority #Non-late #Late

Unassigned 31 (25%) 35 (28%)
Low 2 (2%) 0 (0%)
Medium 20 (16%) 32 (26%)
High 72 (57%) 58 (46%)

Work Items Management

The Created By attribute (Table 7.1) identifies the user who created the WI and provides
information related to its goals, while the Owned By identifies the user who is going to drive
or coordinate the WI implementation to resolution. The Resolved By identified the user who
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closed WI as resolved. This attribute has always the same value as the owner in our dataset,
for instance the owner closes the WI when it is implemented. The Subscribed By attribute
holds a list of collaborating users to implement WI requirements.

Plan Items do not have a creator. They only have owners. Because a plan item is a high
level description of a feature, its implementation involves the collaboration of teams working
on dependent work items such as Stories, Enhancements, Defects or Tasks. A development
"team leader" coordinates work of a team of developers to deliver its assigned requirements.
Further, there are Project Leaders who lead the work at each geographical location.

With respect to the workflow around a WI implementation, typically a WI is delegated
to the appropriate developers, i.e., the creator of WI is different from the owner (@UserX
!= @UserY). For example when a @UserX spots a defect and creates a WI to report it and
assigns it to @UserY (more capable to handle the WI); or when a Plan Item is decomposed into
stories and assigned to the appropriate developers/team. Some WIs in our dataset indicate
self-management, i.e. the owner of the WI is also the creator (@UserX = @UserY), and it is
typical of WIs of the type Enhancements. In our dataset 36% of non-late and 27% of late WIs
are in this situation (Table 7.6).

Table 7.6: WI management distribution

WI management type #Non-late WIs #Late WIs

Self (Creator is the Owner of the WI) 45 (36%) 31 (27%)
Delegate (Creator is not the Owner of the WI) 80 (64%) 94 (73%)

7.1.5 Methodological Steps
To characterize the WI discussions, we sought to analyze clusters of WIs for which the associ-
ated discussions showed similarities in how they evolved over time To this end, we used cluster
analysis techniques [Paparrizos and Gravano, 2015, Rodrigues et al., 2008, Halkidi et al., 2001]
on WI discussions that were analyzed and processed in a way to allow for such type of analysis.

To develop the elements in our cluster analysis (i.e. clusters of WI discussions and their
items) we analyzed and processed the WI discussions as time series of comments that captured
the temporal evolution of the discussions (section 7.1.7). The time series were developed by
coding the WI discussions and assigning codes to groups of comments in the discussion; a code
represents a label indicating the topic that best characterized the respective group of comments
(section 7.1.6). This analysis was conducted on both the late and non-late WIs. Throughout
this analysis we interacted closely with an IBM development team leader involved in the Jazz
project during the iterations in our dataset to validate our understanding of the WIs, their
context of implementation and details of the WI discussions.

To answer RQ1, we first analyzed the late WIs clusters and searched for patterns that
might explain reasons for delays in the WI implementation. For RQ2, we then contrasted the
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properties of the late WI with that of the non-late WI clusters to further our understanding of
reasons for delay in WI implementation.

We illustrate this staged analysis process in Fig. 7.2 and explain it in detail in the following
subsections.

250 Work Items

Analysis of 125 late WIs

Comments group to
codes (Section 7.1.6)

WI discussion as time se-
ries of codes (Section 7.1.7)

Clustering of WI time
series (Section 7.2)

Clusters analysis and pat-
terns defintion (Section ??)

Comparative Analysis of late
and non-late WIs (Section 7.3.2)

Analysis of 125 non-late WIs

Comments group to
codes (Section 7.1.6)

WI discussion as time se-
ries of codes (Section 7.1.7)

Clustering of WI time
series (Section 7.3.2)

Clusters analysis and patterns
definition (Section 7.3.2)

Figure 7.2: Research Methodological Steps

7.1.6 Thematic Analysis of Work Item Discussions
To characterize the WI discussion threads in a way that allowed for time series and cluster
analysis, we used thematic analysis and developed codes that represented the main discussion
topics of the discussion threads. Thematic analysis is commonly used in qualitative research. It
is a systematic coding and categorization approach used for exploring textual data to identify
themes, analyze them, and provide an explanation of the underlying patterns [Braun and
Clarke, 2006, Vaismoradi et al., 2013]. While thematic analysis are widely used in social
science [Smith, 2015] and health [DeSantis and Ugarriza, 2000, Fereday and Muir-Cochrane,
2006], the software engineering literature contains only few uses of this method to analyze and
characterize the software development process [Cruzes and Dybâ, 2011].

In thematic analysis, the most sensitive stage is the coding of the content under analysis,
during which the data is categorized, manually or automatically, to facilitate analysis [Saldaña,
2015, Braun and Clarke, 2006]. Hay [Hay, 2000], recommends a two-step process beginning
with basic coding in order to distinguish overall topics, followed by a more in depth, interpretive
code in which more specific trends and patterns can be interpreted. While qualitative coding
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often is done manually by the researchers, contemporary natural language processing tools
such as Weka [Hall et al., 2009] can be used to automatically categorize pieces of text into
predefined categories. Such tools can help speed up coding processes that use a single pieces of
text as an objects for topic identification [Liu et al., 2017, Pranckevičius and Marcinkevičius,
2017]. This is the case for a priori -based coding where categories are available or can be easily
deducted, as can be the case for, e.g., survey or interview transcript data [Karvonen et al.,
2017].

In our analysis, we applied a conventional content analysis technique [Hsieh and Shannon,
2005] to examine, review the conversations, and identify the main discussion topics as codes. A
code in our approach was associated to a group of consecutive comments that were semantically
related. Our approach was to shift the focus of analysis from the individual phrases and words
in comments to the semantics, understood as core messages within groups of comments in the
discussion. For example, we used the code AD (Administrative Discussion) to categorize sets of
consecutive comments around planning of work and status updates regarding implementation,
testing or delivery. Similarly, discussions related to needed functionality or its purpose within
the project were given the code FD (Functionality or purpose discussion).

Two of the authors iteratively conducted the content analysis to increase the confidence
in the identified codes. We achieved an inter-rater agreement of 83% using Cohen’s kappa
[Kraemer, 2014]. We validated our codes and their mapping to WI discussion comments groups
in a series of meetings with a development team leader from IBM. We include the codes and
their description in Table 7.7.

7.1.7 Time Series Analysis of Work Item Discussions
Once discussion codes were identified, we treated each WI discussion as a time series of the
codes appearing in it, for an example see Figure 7.3. A time series represents a sequence of
values obtained from sequential measurements over time. For instance, in our analysis WI
129055 is a sequence of four codes (AD → FD → AD → FD) where comments one to six (c1-c6)
are identified as an AD code (Administrative Discussion).

Categorical time series is a time series with nominal values. They have received increasing
interest during the last years, and are used to mine qualitative sequential data in diverse fields
of practice such as speech recognition [Muda et al., 2010], part-of-speech tagging [Wang et al.,
2013, Kim et al., 2013], biological sequence analysis [Bar-Joseph, 2004, Ernst et al., 2005,
Richter et al., 2015], network monitoring [Weiß, 2012] for intrusion detection [Ye et al., 2002],
and many more. In this study, we consider a WI conversation thread as a categorical time
series with respect to the topics that appear along the thread. We provide all time series that
we identified on a GitHub3 repository and discuss their grouping in clusters in the following
subsections.

3https://github.com/salaouab/archtype-of-delay
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Table 7.7: Code definition and examples of groups of comments they characterize

Code Definition Example group of comments

AD:
Administrative
discussion

Discussion centered around
planning of work as well as
status updates regarding
implementation, testing or
delivery.

– Finished implementing [...] plugin to use Composite Context UI
(173302) to develop test UI for testing access groups, access group picker
and composite contexts.
– I updated the description of the parent plan item yesterday with my
current understanding of what we should go after in 2012: [...].

FD:
Functionality
or purpose
discussion

Discussion related to what
functionality needs to be
implemented or its purpose
within the project.

– I don’t feel strongly about this, but I’m wondering if the confir-
mation dialog should have OK/Cancel buttons rather than ’Update
Stream’/Cancel buttons.
– I’m a bit confused about what you are asking for.. Can you tell me
how this would be different from the LDAP step in the setup wizard
(/setup)?

TD:
Technical
difficulties or
discussion

Discussions of technical
nature focused on solving
the problems encountered
during functionality
implementation.

– This new method caused RQM defect [...]. However, we can’t imple-
ment this new method on the public [...] interface since the return type
[...] is internal and it’s package is not exported in the plug-in’s manifest.
– [Logs, Error messages, Code snippets, Component names]

RD:
Requests
near
deadline

One or more comments
that prompt extra work
near the WI deadline.

– RRC will need to both migrate an existing project operation to a team
operation. We also want to add new team operations to the default role.
– Could you pls provide the proper steps to do that and how to validate
the result so we can include this in our internal testing?

NM:
Needs
modification

Single or multiple
comments signaling
required modifications
before the implementation
can be accepted.

– Please make the following edits to [...] : [List of edits]
– Some further comments: Change [...] to [...] and remove [...]

BI:
Blocking
item

Discussions related to
identified dependencies
with other items, that are
either in progress or not yet
assigned, without which
progress cannot continue.

– Putting [current item] into backlog until a decision is made at the
CLM PMC.
– Deb is currently working the dependency relationship with the WAS
team before we can submit

OP:
Other
priority

Explicit statement that
other WI demand more
attention at the present
time.

– The open migration issues need to take priority over this. While this
is a a bvt_blocker its not a critical path and the BVT team has worked
around this.
– Right now, this work item is number 6 down the priority list.
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Figure 7.3: WI time series examples; the codes (e.g. AD, FD) characterize groups of consecutive
comments (e.g. c1-c9)

7.2 Metric Learning and Time Series Clustering
To identify work items that had similar discussions, we used cluster analysis to group the work
item time series. Clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects
in the same group are more similar to each other than to those in other groups [Romesburg,
2004]. The groups are called clusters and are formed by all time series that have structural
similarity. The object at the center of cluster, the centroid, minimizes the sum of squared
Euclidean distances between itself and each object in the cluster. The centroid can be thought
of as the average or the representative object of the cluster [Likas et al., 2003]. With clustering,
we can identify and summarize interesting patterns and correlations in the underlying data.

Our approach was to analyze the clusters of late work items and the codes within their
associated time series. Our expectation was that within clusters of similar evolving work item
discussions, certain conversation structures could be identified and abstracted as the defining
property of the cluster. This property could then be later analyzed and associated with the
cause of the delay in the work item.

For the process of clustering the WI time series, we used the k-Means algorithm which
requires a metric to assess the similarity of two time series. To this end, we used DTW.
Furthermore, because we are working with categorical data, a similarity matrix expressing the
degree to which time series items are similar or dissimilar to each other was required to properly
carry out the comparison. We proposed to learn such matrix from the dataset.

7.2.1 Similarity Matrix of Themes
In the context of structured data, metrics are especially appealing because they can be used as
a proxy to access data without having to manipulate these complex objects. Indeed, given an
appropriate structured metric, one can use any metric-based algorithm as if the data consisted
of feature vectors. In this case, metric learning can simply be performed on the feature vector
representation, but this strategy can imply a significant loss of structural information. On the
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Figure 7.4: Methodology for δ generation

other hand, there exist metrics that operate directly on the structured objects and can thus
capture more structural distortions. However, learning such metrics is challenging because
most of structured metrics are combinatorial by nature, which explains metric learning from
feature vectors is more prevalent. In this section, we focus on the distance, which basically
measures (in terms of number of operations) the cost of turning an object into another. Edit
distance has attracted most of the interest in the context of metric learning for structured data
because it is defined for a variety of objects and is naturally amenable to learning due to its
parameterization by a cost matrix. Nevertheless, we will use DTW, which is a special case of
edit distance, because in our application, we do not need to account for suppression, insertion
nor a repetition of symbol in the time series (See Section 2.9). Figure 7.4 describes the different
stages for computing δ in our application.

Time Series Feature Vectors

To use our model on symbolic time series data (STSD), it is necessary to shape it first as to
fit the entry of the metric model. Note that a mono-dimensional symbolic time series can be
transformed to a multi-dimensional representation. Let Setc = 〈C1, C2, · · · , Ck〉 be a set of
concepts and Sconcept = 〈C1

i , . . . , C
N
j 〉 a symbolic time series of length N where concepts are

taken from the Setc, i.e., 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Let P (Cx), a function returning a k-vector
indicating the presence of the concept at position x (1 at position x and fill the vector with 0).
Then Sconcept can be project as:

Mono-dimensional 7→ Multi-dimensional
〈C1

i , . . . , C
N
j 〉 7→ 〈P (C1

i ), . . . , P (CN
j )〉 (7.1)
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Remark I : When the concept forming the time series is obtained from a fuzzy classification,
P will denote the distribution probability of a time series item being any concept in the Setc.

Remark II : The representation (7.1) is an equivalent view to the SITS construction in-
troduced at Section 4.2.3, Chapter 4; thus metric learning can be applied to capture a refine
relationship (similarity matrix) among the concepts.

Learning a Similarity Matrix

In order to apply the metric learning model, the sets of similar S and dissimilar D constraints
need to be defined. We take advantage of the fact that the time series items are symbolic
type to define constraints by data augmentation (1) because unlike the numerical type values,
nominal value are easy to control with a finite possibility of variation (2) and this is an easy
way to have meaningful and relatively numerous constraint sets.

Definition of S: From a time serie s1 = 〈C1
i , . . . , C

N
j 〉 perform the following transformations

and add si and the resulting sequence sj as a similar constraints:

− Permutation: permutation of at most p times of si randomly selected two items.

− Insertion: insertion of at most i items in si at random position

− Deletion: delete at most d items in si at random position.

where p, i, d ∈ {1, 2, 3} are randomly selected for each transformation operation. The choice of
the parameters values are choose such to preserve the similarities and yet introducing variability
in the constraints set. For instance in our experiments, higher values of these parameters tend
to lead to uninteresting clustering result. Finally we define dissimilarities constraints D by
cross referencing different si similarities subset.

Finally applying the learning model (Eq. 4.17) on the data, we obtain the cost matrix
C=M which highlights the relation ship between features i.e., themes. Normalized to [0, 1],
Table 7.8 presents the similarity measure between symbols in time series from very simi-
lar (1) to less similar (0). For example, FD is more similar to TD than to AD because:
C[FD, TD] = 0.72 > C[FD,AD] = 0.32. Note that a distance matrix D can be derived from
C as follow D = 1−C. With similarity/distance matrix, it is possible apply any metric based
method on the symbolical time series, such as K-meansin our study.

Since there is no ground-truth available for this STSD, we validated the pertinence of our
procedure by application i.e., quality of the clustering (7.9) using this similarity matrix. The
analysis of the results reveals relevant clusters where members have stronger similarity. A more
detail view of the results is available in the following subsection.
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Table 7.8: Similarity matrix of the defined themes

AD FD TD NM BI OP RD

AD 1 0.32 0.24 0.40 0.31 0.45 0.33

FD 0.32 1 0.72 0.42 0.43 0.43 0.45

TD 0.24 0.72 1 0.37 0.51 0.30 0.44

NM 0.40 0.42 0.37 1 0.93 0.90 0.91

BI 0.31 0.43 0.51 0.93 1 0.92 0.91

OP 0.45 0.43 0.30 0.90 0.92 1 0.94

RD 0.33 0.45 0.44 0.91 0.91 0.94 1

7.2.2 Semantic Analysis of Work Item Clusters
The clustering approach provided a grouping of the WI discussions based on structural charac-
teristics of the derived time series. To characterize the meaning of WI discussions within each
cluster, we conducted a semantic analysis of comments within each time series. We sought to
identify patterns in how the discussion progressed across the WIs in a particular cluster; our
purpose was to check if members of a cluster share the same properties, and infer reasons for
which WI implementation was delayed or not.

Two of the co-authors read all WI discussions in our data set and considered, for each WI,
the following: 1) creation and resolution dates, 2) number and timestamp of comments in the
discussion, 3) number of children WIs created during the discussion and which would indicate
that implementation work started as the result of discussions, and 4) progression of codes
in the WI time series. The codes, indicative of topics of discussion, and their sequence was
particularly important for this analysis. The order of codes as well as the temporal distance
between them gave an indication of how the topics evolved in the WI discussion. For example,
a pattern of comments about planning the WI implementation (coded AD) that dominate the
entire discussion until the very last comments that might be coded as TD (technical solution
discussion) and no children WI are created, indicate a problematic WI that likely resulted in
delay of its implementation due to lack of implementation activity early enough in the iteration.
Table 7.9 outlines the clusters we identified and which we will discuss in section 7.3.1. These
semantics and patterns we validated with the IBM development team leader over four one-
hour long meetings during which we ensured that our understanding of the meaning in the WI
discussions was correct and consistent with the development context in this IBM project.
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Cluster WI# #Com. Time series

Cluster 1 395124 16 AD
10 time series 169941 20 AD

170833 15 AD

Cluster 2 220330 18 AD FD
18 time series 350131 16 AD FD AD FD

129055 22 AD FD AD FD
356527 28 AD FD TD
72491 15 AD FD BI

313289 63 AD FD AD AF TD

Cluster 3 360792 15 AD TD
20 time series 187151 10 AD TD

267693 15 AD AD TD
397883 15 AD TD RD

Cluster 4 106935 20 FD
14 time series 174513 23 FD FD

361236 74 FD NM FD FD
52997 15 NM FD

Cluster 5 193729 17 FD AD
34 time series 356023 54 FD FD AD

93154 27 FD AD FD AD
73341 30 FD FD AD BI FD

132199 39 FD TD FD AD TD

Cluster 6 235967 30 TD AD
30 time series 95301 22 TD AD TD

108122 24 TD AD NM
90783 18 TD TD

161884 15 TD TD
322783 34 TD RD
254398 15 TD RD
162657 16 TD NM
341921 48 TD NM

Table 7.9: Clusters of Late work items, and example cluster members (chosen randomly); also
included for each WI discussion: respective number of comments and time series. The bold
cluster member is the cluster centroid.
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7.2.3 Clustering Results
This section reports the semantic analysis of clusters as well as a comparative view of late and
non-late WIs.

Table 7.10: Late WI Clusters Overview

Cluster
Structural
pattern Semantic Pattern Reason for delay

Cluster 1
10 time series AD Endless work coordination and delivery

planning
Coordination and planning take too long to
come to an agreement

Cluster 2
18 time series AD → FD Ongoing planning and re-scoping of customer

request functionality
Prolonged discussion until an agreement on
how to proceed is reached leading to the
implementation process passing the planned
iteration

Cluster 3
20 time series AD → TD Crisis management Inadequately elicited requirement

Cluster 4
14 time series

FD Endless feature clarification Extended functional clarifications without
timely decisions

NM → FD Feature rescoping resulting in work beyond
current iteration

Major modification requirement

Cluster 5
34 time series FD → AD Feature design followed by implementation

planning
Implementation requires additional work in
children WIs that are being planned for future
iterations

Cluster 6
30 time series

TD Implementation hesitation Extended technical clarifications

TD → AD Technical clarification and coordination Additional planning and coordination required

TD → RD Additional effort before
integration delivery

No time left for implementation
review and modificationsTD → NM

7.3 Thematic analysis of discussions clustering

7.3.1 Analysis of late work items
The codes we identified in our content analysis of WI discussions, together with their definitions
and examples are listed in Table 7.7.They allowed us to treat eachWI discussion as a time series,
and Figure 7.3 shows examples of such time series. The clusters we identified as groupings of
similar time series are shown in Table 7.9, which also lists example WIs within their respective
cluster. The first item shown in each cluster is the cluster centroid. The WIs were chosen so
as to show that certain sequences although apparently different, fall under the same pattern
according to our analysis.

Table 7.10 outlines the six clusters we identified and the patterns inside each one; these
patterns represent unique characteristics of groupings of WI discussions inside the cluster. Note
that clusters can have more than one semantic pattern (e.g. Clusters 4 and 6). We describe
each pattern and the reasons for delay of the WI implementation in the following subsections.
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Cluster 1: Endless work coordination and delivery planning

Main Pattern: AD
Reason for delay: Coordination and planning take too much time to come to an agreement.

The discussions in this cluster focus on work item delivery planning or brief work status
updates, as shown in the two examples below.

I propose we target 7.0.32 at a minimum for 4.0.2. Also, we need to make this happen early in
M2.
I have implemented all of the changes [...]. I am working on a patch based on [...], and will test
it on [...]. The implementation does not work.

Often a single person keeps the team up to date: I’ve finished an implementation and sent
off a patch zip to others for independent testing.

The comments do not indicate discussion around the actual WI implementation and the ma-
jority of WIs in this cluster have no associated child WIs, that might have otherwise indicated
that work is being delivered in relation to these WIs.

Examining the timestamps of the comments, it appears that comments indicating any
agreement on the WI are made only towards the end of the iteration and not sufficient time
remains to finalize the WI implementation. Table 7.11 shows a typical discussion of this type.

Table 7.11: Example WI discussion (WI 244762) for pattern AD, Cluster 1

User
Day
Gap Comment Theme

user1 0 @user2 - tomcat 7.0.32 was made available on 12/4 and contains additional fixes. I propose we
target 7.0.32 at a minimum for 4.0.2. Also, we need to make this happen early in M2. Can we get
this assigned an owner and target?

AD

user1 0 correction, to comment 1, 7.0.32 was available 10/9 but the latest security info was made available
12/4.

user2 2 "Changing the title to reflect 7.0.32. I don’t see that version approved yet thru OSSC so need
@user3 and Bill Spurlin’s help on this. I will be the plan item owner but Christopher Maguire will
be the driver from Releng. Plan is to get this early in M2
https://w3.tap.ibm.com/w3ki07/display/OSSCProcess/All+ Packages+ List"

user3 2 The WAS team is telling us that we should be using WAS Liberty Profile instead.

user2 3 OSSC approval received for Tomcat 7.0.32

user4 3 @user7 FYI

user4 0 @user6 and @user5 what is the plan to update Tomcat in 4.0.0.2 and 4.0.1.1 to 7.0.32?

user5 0 "@user4 There is no such plan that I know of. Since the 4.0.0.2 is in RC 2 next week. Updating
Tomcat this late in the game for 4.0.0.2 does not seem a good idea."

user4 0 @user5 I understand. I didn’t get keyed into this problem until this week. Should it be planned for
early 4.0.0.3 if that release is planned?

user2 1 We should probably consider having separate tasks linked to this plan item for each release where
we are going to be bundling Tomcat 7.0.32. It needs to go into 4.0.2 and 4.0.1.1.
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Cluster 2: Ongoing planning and re-scoping of customer requested functionality

Main Pattern: AD → FD
Reason for delay: Prolonged discussion until an agreement on how to proceed is reached
leading to the implementation process passing the planned iteration.

Most of the work items in this cluster are related to customer feature requests for software
customization. An example discussion for a WI in this cluster is shown in full in Table 7.12.

For these WIs, the planning is, for the most part, about assigning an iteration in which
the solution needs to be delivered in order to meet the customer expectations. The first few
comments are typically setting a deadline (iteration or due date) for the feature implementation,
as the following three examples illustrate:

Please also how much time you will need for each segment? I am looking to host this enablement
the third week in June please be on the look out for the dates.
[...] @userX, maybe you could comment on whether or not this can be done for iFix.1. Thanks!
@userX can we do it for 3.0.0.1.

The discussion for planning usually takes less than five comments to come to an agreement
which is then followed by a discussion on feature characteristics.

Functionality discussion occupy most of the WI discussion in this cluster and it is mainly
about scrutinizing the demand of the customer in the context of the development environment
by evaluating the solution in terms of implementation speed and efficient integration, without
any breaks and retro-compatibility issues:

[...] Bumping this up to Major severity (my customer actually has it classified as Critical in their
ranking).

Comments indicating an agreement on how to proceed are often among the last and towards
the end of the current iteration, and any agreed implementation is often carried out outside the
current iteration (Table 7.12). Another distinguishing property of this pattern is that there
are no children tasks created to parallelize and speedup the WI implementation.

Table 7.12: Example WI discussion (WI 220330) for pattern AD → FD, Cluster 2

User
Day
Gap Comment Theme

user1 0 @jburns It’s intentionally in 4.02 and not schedule for a milestone. I’d like to potentially take
another crack at it again in 4.02 at the end in the RC if resources are available or if we institute
the run team concept. AD

user2 268 @user3: is there any idea yet of when this may be implemented?
user3 0 Probably in the June 2014 release.
user3 0 FYI to @pwvogel @user4 and @jpwhit that we are getting more inquiries as to when we make this

shift. We should look at a exploration in 4.0.6 and look to make the switch in the June 2014 release.
At that time we will be looking to bundle WAS Liberty and later versions of IES on the client and
server.

user4 1 Agreed. That’s what I’ve been telling folks (I get inquiries too) - June 2014
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Table 7.12 – Continued from previous page

user1 13 @user3 @user4 The System Requirements link https://jazz.net/SystemRequirements says WAS
8.5.5 will be supported as of 4.0.5 which runs on Java 7 , is this information correct?

FDuser5 13 "@user4 and @duongn,
For RTC Install, we would like to start packaging the Java 7 JDK with the RTC Eclipse 4.2.x client.
The main reason for doing this is to unblock the creation of a Mac-based IM install for the RTC
client (there is no Java 6 IBM JDK for Mac, but there is a Java 7 for Mac). More details are in
these items:
- Provide IM based Mac support for RTC client (250364) - see also item 232063, comment 13.
This will not affect the server or other clients (like the Eclipse 3.6 client). It also means that RTC
would be shipping both Java 6 and Java 7 and the RTC client license would need to reflect that.
We would target the same Java 7 build that RAD and RSA 9.x are currently using."

user1 1 @user5 in comment 6 it reads like this is with respect to packaging for 4.0.5. Is that true? It is a
late for adding such a change I would think.

user5 0 "@jdgraham, I don’t think we have any commitments to add Mac support for IM in 4.0.5, but we
do have interest in it. I’m mainly trying to make forward progress on this so that if we miss 4.0.5,
we will be in position to finish it in 4.0.6.
From chatting with @duongn yesterday, he indicated the changes to the RTC legal text could
probably be ready for 4.0.5 RC1 (but not for 4.0.5 Sprint 2). However there could be other aspects
of this (like Java cert?) that can’t be contained to 4.0.5 at this point."

user4 1 @jdgraham this is NOT for CLM 4.0.5 Note Planned for above (backlog) It would be way too late
for 4.0.5 at this point (agreed). I believe the current plan is for Q2 2014. @sandyg - in Clearinghouse
it indicates that WAS 8.5.5 supports Java 6 and above. Does NOT require Java 7.

user6 0 @user4 , thanks for clearing that up.... appreciate it.

Cluster 3: Crisis management due to poor understanding of requirements

Main pattern: AD → TD
Reason for delay: Inadequately elicited requirements.

Work items in this cluster are characterized by discussions that indicate mitigation strategies
to avoid implementation delays, followed by hasty implementation. The work items are of high
priority and need to be addressed in order to unblock a dependent WI or to meet a release
candidate. For example, in WI 182270 :

@userX Based on feedback from the JAF PMC, this item will take precedence for us in M6,
pushing incomplete arch debt work out to M7. This is a very high priority item on the JAF 2012
plan and it is now ready for adoption by the components, so we need to take care of it as soon as
possible[...].

Consequently, a lot of children tasks are created to speed up the implementation of the features.
However, due to poor understanding of the requested functionality, the team is left with

little choice and realizes the scope of work is too broad and the development of the specifications
takes too much time:

@userX - the work on this one is actually in-progress and hopefully will be delivered soon (see
the linked child story). We don’t really have a choice here since the IBM JRE team is no longer
accepting dependencies on Java 6 due to it being EOL by Oracle. I’ve updated this plan item to
indicate the dev commitment level.
This is going over the estimate because the migration piece is more complicated than I was hoping
it would be.
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The result is providing the minimum necessary implementation to pass the release and push
the remaining work into a newly created WI, for a future iteration. The pattern also indicates
that there is poor elicitation for these WI in terms of the required features and its importance
within the planned release. An example discussion for a WI in this cluster is shown in Table
7.13.

Table 7.13: Example WI discussion (WI 187151) for pattern AD → TD, Cluster 3

User
Day
Gap Comment Theme

user1 0 @user2 I put this in M7. It’s probably a stretch for us to get this completely implemented in M7
but hopefully we can do enough that it helps us eliminate any grayness with it even if we hold the
delivery back.

AD

user2 35 This is going over the estimate because the migration piece is more complicated than I was hoping
it would be.

user3 14 "This caused 3 new warnings in our tests: DescriptionResourcePathLocationType The method
enableTeamAreaReadAccessContext from the type IProcessServerService is deprecatedProcessSer-
viceTests.java. The method isTeamAreaReadAccessContextEnabled from the type IProcessSer-
verService is deprecatedProcessServiceTests.java The method isTeamAreaReadAccessContextEn-
abled(ITeamAreaHandle, String) from the type IProcessServerService is deprecatedProcessSer-
viceTests.java
If the methods are deprecated, seems like the tests should not use them"

TD

user3 0 Also, the @deprecated tag should include information on how to move off of the methods, so our
clients can adopt easily.

user2 3 In addition to these comments, I discovered a more major problem with my changes. I did not
update the remove method to account for the new context type and the fact that a group might
contain the same item twice with different context types. I will deliver this for M8 if I can implement
it tonight.

user2 0 Actually we do not support the addition of a process area to the same access group twice, which
should be fine going forward, so I don’t need to worry about the remove case. But I still needed
to update the remove method to account for the new context type. And I discovered a ju-
nit gap, which I filled in. In the process I saw that we needed to be passing another service
(the item service) into ProcessAreaContextUpdater when we instantiate it in AccessGroupSer-
vice#getContextMembersToAdd.

Cluster 4: Functionality clarification and rescoping that does no longer fit in cur-
rent iteration

Pattern 1: Feature clarification (FD)
Reason for delay: Extended functional clarifications without timely decisions.

Table 7.14 shows an example discussion of this pattern. WI discussions presenting this
pattern are representative of solution proposals, clarifications and considerations of tradeoffs in
possible design solutions. They usually exhibit some uncertainty regarding the general direction
of the work items and corresponding work; the discussions are not about the technical issues,
but clarifications on the desired functionality. Agreements on necessary work are reflected in
assignments to new children WI and not discussed in these work items.
Draft understanding question of this work item: [...]
What should we do about this? Do we want to [...]? If so there are a couple of issues.
The simplest way to do this is via [...]. I’ve submitted this as work item 124549.
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Table 7.14: Example WI discussion (WI 166350) for patter FD, Cluster 4

textbfUser
Day
Gap Comment Theme

user1 0 @user2 @user5 @user3 @user4 Any other ideas?

FD

user2 0 Is it possible to ship preloaded process descriptions/ practices(exported from RMC) together
with PLM and tell the user that they can benefit from PLM?

user3 0 I think we could provide an article in Jazz.net that describing some best practices how to use
process authoring. For the existing templates, their web sites are generated by RMC from
libraries, we might provide some exported process description zips for each templates that let
user import it directly.

user4 0 My suggestion is provide an extra link in start page to create a sample process description, just
like process template(predefined template) and CLM(financial banking application) did. Now
we have 3 links Create/Import/Associate , we can add another link named Create a sample
process description .

user4 0 Continued to comment 4, we can do that in PLM as well. We can ship process authoring
with some predefined process descriptions (exported from RMC) and import these predefined
process descriptions to create samples.

user2 0 deploy a process description to deploy preload process description? but I don’t think we can
do that for this release.

user5 30 If someone already started working on any topic, please comment in this work item so we will
not step on each other.

user4 0 @user5 @user2 @user3 I created a wiki page https://jazz.net/*/ProcessAuthoringUserGuide.
I think we can use this wiki page to write the user guides for how to use process authoring in
CLM 2011. I have already taken over permission part, viewlet part and started working on
these two parts.

user2 3 I created a wiki page for RMC integration
user1 5 @user5 Phong, assigning to you to track this. Currently, we have three articles that are

written or in progress (the three child tasks of this story). Other ideas for us to consider
are blog posting(s), sample process descriptions for customers to import, and maybe a video
introduction.

user5 0 We can make the Eclipse Way process description available for customers to import.

Pattern 2: Feature rescoping (NM → FD)
Reason for delay: Major modification requirement.

Table 7.15 shows a typical discussion of this pattern. When this pattern occurs, it represents
a required modification to the base functionality of item, not just a technical issue:

More changes required: remove the old unused action label string, add the accelerator for the new
menu label [...].

This could be due to a miss understanding of specifications, either by the developer or reviewer:

Maybe I misunderstood; I thought this was for [...].

Table 7.15: Example WI discussion (WI 52997) for pattern NM → FD

User
Day
Gap Comment Theme

user1 0 @user2 Please review for delivery.

NM

user2 0 With the move to the New menu, the action string will need to be changed from Create Process
Template... to Process Template... to fit with the New menu conventions.

user3 1 @user2 Implemented the review comments. Ready for review again.
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Table 7.15 – Continued from previous page

user2 0 "More changes required: remove the old unused action label string add the accelerator for the new
menu label
We always strive to have unique accelerators for a menu entry. We also work to keep only the
strings that are currently in use as each string needs to be paid to be translated.
Added a changeset with these additional changes."

user2 0 Approved with additional changeset. Please release my changeset as well Shivank. Thanks.
user3 0 Resolved.

user4 12 "The new location and label of this action loses any of the connotation that this action will create
a process template *from* the project area. Now it just looks somehow misplaced. Normal New
actions create a basic item, possibly with some values filled in from the context (e.g. new team area
shows the selected project area as the parent area). But this action doesn’t create a new process
template that has some field initialized to the selected project area: it’s almost a kind of export.
I don’t think the previous wording was great by any means and I’d be happy to see it improved.
But this change is a move in the wrong direction."

FD

user3 2 "@user4, @user1: I agree with the comments above. We are not creating a ’new’ process tem-
plate from scratch but duplicating / extracting process configurations of selected project area and
wrapping it into a new process template. New action does not give this picture.
We should move it back to main context menu and assign it a better caption. I was thinking on the
lines of Duplicate Process... Extract Process... Extract Process Configurations... I avoided using
keyword ’Process Template’ above because it might give a picture that we are trying to duplicate
the original process template which was used while creating the selected project area.
suggestions? :-)
ps: I hope, I am getting it right now after learning about the process world a little better :-)"

user4 0 I like Extract Process Template... actually.

Cluster 5: Feature design followed by implementation that extends beyond current
iteration

Main Pattern: FD → AD
Reason for delay: Implementation requires additional work in children WIs that are being
planned for future iterations.

Work-items in this pattern are typically high level descriptions of functionality, i.e. plan
items or stories:

@userX,@UserY, @userZ, the issue of whether or not we want to do a bulk role editor came up
[...] I think that there are some limitations to doing a bulk editor in an iframe that may make
us want to reconsider our solution. Implementing a bulk editor natively in LPA might be a better
option. What are your thoughts? .

Table 7.16 illustrates a typical WI in this pattern. Discussion starts on possible ways to
implement the feature in terms of feasibility and time constraints. The creation and planning
of children tasks is discussed to tackle the agreed part of the feature.

There is however a long gap between this planning discussion and follow up discussions
(during this time children WIs are being completed). Yet the planning of the next steps
indicates that work will go beyond the current iteration.
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Table 7.16: Example WI discussion (WI 193729) for pattern FD → AD, Cluster 5

User
Day
Gap Comment Theme

user1 0 "@user2 Is it safe to assume that hasLocalRepository implies local friends storage ?In other words:
Applications that are built on the JAF SDK and run in delegated authentication mode must store
friend relationships in their local repository"

FDuser2 0 There was a recent email thread on that topic, and I don’t think that it was definitely agreed that
fronting app friend storage should be local. It pretty much has to be in 4.0, since lots of JAF
services expect to fetch friends from the local repository, and there’s no time to change that now.
So I think the answer should be yes (at least for 4.0). But I’d like to check that @user3 and @user5
agree.

user3 0 @user2 sorry, the mail thread got buried. Reviewing it now in the context of prepping for DM
migration call.

user3 0 @user6 I agree with comment 2, esp. the at least for 4.0 part, and migration of existing apps that
currently have a private JTS. I’m not yet convinced it’s what we would want in the future or for
new build apps. I doubt we could avoid it for a 4.0-based new build app though without a lot of
new API.

user2 2 In the last DM migration meeting (on 2/1), there seemed to be no objections to the strategy of
storing fronting app friends in the fronting app’s own repository, so @user1 I believe we can say the
answer to your question in comment 1 is yes .

user4 0 "@user1 - is this task anything more than modifying DelegatedAuthProvider to provide an access
to the local friends list, and fixing the jtsConsumer references? I’m noticing the 2w estimate. I’d
like to do at least part of this so that I can continue with OAuth 1.0a testing."

user1 3 @user4 The first change would probably be in AuthenticatingClientService, line 96:
if (!EnvironmentUtil.isDelegatingAuthentication()) {...}
This would change back to:
if (EnvironmentUtil.hasLocalRepository()) {...}

user2 22 @user1 are you planning on implementing this for 4.0? I believe it will be required for DM.
ADuser5 7 Can someone manually add friends in JTS to workaround this ? Not pretty, but not a blocker then.

user1 2 We don’t really know what is not working at this point. The proxy works in this environment,
but there are still other things that are sensitive like theming, dashboards, viewlets, open social
support, etc.

Cluster 6: Technical clarification and coordination leaving no time for finishing
the work item

Pattern 1: TD → AD
Reason for delay: Additional planning and coordination required beyond the current itera-
tion. An example discussion is available in Table 7.17.

Discussions following this pattern show a technical clarification step, followed by coordina-
tion between team members for implementation. In some cases, the solution is decided upon or
even done but cooperation is required to decide the following steps, like integration or testing.

We talked about how to do this today, do you want to push this bug down to repo, or should I
open our own to implement it?
Had a conversation with @UserX, he will get back to us on this after testing in his dev environ-
ment.
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Table 7.17: Example WI discussion (WI 67521) for pattern TD → AD, Cluster 6

User
Day
Gap Comment Theme

user1 0 Can you elaborate on why this is different from any of the other caches?

TD
user2 0 "Its not different, it just requires some different update paths in order to maintain transaction safety.

You cannot use volatile fields for concurrency reasons if updating the value of the field needs to
know the previous value of the field. To update a list (add/remove), you need to know the previous
value of the list."

user3 0 "You can use volatile fields, that isn’t the problem. The problem is you want to update a collection
in a transaction safe way. The way it currently is with transactional cachei f you start with t1 adds
a meanwhile t2 adds b. t1 commits so now the collection has a if somebody fetches the collection
at this point it will be marked as the current value. If t2 now commits, it will commit b, and now
the cache is wrong."

user1 0 How would that work with items? It would throw a stale data exception when t2 attempts to
commit. Why should this be different?

user3 0 "Because you want concurrent access to the collection. It should be fine for 2 transactions to add
values to it simultaneously."

user1 0 Ok, I just took a look with Balaji, because he has similar requirements with the cache to be used
by the context manager service (user->list of context ids). We should collaborate on the solution
so we don’t overlap. If you guys propose something before we do, just let us know.

AD

user4 29 We talked about how to do this today, do you want to push this bug down to repo, or should I open
our own to implement it?

Pattern 2: Implementation hesitation(TD)
Reason for delay: Extended technical clarifications.

An example discussion for this pattern is shown in Table 7.18. Items falling under this
pattern show a lack of confidence in how to approach the implementation of the solution.
Usually the discussions are centered around different proposals towards the same goal, weighing
the implications of each, or speculation regarding the ambiguous requirement or specification.

The one question I have is whether we want to include the new zOS steps there.
I am thinking something in between Option 3 or 4 could be envisaged. If so, then Option 4 could
consist in [...]. This might however not perform well. Option 3 is more work in [...], but we
should explore that path.

Table 7.18: Example WI discussion (WI 90783) for pattern TD, Cluster 6

User
Day
Gap Comment Theme

user1 0 This would come from your working directory argument in your server launch config.

TD

user2 2 @user3, JFS needs to create these directories for query and search. There are config props for this
- but the default value will be the under the working directory.

user3 0 "We do not access JFS at all in our tests, I am not sure why this is being eagerly activated. It gets
tiring updating all the launch configs every time something like this pops up. (I have over 100, for
different databases, test suites, configurations). Why can’t you use /tmp in the test context?"

user3 0 Or alternatively, we add things to jazzignore for all plugins which contain launches.
user2 2 re: using /tmp in the test context - how do we detect that? Yet another property?
user3 0 If the property is unspecified, you could put it in a subdirectory of /tmp and print a warning as we

do for the versioned content service.
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Pattern 3: Additional effort before integration/delivery (TD → RD and TD → NM)
Reason for delay: No time left for implementation review and modifications.

Conversations following these two patterns are relatively similar in that they require work
just before the assigned deadline. The solution itself is implemented, on time, but it either
needs to be approved through a code review or it requires modifications following a code review
for the delivery to take place:

Could you review the changes I made for [...] ?
@User, for the text of the link to configure for time periods, we decided to go with the general:
[Item1], [Item2].

Table 7.19 shows a typical discussion of this pattern.

Table 7.19: Example WI discussion (WI 169891) for pattern TD → RD, Cluster 6

User
Day
Gap Comment Theme

user1 0 "JFS provides such a command, and a mean to repair the orphan data. Why is this needed for
3.0.1.1 ?" TD

user2 0 @user1, what command are you talking about? The only related commands I see in my workspace
are ListStorageAreaKeysCommand and SetStorageAreaKeysCommand, which deal with oAuth keys
and not application keys. Right now we need to get this into 3.0.1.1 because it is possible that any
customer using a 3.0 or 3.0.1 server can lose their data as discussed in the parent defect 168625
comment 16 & 18.

user2 12 "We’ll need 5 strings translated for the new repotools command. Two of these strings already
exist (the log and teamserver.properties parameter descriptions), but it seems the standard is to
create a new property in the plugin.properties file for the specific command. Command Strings:
Command description Parameter description - log file path (5 words) Parameter description - team-
server.properties (5 words)
Output Strings: Invalid Application Ids: Associated Project Areas: [x] more..."

user2 1 @user3, I’ve attached a completed changeset with the necessary strings for the command, because
strings needing translation are due by tomorrow night’s 3.0.1.1 build. Could you take a look and
make sure the Messages files are structured properly, and that the messages themselves make sense?

RD

user2 25 @user4 The command implementation is basically the same as when we went over it last week; The
only change I put in was to add a new error message and log statement to the query service catch
statement in queryForInvalidIds.

7.3.2 Comparative Analysis of Late and Non-late Work Items
Table 7.20 outlines the results of the cluster analysis of the time-series of the non-late work
items. We conducted a similar analysis of the 1) semantics in the WI discussions within each
cluster to discover patterns across the respective WI time series, 2) time stamps of comments
and 3) number of child tasks created during the WI iteration as we did for the late work items.

Across all non-late WI we identified one predominant pattern in the evolution of their
discussion over time, and one that is much different than those in the late WIs. We describe
the pattern below, though there are certain interesting differences between the late and non-late
WI discussions along the other two dimensions that merit highlighting first:

1. The non-late WIs have many more comments and much higher frequency of communication.
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The 125 non-late WI have a total of 4068 comments vs 2655 in the late WIs. Figure 7.5 and
Figure 7.6 show the WI distribution based on the average number of days between their com-
ments, and number of comments respectively for these 125 late and 125 non-late work items
sets. The average number of days between comments, for a WI, is obtained by dividing the
number of elapsed days from the first to last comment by the number of comments. The his-
togram indicates that the late WIs discussions are more spread in time whereas the non-late
WIs discussions are more dense in shorter intervals.

2. Discussions on non-late work items result in much more work delegated to children tasks
for implementation. The 125 late WIs have associated with them a total of 253 child tasks,
whereas the non-late ones have a total of 437. A paired-samples t-test of significance in the
number of children for late WIs (M = 2.02;SD = 3.68) vs. non-late WIs (M = 3.50;S = 3.94)
yields a significant difference at p = 0.005, suggesting that the number of children does have
an effect on WI timely completion.

Finally, our analysis of the sequence of codes and the semantics of the WI discussions in
these clusters yielded a single predominant pattern across clusters, one that was much different
than those in the late WIs. Across all these non-late WIs there is a cyclical sequence of codes
aligned with agile development and indicating alternating discussion topics of feature clarifica-
tion, feature design, technical discussions and clarifications and so on.

The characteristics of these discussions include:
1. A request is typically answered quickly, with several comments in the span of a few hours

indicating an active conversation followed by an implementation period with reduced comment
activity.

2. Misunderstandings, ambiguous requirements or development inactivity are typically
resolved by the intervention of a senior developer or manager, offering the needed guidance.
This intervention does not necessarily provide a clear solution, but is often a guided discussion
towards a resolution or a consultation with individuals outside of the platform, e.g.:
@User Can you review this and get it into process component once we have a successful build/tests.
I brought this WI up at today’s PLE Design UI review. The consensus was: [...]

3. The implementation scope is assessed early and narrowed down if necessary, as it can
be seen by the multiple occurrence of TDs (Technical discussion) and FDs (Functionality
discussion) sequence of codes in table 7.20.

4. Reports of decisions made external to the communication platform are included to avoid
delays in the WI implementation, e.g.:

Talked to @User in person, so removing his approval (approved verbally).

7.3.3 Results
Our analysis of online developer discussions and clusters of similar WI discussions revealed
six patterns of WI delay. The must surprising finding was the strong consistency between the
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Figure 7.5: Work items distribution based on the average number of days between comments.
Average number of days between comments, for a work item, is obtained by dividing the number
of elapsed days between first and last comment by the number of comments

Figure 7.6: Late and non-late Work items distribution based on their number of comments

structural (WI time series representation) and the semantic (WI discussion content) patterns
in the late WI clusters. WI discussions with high structural similarity (WI in the same cluster)
shared the same reason for delay. Although having an homogeneity in a cluster is the goal
of clustering, high semantic consistency within WI clusters was unexpected. This behavior
suggest consistent interaction dynamics among the developers. The major contrasting points
in our analysis between the late and non-late work items are the communication and the tasks
dispatch management.
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Table 7.20: Clusters of non-late work items. Example members choose randomly and their
respective number of comments and time series. The bold item is the cluster centroid.

Cluster WI# #Com. Time series

Cluster 1 395581 25 AD FD TD TD
35 time series 302249 15 AD FD TD AD TD

393762 19 FD AD FD TD AD
391076 40 FD AD TD TD FD NM
392077 27 AD TD AD FD AD NM FD TD
831210 44 AD NM FD TD AD FD AD NM FD TD AD

Cluster 2 200493 42 AD FD AD FD AD
27 time series 303580 26 AD FD AD FD AD FD

377366 31 AD FD FD AD NM NM AD TD FD
243986 23 FD AD FD AD TD FD AD TD AD
388777 33 AD FD AD FD AD FD AD TD AD FD
337404 37 AD FD AD TD AD TD AD TD AD FD AD FD

Cluster 3 244242 39 FD TD FD TD FD AD
30 time series 310689 23 FD FD TD FD AD FD AD AD

244209 58 TD FD TD AD FD TD FD TD AD
169933 43 AD FD TD FD OP TD FD NM TD AD
245250 60 FD TD NM FD TD AD FD TD FD TD AD
342815 52 FD TD AD TD FD TD AD FD TD FD TD AD

Cluster 4 310617 47 FD AD TD AD FD
21 time series 342604 38 FD TD AD FD AD TD

169933 43 FD AD TD AD FD TD AD
356801 35 FD AD TD AD FD AD NM TD
266362 69 TD AD OP TD AD FD AD FD TD
341514 52 AD FD AD NM TD AD FD AD FD TD

Cluster 5 399037 19 TD AD TD
12 time series 380891 15 TD AD TD

320721 16 FD OP AD TD
395618 17 TD AD TD AD
305281 25 TD AD TD AD TD
289587 39 TD AD TD AD FD OP AD TD

Communication is Key!

Communication in a project is important and even more when a group has to evolve towards
a common objective. Our analysis reveals that the coordination and planning around WI
that are late take too long to result in agreement. Discussions are slower and the responses
to requests are not handled fast enough, leading to finishing the implementation beyond the
planned iteration. Another communication issue noticed is the endless planning and rescoping
discussions around the late WIs. Cluster1 in the late WIs is a typical example. Some patterns
in these late WI discussions indicate that they appear to suffer from decision paralysis. Often
stakeholders continue to clarify the requirement because it is ambiguous, incomplete, or has
frequent changes. As a result, its implementation can be delayed or sometimes never get started.
Bikeshedding, also known as the Parkinson’s law of triviality [Parkinson and Lancaster, 1958,
Mcfedries, 2017] is another common situation in which developers give disproportionate weight
and time to solving trivial issues and delay development.

In contrast, our analysis of comment time-stamps shows that the non-late WI are charac-
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terized by communication that is quite frequent and with requests being processed quickly and
effectively. This suggests that the fast responses and feedback present in conversations are a
possible reason for the timely resolution of these WI. Discussions are fluid and requests are
addressed promptly to avoid blocking the progression of the WI implementation. As a result,
developers and team leads are able to adjust the WI scope, and easily divide the task to the
children without coordination overhead. This result suggests that the design of future collab-
oration tools can include digital nudges to help developers become aware when to increase the
frequency of communication about particular WIs and therefore possibly reducing the delay of
feedback in the project. Digital nudging describes “the use of user-interface design elements
to guide people’s behavior in digital choice environments” [Weinmann et al., 2016]. As such,
we believe, labeling/nudging (automatically or manually) messages about the severity (blocker
or not) and the priority (emergency or not) of WIs will increase the possibility of handling
blocking WIs and thus reducing the overall delay of the project.

Task Management Matters!

Our analysis suggests that the way and frequency with which WI tasks were managed was
different in the late vs. not late WIs. In non-late WIs the elicitation of requirements appears to
have been more thorough, resulting in an easier process of dividing tasks to children. Moreover,
given the frequency of responses in the WI discussions, actively rescoping the functionality and
eventually delegating some to the children tasks in order to meet the objectives was possible.
In contrast, the discussions in the late WIs suggest the intention to fulfill all the requirements
at once in the implementation of one single WI without much delegation to children tasks.
This behavior is likely the result of too much time spent in clarifying and eliciting further
information on the WI, without much time left for its implementation review or modifications.

What About Technical Debt?

Introduced by Cunningham [1992], technical debt explains the need for refactoring, and the
impact of design choices on a software product. Research on technical debt has since explored
and studied the metaphor to explain [Sterling, 2011], assess [Gat, 2010] , manage [McConnell,
2008], or understand the impact [Power, 2013] of technical debt on the organization productiv-
ity. Technical debt relates to the additional cost and rework over the software life cycle when a
short-term, easy solution is chosen instead of a better solution. As such, it conceptualizes the
trade off between the short-term benefit of rapid delivery and long-term value. Understanding
and managing technical debt is an important goal for many organizations. Not all debt is bad,
and if incurring some technical debt helps your company achieve a big goal, then it could be
worth the “interest payment” of a more difficult task of future software updates or adding new
features. But problems do arise, and what may seem like minor annoyances now often become
major issues if left alone for too long.

In the IBM project we studied, we notably identified two kinds of technical debt:

− Planned technical debt, when the team is challenged by the iteration deadline and forced
to choose to implement high priority features and to push the remaining features into
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the next iterations by creating new work items to track the debt. For instance, Cluster 3
for Crisis management is a perfect illustration. This kind of technical debt, despite the
additional work carried over to the upcoming iterations, has the advantage of not being
"forgotten" to be paid, i.e., the features are saved for future implementation.

− Unplanned technical debt, when a workaround (quick and easy solution) is provided in
order to deliver a blocking or high priority feature. Unlike the previous one, this kind
of debt is not easy to track, as there is no creation of WI to "remember" the debt and
the team moves quickly/forward to the implementation of new features. The major
consequence is that the debt is forgotten and grows up to becoming a liability for the
system maintainability and scalability.

Our analysis shows that both of these two types of debt are found in both late and non-late
WIs, even though they are more recurrent in late ones. A worthwhile future research direction
is to investigate whether late WIs are in fact consequences-of/related-to techical debt in non-
late WIs (i.e. the cause of/correlated to), and whether they would be planned or unplanned
technical debt.

7.3.4 Implications
For Research

To the best of our knowledge, our work is one of the first to use time-series and clustering
techniques on results of thematic analysis on developer conversations. We believe there are a
number of new areas worthy of further exploration, guided by questions that include:

− Is it possible and how to automatically segment conversation threads with respect of the
theme discussed? Themes identification in thematic analysis is very time consuming.
Currently it needs to be carried out manually since it can cover multiple comments and
there is more than one theme in one conversation.

− Could sentiment analysis technique be employed to enhance the analysis outcomes?

− What features could complement text data to not only characterize the development but
also predict the impact on the iteration and its deadline?

All those questions highlight natural language processing and machine learning challenges for
design and evaluation of automated means to identify the patterns.

For Practitioners

Our work has implications for tools that automatically support iteration planning and monitor
development progress for project managers. Such tools can actively analyze the conversations
developers carried out on particular WIs and provide profiles of WIs and their progress. The
profile can suggest whether the WI implementation process has issues through the identification
of codes (AD, FD, ....) and their sequences, and recommend the potential impact on meeting
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the planned implementation deadline. It will help managers to be proactive by quickly reacting
on blocking items and constantly tracking the milestones and adjusting accordingly to the
deadline. Since the automated analysis involves textual data, the more data is formatted (e.g.
tags, sentences without slang) the better the automation process can be set up.

7.3.5 Threats to validity
Misuse of tracking platform

One controversial point of using repository data is the extent to which the platform is correctly
used or, misused. It is easy to imagine submitting statistics or tracking information in such a
way as to artificially improve certain performance indicators or obscure latent problems. This
type of practice represents a difficult to overcome hurdle as we have no other way of analyzing
a past situation but through data that is, potentially, misrepresenting the actual reality of the
situation and its context.

Communication outside the platform

As the tracking platform is only one of the tools used for communication within the project
team, some information is impossible to capture. Teams share information in an informal,
face-to-face manner or by means of calls or emails that are not present in our data-set. We
have encountered comments such as ’After the discussion with [...]’ clearly indicating that
decisions were outside of the platform. Even though the result is sometimes communicated
and logged, we cannot ensure how many other undisclosed conversations have an impact on
the project, an impact that is hard to track and analyze.

Too high abstraction level

The first step in our process consisted of labeling each comment in WI discussions with a
theme best describing its content. When a comment was related to more than one theme,
we assigned it, for the sake of consistency in our methodology, to the predominant theme.
This level of abstraction may have removed critical information necessary for accurate analysis
and interpretation. Moreover during the semantic analysis, it was observed that structural
sequences that are very similar can have opposing semantic interpretation, for example a work
status report possibly relating to success or a failure in one’s endeavor.

Conclusion
Our analysis has showed that text data generated along side software development process is
a mine of useful information about the progression in a requirement implementation and the
dynamics of developers interaction to address work items efficiently. We used time series to
model the chronological evolution of work items’ comments chain and with the help of clustering
algorithm to group them by structural similarity. Similarity relationship between the identified
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themes was required in order to perform grouping by clustering. We were able to derive such
information by leveraging metric learning on our data. The output clustering validates the
pertinence of such similarity inference. Following up, the semantic analysis of clusters give an
insightful explanation of the delay reasons. We found that late WIs exhibit different archetypes
of delay and each is associated with a specific reason why the delivery of the requirement is
getting late. The common reason for the delay is a lack of fluent communication associated
with a poor project management. Conversely non-late WI delegate more to children tasks and
are proactive on handling requests.

These findings have a potential to be used to monitor workflow, resolve the knot points
quickly, and for more active team management. The comment chains annotations step was done
manually. We think there are machine learning and natural language processing challenges here
to tackle in our future projects. We also believe that providing communications happening
outside the tracking platform (calls, meeting transcripts) can increase the accuracy of the data
view.
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8
Unsupervised Constraint

Generation

8.1 Introduction
The sensitive point in supervised metric learning is to provide enough constraints to train a
model. The S and D constraints quantity should be reasonable enough to cover all the classes
extent and be high quality in order to minimize noise in the distance metric learning process.
When a reference data (ground truth) is available, such as class label attached to the data
instances, it is easier to generate the pairwise constraints for this metric learning process. Yet
most of the time, there is no process to attach a label to an ongoing observation, i.e., time
series. One possible solution is to have an expert to manually label similar and dissimilar
constraints. However, it is a tedious task, considering that we are dealing with time series
(feature space, series length), thus a high time consuming exercise even with a relatively small
sets of constraint (5% of the dataset). To overcome this challenge we propose to automatically
extract S and D constraints from the dataset.

In section 8.2 we propose an original approach to define such S and D constraints based
on the use of Canopy clustering. Then Section 8.4 presents the experimentation to assess the
quality of such (automatically) unsupervised generated constraints.

8.2 Canopy Clustering
Canopy Clustering is a very simple, fast method for grouping objects into clusters. The algo-
rithm uses a fast approximate distance metric and two thresholds T1 > T2 to decide whether
an object should be in a given canopy. The basic algorithm is to begin with a set of objects
and remove one at random, as the canopy center. Create a canopy containing this object and
iterate through the remainder of the set. For each objects, if its distance from the center object
is lesser than T1, then add the object to the cluster. If, in addition, the distance is lesser than
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T2, then remove the object from the set. This way objects that are very close to the canopy
center will avoid all further processing. The algorithm loops until the initial set is empty (Fig
8.1).
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Figure 8.1: Canopy clustering with potential must-link ML and cannot-link CL constraints
illustration.

On the Fig. 8.1, we define :

− cn as the center of the canopy Cn - Green dot

− ST1
Cn

= {oi | d(oi, cn) <= T1} (resp. ST2
Cn
) as the set of objects in the wider circle of radius

T1 - Red dotted circle -, (resp. T2 - Blue circle)

8.3 Generation of Constraints
Let (oi, oj) be a couple of objects and Ck and Ck′ be the respective canopy they belong to. We
can assume that :

− if (k = k′) then :

Case 1: (Top-left, in purple)
oi ∈ ST2

Ck
and oi ∈ ST2

Ck
- The two objects belong to the same canopy and are already

close. ApplyML constraint between these two objects seems irrelevant in Case c2.1
while Case c1.2 can be discussed, but probably does not lead to an inconsistency.

Case 2: (Top-center, in green)
oi ∈ ST1

Ck
and oi ∈ ST2

Ck
(or reciprocally) - The two objects are not necessarily close

even if they are in the same canopy. ApplyML constraint between these two objects
could be relevant in Case c2.1 while Case c2.2 can be discussed.
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Case 3: (Right, in blue)
oi ∈ ST1

Ck
and oi ∈ ST1

Ck
- The two objects belong to the same canopy but they can be

already close or far. It is difficult to determine which kind of constraints could be
applied: ML - Case c3,1- or CL - Case c3,2 ?

− if (k 6= k′) then :

Case 4 (Bottom-left, in red)
oi ∈ ST1

Ck
and oj ∈ ST1

Ck′
- The two objects do not belong to the same canopy. Apply

a CL constraint between these two objects seems relevant in Case c4.1 while in Case
c4.2, this constraint certainly brings no information. For the third case c4.3, it is
difficult to determine which kind of constraints could by apply: ML or CL ?

Case 5 (Bottom-center, in brown)
oi ∈ ST2

Ck
and oj ∈ ST2

Ck′
or oi ∈ ST1

Ck
and oj ∈ ST2

Ck′
(and reciprocally) - The two

objects do not belong to the same canopy and are certainly already far from each
other. Apply a CL constraint between these two objects seems irrelevant in both
cases c5.1 and c5.2 but probably does not lead to an inconsistency.

In summary there are three different general cases corresponding to situations where

1. Constraints can be generated without problem and probably bring information : ML
constraints - Case c2.x, or CL constraints - Case c4.1

2. Constraints can be generated without problem but probably bring no information : ML
constraints - Case c1.x, or CL constraints - Case c4.2 and Case c5.x

3. Constraints cannot be generated without risk of inconsistency : Case c3.x and Case c4.3.

Let S (resp. D) be the similar (resp. dissimilar) constraints set
Let NS (resp. ND) be the number ofML (resp. CL) constraints to be generated : NS = |S|;
ND = |D|

From the previous assumptions, we propose a new mechanism to automatically generate
S and D constraint sets from a Canopy clustering which can be used in the distance metric
learning. It consists in :

− defining similar constraints set S between objects of ST1 and ST2 of the same canopy
such to reduce the intra-class inertia of the canopy in order to tightly agglomerate ob-
jects of the both sets (Case c2.x). Possibly, to reduce the set size to NS, we can filter
out the already too similar constraints in S by sorting S by constraint objects distance
in descending order and pick the first N constraints.

S = {(oi, oj) | oi ∈ ST1
Ck

and oj ∈ ST2
Ck
}
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− Conversely, dissimilar constraints set D is define such to push away the boundaries ob-
jects of the nearest canopies from each other in order to increase the inter-class inertia
(Case c4.x). Furthermore, constraints containing farthest objects (Case c4.2, irrelevant)
can be remove from the set as to reduce its size to ND and keep Case c4.1 constraints.
Notice that Case c4.3 can be detected by searching for objects belonging to ST1 of both
canopies. Such objects needs to be removed before generating D.

D = {(oi, oj) | oi ∈ ST1
Ck

and oj ∈ ST1
Ck′
}

8.4 Experiments and Result
In order to evaluate the quality of the generated constraints from canopy (Fig 8.2), we run the
experiments in the same environment as described in Section 6.2.1 . Canopy algorithm has two
threshold parameters T1 and T2 which define the circles radius of a canopy. To test canopy’s
sensitivity in relation to the quality of the extracted constraints, we explore and cover multiple
combinations values for both radii parameters.

Metric learningMetric learning

Unlabeled dataUnlabeled data

Constraints setsConstraints sets

Parameters tuningParameters tuning

MetricMetricTuning dataTuning data

Raw dataRaw data

Testing dataTesting data
Dataset

(1)

(2)

(3)

Constraint extractionConstraint extraction

Figure 8.2: Comparison of classification accuracy between different metrics.

8.4.1 Application to SudOuest data
Three combinations of radii and their related results are compiled in Table 8.1. T1 and T2
displayed values are multiplication factor of a defined constant. This constant is a distance
between an object of the dataset and its nearest neighbor.

General observation: The extracted constraints for the canopies C1(5, 2), C2(20, 10) and
C3(30, 20) improved the results compared to the baseline metrics (Eucl, dtw) in Table 6.1.
However we observe different level of improvement depending on the considered canopy. The
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Table 8.1: Methods ARI score - average and standard deviation - according to the used distance
metric and canopy’s parameters

Metric

dtwM

T1 T2 Methods 5% 10% 15% 50% 100%

5 2
KMeans .499±0.08 .502±0.09 .551±0.09 .556±0.10 .576±0.09

SeededKMeans .557±0.08 .604±0.06 .602±0.07 .601±0.07 .615±0.06

Samarah .635±0.05 .627±0.06 .632±0.06 .634±0.06 .633±0.06

20 10
KMeans .579±0.08 .585±0.08 .603±0.09 .617±0.08 .632±0.06

SeededKMeans .645±0.07 .688±0.07 .714±0.06 .710±0.07 .742±0.05

Samarah .715±0.06 .727±0.05 .727±0.05 .735±0.05 .763±0.05

30 20
KMeans .567±0.09 .575±0.08 .600±0.09 .608±0.08 .609±0.07

SeededKMeans .612±0.06 .619±0.07 .669±0.07 .663±0.06 .688±0.06

Samarah .701±0.06 .701±0.06 .695±0.05 .704±0.07 .712±0.06

best results are obtained with C2 meaning that constraints from C2 are better than those of
C1 and C3. In fact for a canopy, since objects in circle T2 are not re-clustered, the length of
T2 determines the number of clusters: a smaller T2 will output a lot of smaller clusters while
a larger T2 will give a few bigger clusters. Consequently With smaller T2 the risk is having
objects of the same class labeled as cannot-link constraint (noise in set D). For instance C1
yields 124 clusters while the dataset has only 12 classes (Fig. 6.10b). In contrast, with larger
T2 the drawback is having noise in set S where objects from different classes are labeled as
must-link. This case is portrayed in C3 (9 clusters). It is also interesting to point out that
depending on one of those two extremes, favoring S or D might cancel out the noise in the
constraints set. Indeed smaller T2 gives very compact clusters, thus very qualitative S set.
Nevertheless, we propose to start with a reasonable big T2 and refine it down progressively to
achieve an acceptable canopy output.

In Figure 8.3, the results of C2 compared to those of the ground-truth extracted constraints
(dtwM in Table 6.1) reflect the quality of C2 generated constraints. In fact we can see that
for each method the result of C2 is close to them with less stability in the standard deviation.
However C2 outperforms them when the number of constraints is increased to the dataset size
(100%), with an overall better stability. Since the constraints are automatically generated,
increasing the number of constraint in the learning process does not come with a cost; it
actually helps to overcome the noise in the constraints set due to the possible mislabeling issue
discussed above.

In this experiment we use Canopy clustering to automatically provide constraints for met-
ric learning on SITS clustering. Comparing the obtained results with the label generated
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constraints show that, at a negligible cost of canopy parameters exploration, the unsupervised
constraint generation is effective.

Figure 8.3: Comparison of classification accuracy between different metrics.

8.4.2 Application to UEA Datasets
We conducted the same experiment as on the data collection of the previous Table B. Let
DTWC be the obtained metric using constraints from canopy. The experimental protocol
describe in Section 5.2.2 is employed in order to compare the results to those of Table 5.5. The
general observation is as follows: the obtained results are always above those of the baseline
metrics, i.e., Eucl and DTW (Figure 8.4) and . However compare to DTWM , we have tree
situations (Figure 8.5):

1. DTWC > DTWM : DTWC performs better than DTWM on three data sets (1, 4, 24),
i.e., constraints provided by canopy were more relevant. It is also important to mention
that there was no constraints optimization (for example, prevent matching of some fuzzy
classes) for the first experiments. As such, pre-processing the generated constraints from
the label could also reach/surpass the canopy results. nevertheless it is interesting to
have DTWC with such performance with no supervision.

2. DTWC = DTWM : On four datasets, both metrics reach the same results (3, 5, 6, 18).

3. DTWC < DTWM : The majority of the data sets are in this situation. However when
taking a close view to the results, we notice that the difference between both metrics
performance is most of the time small.
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The results of unsupervised constraints generation show improvement when tested on dif-
ferent kind of the dataset. This support the stability property of the propose method for
constraints extraction.
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Figure 8.4: Accuracy comparison of EUCL, DTW and DTWM metrics. A dot above the line
indicates that the metric on the abscissa outperforms.

Figure 8.5: 1-NN accuracy rate using EUCL, DTW and DTWM metrics
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Conclusion
In this chapter we highlighted the difficulty of having sufficient and qualitative learning con-
straint for DML task. Then, we present our method, based on canopy clustering, for an
automatic and unsupervised constraint extraction from the dataset.

From the experiments conducted to validate our approach, this method proved to be an
effective and a reliable way to overcome constraints supplying problem in DML. For instance
when applied to different data sets profile it shows a consistent improvement. Thus this method
can be used to generate relevant S and D constraints. However one must pay a close attention
to the canopy threshold parameters T1 and T2 in order to reduce the noise in the generated
constraints. We also provide some recommendation regarding this, such as favoring S or D
according to the sensitivity of T2. We can also operate on the metric used to build the canopy
clustering, by using the best default distance. For example in the UEA dataset, it is more
indicate to use Eucl on data on which it surpasses DTW, and conversely use DTW otherwise.

We also want to stress that chaining our constraints generation method to the metric
model, produce an unsupervised metric learning model. For instance the supervision in the
metric learning is at the level of the constraint. Therefore, providing those in unsupervised
way makes it possible to get rid of the supervision in the model construction.
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General Conclusion
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Conclusion

Summary
This thesis has been focused on two major issues of time series analysis in multi-dimensional
space. The first one is at the level of the general understanding of temporal data and the spaces
in which they are immersed. In particular, the aim was to understand the space induced by
DTW in order to propose some metrics to optimize the comparison of objects in this space. The
second is methodological and application challenge, and corresponds to the study of extracting
learning information without supervision. These two issues are related by the need to define a
local distance for DTW in order to evaluate its interest for MTS.

The first chapter has motivated the interest in using DTW for time series analysis especially
in remote sensing area. The analysis of time series of satellite images is motivated by the
multiplication of available acquisitions and by the appearance of satellites with a low revisit
period. The development of data mining methods specific to MTS analysis is complicated by
the high dimensionality of these data, and the low intuition associated with them. We therefore
have chosen to focus on the temporal dimension at the level of similarity measurement; the
underlying idea being that many classical data mining algorithms can be applied to the data
in a transparent way if their complexity is managed at the object comparison level. In chapter
two, we chose DTW measure because its temporal dimension, properties and flexibility make
it a coherent tool for the analysis of MTS. The use of DTW in a data mining process then
came up against the insufficient quality of the associated base distance regarding the nature
of the data. In this context the related literature has extensively shown that DTW is the
similarity preferred measure when univariate time series are considered. However, possible
statistical coupling among different dimensions make the generalization of this metric to the
multivariate case all but obvious. This has ignited our interest in new distance definition
capable of capturing such inter-dimension dependencies.

Chapter three has been focused on understanding and formalizing metric learning problem.
Starting with the studied model in the literature, we derive the general linear learning model
composed of some regularization term and some losses on the training dataset represented by
constraints. We then overview that kernel methods tends to lead to great results but are hardly
scalable to real application size data.

We then presented our metric learning model, the regularizer to take advantage of the
affinity information in the unlabeled data, as well as the losses for the constraints set, in
chapter four. We have shown how to highlight time series synchronization when learning the
metric. We also provide an optimization technique to speed up the computation of the metric.
In the following chapter, the defined model has been tested on various MDT dataset to ensure
it is robustness and study its behavior under different features distributions scenario. For
instance we show that our metric is stable and leads to a satisfactory improvement on many
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data sets. Equipped with a measure, chapter six detailed several experiments to demonstrate
the applicability and interest of DTW for the analysis of areas sensed by STIS. The following
chapter continues on software engineering to approach the analysis of symbolic time series.
We have seen that these type of series can be model as numerical time series and then being
compatible with existing methods for classification. Finally, chapter nine has introduced the
difficulties of obtaining constraints for DML and we presente a new approach to tackle this
challenge. Several experiments highlight the merits of this methods in providing qualitative
information.

Contribution
This section outlines the main contributions regarding the applications areas.

Satellite image time series (SITS): In this project we are interested in providing SITS
clustering using metric based algorithm. In SITS, we generally are dealing with large dataset
with high heterogeneous features. Hence the need for metrics capable processing such data.
DTW is well known for its interesting flexibility property in comparing time series but it’s
efficiency is subject to the provided base distance function. For this reason we choose to learn
such distance from the data instead of using some default one. We provide a method along
with an efficient optimizer to learn the metric for MTS data. Along the project we noticed
that providing leaning information also remains a challenge with MTS. Especially in SITS
analysis most of the time it is difficult to have ground-truth: either it does not exist either it is
out-dated. So, based on canopy clustering, we proposed a method to extract such information
from the data. Another advantage is that this method turns the metric learning model to
an unsupervised learning paradigm. Indeed, the supervision through the constraints is then
emulated by the constraints generator. The overall result of the experiments shows the interest
of providing such metric for MTS analysis. The following section present some refine ideas as
well as possible steps to take from here.

Software engineering analysis aims at analyzing, understanding and providing some in-
sight regarding the improvement of software related activities. In this project, we were inter-
ested in analyzing interaction of software developers and the effect on their delivery capabilities
from their communication point of view. IBM provides us raw textual data from developers
communication during a life cycle of development project. To get insight of this data we de-
veloped protocols and methods to process the raw data. Thus our contribution in this area is
not limited to metric learning on categorical time series. For instance we have contributed in
developing (1) an annotation guide, (2) similarity matrix learning for the clustering, and (3)
the following analysis. In order to exploit the raw textual data, we needed, in our analysis, to
turn them into concepts. So we define an annotation guide, which is a framework of concepts
and their associated meaning, to allow different annotators to have a common semantic for
text documents labeling. We conducted several annotation survey with multiple annotators in
order to refine this guide by monitoring the inter-annotator agreement (Kappa index). We were
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assisted by a literary expert during this stage to ensure the coherence of the proposed method.
After a significant annotation, we had a representative sample of concepts, and we model each
conversation as time series of concepts with respect to the timestamp in the conversation that
occur. Thus, agglomerating conversations by affinity is equivalent to clustering time series from
conversation. We use metric learning to obtain similarity representation on defined concepts
and proceed with clustering. The semantic analysis of the resulting clusters aims to discover
common similarities/dissimilarity, regarding the lateness of a WI, among the series in each
cluster. Our analysis of the results reveals some interesting pattern regarding the developer
interaction and the progression of the implement of their work. This project has interesting
implications, such as helping to monitor an ongoing project and quickly detect the blocking
point te be addressed as soon as possible. This is possible because our research methodology is
reproducible. Following that, one can take benefits of our clustering interpretations (transfer
learning), by building the concepts (annotation guide) then the clustering to discover patterns.

Perspective
The research work presented in this thesis has opened many research area of interest.

First, the presented global linear metric model lead to a good performance , however it
could be beneficial to explore some other form of models such as non-linear metrics or local
metrics. when the discriminatory power of the input features might vary between different
class set, learning a global metric cannot fit well the distance over the data. To overcome
this difficulty one solution is to learn a metric on each class neighborhood, referred to as local
metric learning. The next step is for us is to study the kernelization of our model and study
how such method could be beneficial for performance improvement.

Another field of interest is constraint clustering. Constraint clustering aims at guiding the
clustering algorithm on its decision whether some objects can be put together in the same
cluster (must-link) or not (cannot-link). We are currently conducting experiments to study
the interest of applying constraint clustering together with metric learning. Particularly it
will be interesting to investigate on the effect of the constraints at the metric level and the
clustering level. For example, from the constraints set C = {S,D}, compare the results of
(1) learning the matric with C and applying a normal clustering i.e., without constraints; (2)
running constraints clustering with C using some default metric i.e., without metric learning;
and (3) learning the matrix with C and run constraints clustering with C. This is also an
opportunity to further test the efficiency of the canopy constraints.
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A
Evaluation Methods

It is possible to evaluate the quality of a clustering result for which the real class of each object
is known, by comparing the obtained partitioning with the real classification. This type of
evaluation is called evaluation by external criteria. We present in this appendix the classical
criteria used in this thesis to evaluate the relevance of the proposed algorithms. The criteria
will consist in the comparison of two sets C1 and C2.

Let P2(X) be the set of pairwise element from the data set X.
Let M = |P2(X)| = 1

2xN(N − 1) the total number of pairwise object.
Let consider different configurations of pairwise set such as:

− ss : the number of objects of the pair are part of the same partition in C1 and C2;

− dd: the number of objects of the pair are not in the same partition in neither C1 nor C2;

− sd: the number of objects of the pair are part of the same partition in C1 but not in C2;

− ds: the number of objects of the pair are part of the same partition inC2 but not in C1 .

with M = ss+ dd+ sd+ ds

Precision
The precision is intuitively the ability of the classifier not to label as positive a sample that is
negative. The best value is 1 and the worst value is 0.

Precision = ss

ss+ sd

Recall
The recall is intuitively the ability of the classifier to find all the positive samples. The best
value is 1 and the worst value is 0.
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Recall = ss

ss+ ds

F-measure
The F-measure score can be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision and recall, where
an F-measure score reaches its best value at 1 and worst score at 0. The relative contribution
of precision and recall to the F1 score are equal. The best value is 1 and the worst value is 0.

F −measure = 2× precision× recall
precision+ recall

Rand Index
The Rand Index computes a similarity measure between two clusterings by considering all
pairs of samples and counting pairs that are assigned in the same or different clusters in the
predicted and true clusterings.

RI = ss+ dd

M

The raw RI score is then “adjusted for chance” into the ARI score using the following scheme:

ARI = (RI − ExpectedRI)
(max(RI)− ExpectedRI)

The adjusted Rand index is thus ensured to have a value close to 0 for random labeling
independently of the number of clusters and samples and exactly 1 when the clusterings are
identical (up to a permutation).

Jaccard
Jaccard similarity coefficient is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the
union of two label sets. The best value is 1 and the worst value is 0.

Jaccard = ss

ss+ sd+ ds

Folkes and Mallows
The Fowlkes-Mallows index is defined as the geometric mean between of the precision and
recall. The best value is 1 and the worst value is 0.

Folskes−Mallow =
√
precision× recall
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Kappa Index
This function computes Cohen [1960]’s kappa , a score that expresses the level of agreement
between two annotators on a classification problem.

Kappa = Po − Pe
1− Pe

with Po = ss+dd
M

and Pe = 1
M2
× (ss+ sd)(ss+ ds) + (sd+ dd)(ds+ dd)

where Po is the empirical probability of agreement on the label assigned to any sample (the
observed agreement ratio), and Po is the expected agreement when both annotators assign
labels randomly. pe is estimated using a per-annotator empirical prior over the class labels.

Note here that the Kappa index corresponds to the adjusted version of the Rand index
(ARI), proof in Warrens [2008].
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B
Dataset Description

This section describes the data set we use to validate our algorithms. Note that an ex-
tended information of these data is availalbe at http://www.timeseriesclassification.
com/dataset.php

1. Articulary Word Recognition
An Electromagnetic Articulograph (EMA) is an appa-
ratus used to measure the movement of the tongue and
lips during speech. The motion tracking using EMA
is registered by attaching small sensors on the surface
of the articulators (e.g., tongue and lips). The spatial
accuracy of motion tracking using EMA AG500 is 0.5
mm (Yunusova et al. 2009). This EMA dataset con-
tains data collected from multiple native English native
speakers producing 25 words. Twelve sensors were used
in data collection, each providing X, Y and Z time-series positions with a sampling rate
of 200 Hz. The sensors are located on the forehead, tongue; from tip to back in the
midline, lips and jaw. The three head sensors (Head Center, Head Right, and Head
Left) attached on a pair of glasses were used to calculate head-independent movement
of other sensors. Tongue sensors were named T1, T2, T3, and T4, from tip to back. Of
the total of 36 available dimensions, this data set includes just 9.
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2. Atrial Fibrillation
This is a physionet dataset of two-channel ECG record-
ings has been created from data used in the Computers
in Cardiology Challenge 2004, an open competition with
the goal of developing automated methods for predict-
ing spontaneous termination of atrial fibrillation (AF).
The raw instances were 5 second segments of atrial fib-
rillation, containing two ECG signals, each sampled at
128 samples per second. The Multivate data organises
these channels such that each is one dimension. The
class labels are: n, s and t. class n is described as a non termination artiral fibrila-
tion(that is, it did not terminate for at least one hour after the original recording of the
data). class s is described as an atrial fibrilation that self terminates at least one minuet
after the recording process. class t is descirbed as terminating immediatly, that is within
one second of the recording ending.

3. Basic Motions
The data was generated as part of a student project
where four students performed four activities whilst
wearing a smart watch. The watch collects 3D ac-
celerometer and a 3D gyroscope It consists of four
classes, which are walking, resting, running and bad-
minton. Participants were required to record motion a
total of five times, and the data is sampled once every
tenth of a second, for a ten second period.
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4. Character Trajectories
The data consists of 2858 character samples. The data
was captured using a WACOM tablet. 3 Dimensions
were kept - x, y, and pen tip force. The data has been
numerically differentiated and Gaussian smoothed, with
a sigma value of 2. Data was captured at 200Hz. The
data was normalised. Only characters with a single
’PEN-DOWN’ segment were considered. Character seg-
mentation was performed using a pen tip force cut-off
point. The characters have also been shifted so that
their velocity profiles best match the mean of the set.
Each instance is a 3-dimensional pen tip velocity trajec-
tory. The original data has different length cases. The
class label is one of 20 characters ’a’ ’b’ ’c’ ’d’ ’e’ ’g’ ’h’
’l’ ’m’ ’n’ ’o’ ’p’ ’q’ ’r’ ’s’ ’u’ ’v’ ’w’ ’y’ ’z’. To conform
with the repository, we have truncated all series to the
length of the shortest, which is 182, which will no doubt
make classification harder.

5. Cricket
Cricket requires an umpire to signal different events in
the game to a distant scorer/bookkeeper. The signals
are communicated with motions of the hands. For ex-
ample, No-Ball is signaled by touching each shoulder
with the opposite hand, and TV-Replay, a request for
an off-field review of the video of a play, is signaled by
miming the outline of a TV screen. The dataset intro-
duced in Ko et al. (2005) consists of four umpires per-
forming twelve signals, each with ten repetitions. The
data, recorded at a frequency of 184Hz, was collected by placing accelerometers on the
wrists of the umpires. Each accelerometer has three synchronous measures for three axes
(X, Y and Z). Thus, we have a six-dimensional problem from the two accelerometers.
60% of the data is used for training and the rest as testing data. The series are 1197
long.
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6. Epilepsy
The data was generated with healthy participants sim-
ulating the class of performed activities. Data was col-
lected from 6 participants using a tri-axial accelerom-
eter on the dominant wrist whilst conducting 4 differ-
ent activities. The four tasks, each of different length,
are: WALKING includes different paces and gestures:
walking slowing while gesturing, walking slowly, walk-
ing normal and walking fast, each of 30 seconds long.
RUNNING includes running a 40 meters long corridor.
SAWING with a saw and during 30 seconds. SEIZURE
MIMICKING seated, with 5-6 sec before and 30 sec af-
ter the mimicked seizure. The seizure was 30 sec long.
Each participant performs each activity 10 times at
least. The mimicked seizures were trained and con-
trolled, following a protocol defined by an medical ex-
pert. All the activities were carried out indoors, either inside an office or in the corridor
around it.
The sampling frequency was 16 Hz. Some activities lasted about 30 seconds, others are
1 minute long, others are about 2 minutes. Our standard practice for the archive is to
truncate data to the length of the shortest series retained. We removed prefix and suffix
flat series and truncated to the shortest series (20 measurements, approx 13 seconds),
taking a random interval of activity for series longer than the minimum. A single case
from the original (ID002 Running 16) was removed because the data was not collected
correctly. After tidying the data we have a total of 275 cases. The train test split is
divided into three participants for training, three for testing, with the IDs removed for
consistency with the rest of the archive.

7. ERing
This data is generated with a prototype finger ring,
called eRing (Wilhelm et. al,2015), that can be used
to detect hand and finger gestures. eRing uses electric
field sensing. In this paper we present an early proto-
type to describe finger- and hand-gestures. The data set
we used is the D data set used for Finger Posture Recog-
nition. There are six classes for six postures involving
the thumb, the index finger, and the middle finger. The
data is four dimensional. Each series contains 65 obser-
vations. Each series is a measurement from an electrode
which varies dependent on the distance to the hand.
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8. Face Detection
Our training data consist of MEG recordings and the
class labels (Face/Scramble), from 10 subjects (sub-
ject01 to subject10), test data from 6 subjects (sub-
ject11 to 16). For each subject approximately 580-590
trials are available. Each trial consists of 1.5 seconds
of MEG recording (starting 0.5sec before the stimu-
lus starts) and the related class label, Face (class 1)
or Scramble (class 0). The data were down-sampled
to 250Hz and high-pass filtered at 1Hz. 306 timeseries
were recorded, one for each of the 306 channels, for each trial. All the pre-processing
steps were carried out with mne-python. The trials of each subject are arranged into a
3D data matrix (trial x channel x time) of size 580 x 306 x 375.

9. Finger Movements
This dataset was recorded from a normal subject dur-
ing a no-feedback session. The subject sat in a nor-
mal chair, relaxed arms resting on the table, fingers in
the standard typing position at the computer keyboard.
The task was to press with the index and little fingers
the corresponding keys in a self-chosen order and timing
’self-paced key typing’. The experiment consisted of 3
sessions of 6 minutes each. All sessions were conducted
on the same day with some minutes break inbetween.
Typing was done at an average speed of 1 key per sec-
ond.
There are 316 train cases and 100 test cases. Each case
is a recording of 28 EEG channels of 500 ms length each
ending 130 ms before a keypress. This is downsampled
at 100 Hz (as recommended) so eacxh channel consists of 50 observations. Channels are
in the following order: (F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4, FC5, FC3, FC1, FCz, FC2, FC4, FC6, C5,
C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6, CP5, CP3, CP1, CPz, CP2, CP4, CP6, O1, O2).
The recording was made using a NeuroScan amplifier and a Ag/AgCl electrode cap from
ECI. 28 EEG channels were measured at positions of the international 10/20-system (F,
FC, C, and CP rows and O1, O2). Signals were recorded at 1000 Hz with a band-pass
filter between 0.05 and 200 Hz.
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10. Handwriting
The dataset describes motion taken from a smart watch
whilst the subject writes the 26 letters of the alphabet
created at UCR. The time series are about 126 long
and regularly and not for the purpose of classification.
There are 150 train cases and 850 test cases. The six
dimensions are the three accelerometer values and three
gyrposcope readings.

11. Insect Wingbeat
The InsectWingbeat data was generated by the UCR
computational entomology group and used in the paper
Flying Insect Classification with Inexpensive Sensors;
Journal of Insect Behaviour 2014. The original data is
a reconstruction of the sound of insects passing through
a sensor. The data in the archive is the power spec-
trum of the sound. The 10 classes are male and female
mosquitos (Ae. aegypti, Cx. tarsalis, Cx. quinquefas-
ciants, Cx. stigmatosoma), two types of flies (Musca
domestica and Drosophila simulans) and other insects.
A spectorgram of each 1 second sound segment was cre-
ated with a window length of 0.061 seconds and an over-
lap of 70Each instance in this multivariate dataset is
arranged such that each dimension is a frequency band
from the spectrogram. Each of the 10 classes in this dataset consist of 5,000 instances
(3000 train, 2000 test).
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12. Japanese Vowels
A UCI Archive dataset.
9 Japanese-male speakers were recorded saying the vow-
els ’a’ and ’e’. A ’12-degree linear prediction analysis’
is applied to the raw recordings to obtain time-series
with 12 dimensions, a originally a length between 7 and
29. In this dataset, instances have been padded to the
longest length, 29. The classification task is to pre-
dict the speaker. Therefore, each instance is a trans-
formed utterance, 12*29 values with a single class label
attached, [1...9]. The given training set is comprised
of 30 utterances for each speaker, however the test set
has a varied distribution based on external factors of
timing and experimenal availability, between 24 and 88
instances per speaker.

13. Libras
LIBRAS, acronym of the Portuguese name "Lingua
BRAsileira de Sinais", is the oficial brazilian sign lan-
guage.
The dataset (movement libras) contains 15 classes of 24
instances each, where each class references to a hand
movement type in LIBRAS. The hand movement is
represented as a bidimensional curve performed by the
hand in a period of time. The curves were obtained from
videos of hand movements, with the Libras performance
from 4 different people, during 2 sessions. Each video
corresponds to only one hand movement and has about
7 seconds. Each video corresponds to a function F in
a functions space which is the continual version of the
input dataset. In the video pre-processing, a time normalization is carried out selecting
45 frames from each video, in according to an uniform distribution. In each frame, the
centroid pixels of the segmented objects (the hand) are found, which compose the discrete
version of the curve F with 45 points. All curves are normalized in the unitary space. In
order to prepare these movements to be analysed by algorithms, we have carried out a
mapping operation, that is, each curve F is mapped in a representation with 90 features,
with representing the coordinates of movement. Each instance represents 45 points on a
bi-dimensional space, which can be plotted in an ordered way (from 1 through 45 as the
X co-ordinate) in order to draw the path of the movement.
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14. LSST
The Photometric LSST Astronomical Time Series is an
open data to classify simulated astronomical time-series
data in preparation for observations from the Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), which achieve first
light in 2019 and commence its 10-year main survey
in 2022. LSST will revolutionize our understanding of
the changing sky, discovering and measuring millions of
time-varying objects.
PLAsTiCC is a large data challenge for which partici-
pants are asked to classify astronomical time series data.
These simulated time series, or light curves are measurements of an objects brightness
as a function of time - by measuring the photon flux in six different astronomical filters
(commonly referred to as passbands). These passbands includeultra-violet, optical and
infrared regions of the light spectrum. There are many different types of astronomical ob-
jects (that are driven by different physical processes) that we sep-arate into astronomical
classes.
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15. Motor Imagery
The design of a classifier for a BCI system is very chal-
lenging when a classifier that was trained on the first
day shall classify data recorded during following days
(if possible, without retraining): the patient might be
in a different state concerning motivation, fatigue etc.
so that his brain will show different electrical activity.
In addition, the recording system might have under-
gone slight changes concerning electrode positions and
impedances. Our data set reflects this sitation: training
data and test data were recorded from the same subject
and with the same task, but on two different days with
about 1 week in between. Learn on the data of the
first session and do your best on the data of the second
session!
During the BCI experiment, a subject had to perform imagined movements of either the
left small finger or the tongue. The time series of the electrical brain activity was picked
up during these trials using a 8x8 ECoG platinum electrode grid which was placed on the
contralateral (right) motor cortex. The grid was assumed to cover the right motor cortex
completely, but due to its size (approx. 8x8cm) it partly covered also surrounding cortex
areas. All recordings were performed with a sampling rate of 1000Hz. After amplification
the recorded potentials were stored as microvolt values. Every trial consisted of either
an imagined tongue or an imagined finger movement and was recorded for 3 seconds
duration. To avoid visually evoked potentials being reflected by the data, the recording
intervals started 0.5 seconds after the visual cue had ended. Format of the Data
The EEG data has 64 dimensions, each of which is 3000 long (3 seconds measurement).
The train data has 278 cases, the test data 100. The class labels are finger or tongue
(the imagined movements).

16. NATOPS
The data is generated by sensors on the hands, elbows,
wrists and thumbs. The data are the x,y,z coordinates
for each of the eight locations, adding up to 24 at-
tributes. The time series length is 51 long. Each class
has 30 time series for training and the same amount for
testing.
The problem is to identify the different classes with user
activities. The six classes are separate actions, with the
following meaning: 1: I have command 2: All clear 3:
Not clear 4: Spread wings 5: Fold wings 6: Lock wings
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17. Pen Digits
A UCI Archive dataset.
This is a handwritten digit classification task. 44 writers
were asked to draw the digits [0...9], where instances are
made up of the x and y coordinates of the pen traced
across a digital screen.
The data was originally recording these coordinates at
a 500x500 pixel resolution, however was normalised and
sampled to 100x100. Then, on expert knowledge from
the dataset’s authors, the data was spatially resampled
such that instead of each consecutive attribute having
a constant time step (100ms) but variable spatial step, they instead had constant spatial
step and variable time step. From experimentation by the authors, the data was resam-
pled to 8 spatial points, such that each instance is 2 dimenions of 8 points, with a single
class label [0...9] being the digit drawn.

18. PEMS-SF
15 months worth of daily data from the California De-
partment of Transportation PEMS website. The data
describes the occupancy rate, between 0 and 1, of differ-
ent car lanes of San Francisco bay area freeways. The
measurements cover the period from Jan. 1st 2008 to
Mar. 30th 2009 and are sampled every 10 minutes. We
consider each day in this database as a single time series
of dimension 963 (the number of sensors which func-
tioned consistently throughout the studied period) and
length 6 x 24=144. We remove public holidays from the dataset, as well as two days with
anomalies (March 8th 2009 and March 9th 2008) where all sensors were muted between
2:00 and 3:00 AM. This results in a database of 440 time series.
The task is to classify each observed day as the correct day of the week, from Monday
to Sunday, e.g. label it with an integer in 1,2,3,4,5,6,7.
Each attribute describes the measurement of the occupancy rate (between 0 and 1) of
a captor location as recorded by a measuring station, at a given timestamp in time
during the day. The ID of each station is given in the stations list text file. For more
information on the location (GPS, Highway, Direction) of each station please refer to the
PEMS website. There are 963 (stations) x 144 (timestamps) = 138.672 attributes for
each record.
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19. Racket Sports
The data was created by university students plyaing
badminton or squash whilst wearing a smart watch
(Sony Smart watch 35). The watch relayed the x-y-z
coordinates for both the gyroscope and accelerometer
to an android phone (One Plus 56). The phone wrote
these values to an Attribute-Relation File Format (arff)
file using an app developed by a UEA computer science
masters student. The problem is to identify which sport
and which stroke the players are making. The data was
collected at a rate of 10 HZ over 3 seconds whilst the
player played either a forehand/backhand in squash or
a clear/smash in badminton.

20. Self Regulation SCP1
The datasets were taken from a healthy subject. The
subject was asked to move a cursor up and down on
a computer screen, while his cortical potentials were
taken. During the recording, the subject received visual
feedback of his slow cortical potentials (Cz-Mastoids).
Cortical positivity lead to a downward movement of the
cursor on the screen. Cortical negativity lead to an
upward movement of the cursor. Each trial lasted 6s.
During every trial, the task was visually presented by
a highlighted goal at either the top or bottom of the
screen to indicate negativity or positivity from second
0.5 until the end of the trial. The visual feedback was
presented from second 2 to second 5.5. Only this 3.5 second interval of every trial
is provided for training and testing. The sampling rate of 256 Hz and the recording
length of 3.5s results in 896 samples per channel for every trial. Trial structure overview:
Duration: 6 s, no inter trial intervals Task presentation: from 0.5 s to 6.0 s Feedback
period: from 2.0 s to 5.5 s
The train data consists of 268 trials recorded on two different days and mixed randomly.
168 of the overall 268 trials origin from day 1, the remaining 100 trials from day 2. The
data is derived from the two train files Traindata0.txt and Traindata1.txt. Each instance
has six dimensions (EEG channels above) of length 896. Class labels are negativity or
positivity. There are 293 test data.
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21. Spoken Arabic Digits
This data set is taken from the UCI repository. It is
derived from sound.
Dataset from 8800 (10 digits x 10 repetitions x 88 speak-
ers) time series of 13 Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs) had taken from 44 males and 44 females Ara-
bic native speakers between the ages 18 and 40 to repre-
sent ten spoken Arabic digit. Each line on the data base
represents 13 MFCCs coefficients in the increasing or-
der separated by spaces. This corresponds to one anal-
ysis frame. The 13 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs) are computed with the following conditions;
Sampling rate: 11025 Hz, 16 bits Window applied: ham-
ming Filter pre-emphasized: 1− 0.97Z−1

22. Stand Walk Jump
Short duration ECG signals are recorded from a healthy
25-year-old male performing different physical activities
to study the effect of motion artifacts on ECG signals
and their sparsity. The raw data was sampled at: 500
Hz, with a resolution of 16 bits before an analogue gain
of 100 and ADC was applied. A Spectrogram of each
instance was then created with a window size of 0.061
seconds and an overlap of 70Each instance in this mul-
tivariate dataset is arranged such that each dimension is a frequency band from the
spectrogram. There are three classes: standing, walking and jumping, each consists of 9
instances.

23. UWave Gesture Library
A set of eight simple gestures generated from accelerom-
eters. The data consists of the X,Y,Z coordinates of
each motion. Each series is 315 long. The dataset is
composed of 120 instances for training and 320 time se-
ries for testing. The dataset was first described by Liu
et. al (2009).
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24. Sud
The dataset is composed of 12 classes of different kind of
crops (wheat, corn silage, irrigated corn, etc.) located
near Toulouse (Southwest France). The original set of
images is composed of 11 multispectral (green, red, and
near-infrared) 1000 × 1000 pixel images non-uniformly
sampled from 15/02/07 - 20/10/07 and captured by the
Formosat-2 satellite. The dataset is composed of pixels
randomly selected within the annotated areas and the
reference data is based on farmer’s declaration to the
EEA’s Common Agricultural Policy.
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